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Abstract
Part V of the KEDAK Program Compendium contains descriptions of the more
important codes that are used in KEDAK evaluation work at Karlsruhe, in
particular: check programs, programs performing arithmetic operations on
whole data sets, programs for weighting and smoothing and programs for
estimation of nuclear-model and cross section parameters.
Das KEDAK-Programm-Compendium
Teil V
Programmhilfsmittel für die KEDAK-Auswertearbeit
Zusammenfassung
Teil V des KEDAK-Programm-Compendiums enthält Beschreibungen der wichtigeren
Programme, die bei der KEDAK-Auswertearbeit in Karlsruhe benutzt werden -
speziell Prüfprogramme, Programme für arithmetische Operationen an ganzen
Datensätzen, Programme zum Wichten und Glätten und Programme für die stati-
stische Schätzung von Kernmodell- und Wirkungsquerschnitts-Parametern.




2.1 The general-purpose check program PRTSTKED
2.2 SELPLO: Checking and processing program for differential
elastic-scattering data
3. PROGRAMS PERFORMING ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS ON NUCLEAR DATA
3.1 Simple averages (AVERAGE)
3.2 Calculation of composite cross sections (CALCUL)
4. PROGRAMS FOR WEIGHTING AND SMOOTHING OF CROSS SECTION DATA
4.1 Program SIGPLO
4.2 Karlsruhe version of SCORE













5.1 Multi-level shape analysis program for transmission data (FANAL)213
5.2 Multi-level shape analysis program for capture data (FANAC) 2J5
5.3 Estimation of level-statistical parameters from individual
resonance parameters (STARA) 2J7
5.4 Estimation of level-statistical parameters from average
cross sections (FITACS) 2J8
5.5 INCH) : Coupled-channels program for inelastic and charge
exchange reactions with automatie parameter optimization 220
5.6 DWBA: Program calculating inelastic-scattering and charge-
exchange cross sections 222
5.7 SECDIST: Program for the calculation of energy distributions
of secondary neutrons produced by inelastic scattering 223
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1. GENERAL REMARKS
The KEDAK library of evaluated neutron data must be regularly revised, up-
dated and expanded in response to the users' needs. A continuous evaluation
effort is necessary to maintain the usefulness of the file. The following
sections deal with computer programs that were developped or adapted in
the course of this evaluation work. It should be pointed out that as in
previous chapters the program descriptions are little more than a collection
from various sources and differ considerably with respect to depth and detail.
Refereuce. are fouud after each program description.
Zum Druck eingereicht am 1 7 .3 .1977
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2. CHECK PROGRAMS
The large size and rapid growth of modern neutron data files make it difficult
to ensure formal correctness and consistency with the laws of physics in
evaluated files. Efficient check programs are required to ease the burden
on the compiler. Two such programs are being used in KEDAK avaluation word:
- PRTSTKED for angle-integrated cross sections and re lated
data such as cross section ratios that depend on incident
energy only, and
- SELPLO for differential elastic-scattering cross sections.
They are described in Sects. 2. land 2.2.
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2.1 THEGENERAL~PURPOSECHECK PROGRAM PRTSTKED
Contents:
2.1.1 Introduction
2.1.2 Consistency checks and physics tests
2.1.2.1 Tests of nuclear properties
2.1.2.2 Tests on partial cross sections
2.1.2.3 Consistency checks on redundant quantities
2.1~3 Input/output specifications
Appendix: Brief user's guide to the KEDAK print and test program PRTSTKED
The KEDAK print and test program PRTSTKED, developped in 1972 by R. Meyer, is
designed to print a large number of KEDAK reaction types and to perform
consistency checks and physics test. Among the data that cannot be tested
yet are individual and statistical resonance parameters, angular distributions
and secondary-particle spectra.
As explained in the appended PRTSTKED input/output description the program is
sectioned into a number of modules. The actual test operations are performed
in the program modules ISOPAC, TSTBLI and TSTBL2:
- ISQPAC tests nuclear properties (charge, mass, spin, neutron binding energy,
nuclear radius etc.);
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- TSTBLI checks individual energy-dependent cross sections;
- TSTBL2 checks consistency between individual partial cross sections
and derived quantities such as the tota~ cross section or the capture-to-
fission ratio a.
The following tes~are perfomed by ISOPAC:
18 the isotope in question on file?
- Does the charge number Z satisfy the condition
1 < Z < 104 ?
- Is Z integer?
- In case both isotopic and elemental data are stored, is the isotopic Z
equal to the elemental Z?
- Is the nucleon number A=N+Z compatible with the atomic weight?
- Is Z consistent with the chemical symbol?
- Is the combination Z,A inside the range of the nuclide chart?
- Does Z,A belong to an unstable isotope? If yes, is the isotope listed
as component of an element?
- 18 the atomic weight consi8tent with the nuclide chart?
- Is the ground state spin I integer for even A, half-integer for odd A?
Is 1-0 for even A?
- Is the condition 0 < I < 10 fulfilled?
- Ia the nuclear radius inside the expected range?
- Is the neutron binding energy inside the expected range?
- Is xl:E(I+m/M) consistent with the atomic weight?
(m: neutron mass, M: nuclear mass)
- Do the isotopic abundances a. for an element fulfill the conditions
1o < a. < I, L a ... 1 ?
1 - i l;
- Is more than I isotopic component given for an isotope?
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Partial cross sections must be on file in the order of ascending energy. Tests
are performed by TSTBLI as follows:
- Energy values are tested with respect to sign and order and reordered if
necessary.
- The occurrence of double or multiple energy values is tested.
Completeness of the energy range (I meV - 15 MeV) is checked.
Suspicious gaps or clusters are identified in the sequence of energies.
- It is checked whether cross section values fulfill the condition
- In case of angular distributions the condition
- 1 < II = co s a < + 1
is checked.
In case of inelastic scattering thresholds are checked against excitation
energies of the residual nucleus.
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The following tests are performed by TSTBL2:
- Is the total cross section equal to the sum of all partial cross sections,
O"T .. L o"c ?
c
- Is the nonelastic cross section 0" consistent with
nonel
?
- 1s the absorption cross section O"abs consistent with
O"abs = O"T - O"n - 0" - 0" - 0" ?n' 2n 3n·
- Is the transport cross section O"tr consistent with
?
(~: mean eosine of lab scattering angle)
- Is the capture-to-fission ratio a consistent with







(v: average number of emitted neutrons per fission) 1
- In the case of cross sections for process like (n,n'a), (n,a2n) it is
checked whether
1t is checked whether the total inelastic cross section, 0" " is equal to
n
the sum over all partial inelastic cross sections
(i) + (c)
0" , a I O"n' O"n'
n i
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(cr(~): contribution from the i-th excited level of the target nucleus,
n
cr(~): contribution from excited levels in the continuum). Threshold energies
n
are checked against the discrete level energies.
Abrief description of the more computer-technical aspects of the program
including input/output options is appe~ded. This description is based on an
unpublished internal report written by R. Meyer, the author of the program.
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Appendix
Brief User's Guide to the
KEDAK print and test program PRTSTKED
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BRIEF USER '8 GUIDE TC TEE KEDAK
PRINT AND TEST PROGRAMPRTSTKED
1) Introduction
At the panel on evaluation problems in Vienna in September
1971 a number of testing programs were presented for ENDF/B
and UKNDL and it was felt· that such testing programs were
essential in ensuring the correct ness of large amounts of
data.No testing program for KEDAK was available at that
time.
At the end of 1971 a number of ENDF/B2 materials were con-
verted with a very preliminary version of BRIGITTE /3/ and
the lack of a testing program again turned out to be a
drawback.
At about the same time it became obvious, that it would be
impossible to maintain the KEDAK conventions of tabulating
neutron cross section data at one and the same energy scale
for all reaction types of one material. Also, this conven-
tion would be violated by the converted ENDF/B materials .
Therefore, the available printing codes became obsolete.
For this reason, in December 1971 the author started
prpgramming of the printing and testing code, the first
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step of which after thorough testing was operational in
August 72.
This code, the input and operation of which is described
in the succeeding paragraphs, was designed for printing
of a large number of KEDAK reaction types and for perfor-
ming a number of consistency checks and physical tests.
The version referred to hereafter is of a limited scope in
that it does provide printout only of the most important
data types plus a few more, but still a number of quaptities
cannot be handled. Also, tests are restricted to cross section
data, and testing of resonance data and distribution data
has not been implemented.
Since these extensions of the prograrn had been planned from
the very beginning, the prograrn is ready to accept them.
And by using the prograrn resources already implemented, as
error handling, condition handling, editing, retrieval etc.,
these extensions are fairly easy to make.
However, since presently it cannot be foreseen at what time
work on the prograrn can be resumed it was decided to provide
a preliminary issue of input and operation description.
A detailed description of the individual prograrn sections
is in preparation and will be published separately.
2) Sectioning











where TSTKED contains the control prograrn and control input
processing program, LDFPAC contains an overlayable system
of library-oriented retrieval routines.
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RETPAC contains an overlayable system of user-orien-
ted retrieval programs.
PRIPAC contains the editing routines for the printing
option.
IS~PAC performß testing of nuclear-property data.
For certain detected errors ISOPAC performs corrective actions
needed for the reSOnance testing package (which is not yet finished).
TSTBL1 performs physics checks and numeric checks on the
individual, energy-dependent cross section types.
TSTBL2 performs consistency checks on redundant quantities.
CALPAC is a package of support routines for consistency
tests permitting arithmetic operations on complete cross section
sets.
ERRPAC is a routine package to save detected errors and to
edit error messages.
CONPAC is a routine package for handling of condition
codes set by detected errors.
3) Unresolved references:
Routines not in the package and supplied separately:
DEFI (A) A routine to make the DEFINE FILE statement
dynamical. A description and a FORTRAN
replacement routine to simulate its functions
are available.
CONVY (A) a routine for conversion of character strings
to numeric data and vice versa. A desription
can be supplied on request.
XTAREA (A) (+ Entry REXTAR): A routine to dynamically allocate
core storage to the prograrn via GETMAIN and
FREEMAIN macros. A description is available.
Advice how to simulate the functions of the
routine with FORTRAN statements can be given
on request.
FREESP (A) A routine to determine the free core storage
available for allocation of data sets.
A description can be distributed. Advice how
to replace the routine by a FORTRAN routine
simulating its function can be given.
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DATUM (A) A routine to retrieve the current date
and time. A description is available and
can be distributed on request.
Advice how to replace the routine by a
FORTRAN routine simulating its function
can be given.
A8F~RM (with entries RAMANF, RAM~UT) (F) : routines for
printing text with capital letters (12
lines high) .
All simulator routines offered do only
simulate the functions of the above
routines for the special purposes of the
testing and printing program.
Note (A) denotes Assembler routines
(F) Fortran routines.
4) Overlay:
An overlay package is included. Together with the dynamic
allocation of core storage it ensures that the program
can be run within 122K region on an IBM - 370 computer
if the compilation is done be the H - extended compiler.
The program requires 84K core storage with overlay and 256K
without, to which 10K system+buffers and core storage for
dynamic allocation must be added, amounting to at least 38K.
5) JCL
The following JCL cards are required (for IBM-3~O users
only)
I/JOB card
//_EXEC_FHLG,PARM.L = (MAP, LIST, ~VLY) if the program
must be linked or
//_EXFC_FHG,LIB =
if a catalogued library is used to store the load
module.
in the former case also
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6) REGI@N AND TIME
The minimum region in which the program can be run (IBM-370,
rl-extended compiler) is about 122K with overlay and about 300K without
Execution however may be speeded up appreciably if the re-
gion is increased. The maximum region that can be used is
8 * NP + 16 *NCS (K) where NP is the maximum number of points
for a single reaction type for that material and NCS is the
length of the complete energy scale (both in thousands)
ego to test Ta-181 converted from ENDF/B2 takes 48 sec of CPU time
wi th the maximum region and 90 sec of CPU time with the minimum
region, core times changing quite similarly (IBM-360/65).
The running time for the printing option is not influenced
by the region parameter and the option will always use
106K exactly with overlay. The use of the overlay slows
down the program execution (CPU and incore time) by a
factor of 1.5 - 2. Because the overlay is a multiple re-
gion overlay calls across region boundaries may occur cau-
sing additional delay. The overlay has been optimized to
keep the number of such calls low. Nevertheless it may happen
in very exceptional cases that excecution time
exceeds reasonable limits. The only advice that can be given
is to cancel the overlay option in such cases.
7) Printing with stand alone code.
In case the printing option is the only one desired,
the printing part can be run on a stand-alone basis. The
overlay option may then be cancelled and the program will
occupy exactly 120K.
The stand-alone code can be easily constructed by replacing
routine s TSTKED and TSTINP in module TSTKED by a dummy, discarding mo-
dules CALPAC, ERRPAC, IS~PAC, TSTBL1, TSTBL2 and C~NPAC
and selecting from RETPAC only those routines actually
requested. It is suggested that the dummy routine TSTKED
issues an error message if call ed by the control program
due to erroneous control input.
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//G.FT01F001 UNIT=2314, DISP=SHR,V~L=SER=... , DSN= ...
Kedak direct access library containing the




two scratch data sets required by the testing program




FT09 is a scratchdata set to accept the control input






Notes: -An underscore in the above text is used to denote a
blank.
-Do not alter any blocksizes in case you do not wish
to risk an 80A or an 806.
-Karlsruhe users: The load modules of the program
sections can be included from the partitioned data
set INR.STEIN.LOEAD on GFK029. Note,that TSTKED and
CONPAC have been merged into one member TSTKED. The
overlay package is a sequential data setINR.STEIN.OVhRLAY
on GFKO~9.
Load modules of the complete program are stored in
STEINPDS on KAPR0S under the names PRTSTKED (version
without overlay)and PRTSTKEQ (version with overlay).
The overlay version should only be used if the printing
option is needed. If the testing option is chosen, how-
ever, input/output becomes very expensive with the over-
lay version and the version without overlay 1s recommended.
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8) Control input. (++)




The syntax rules are shortly surnrnarized here.
Input is of the form:
&'NAMELISTNAME' 'PARAMETERLIST' &END
where: 'NAMELISTNAME' is to be replaced by the respective
namelist name (PRINT, TSTKED).
'PARAMETERLIST' is optional and may be replaced by
a list of keys and associated parameters in
the form:
'KEY1'=PARM1 1 , PARM1 2 ,···,'KEY2'=PARM2, ...
where 'KEY1', 'KEY2 1 are to be replaced by the names of the
respective keys and PARM1 1 , PARM1 2 , ... are numeric or
character data assigned to them. Character data must
be enclosed within quotes. Numeric data are coded as
usual with the trailing cornrna delimiting the field width
(trailing blanks are treated as zeroes ).
Each key is optional and if not coded its value(s)
remai~s)unchanged.
&END indicates the end of the respective namelist.
Continuation cards may be used and must start in column
two. However, neither keys nor parameter values may
start on one card and be continued on the next:
(++) An underscore indicates a blank hereafter.
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A) PRINT (+)
&PRINT NAMZ=' I' NAMEN="MAT" "TYP" 'X' 'Y' EMIN='E. '
- . - 1 ' mJ.n '
EMAX='E ' FAST={T}, PAGE='I 2 ', &END
max ' F
or
_&PRINT_NAMZ='I 1 ', MAT="MAT", TYP="TYP", EXC='X' , ....•.. as
above , &END
where
NAMZ gives the number of names for the reaction type to be
printed
default: NAMZ = 2
NAMEN gives the names of the reaction types to be printed.
'MAT' ist the material name
'TYP' is the reaction type name
'X', 'Y' are eventual further (numeric) names, e.g. 'X' might
be an excitation energy
alternatively
MAT= "MAT" may be used to enter a material name
TYP= "TYP" may be used to enter areaction type name
EXC= 'X1' may be used.to enter a numeric name, e.g. an excitation
energy.
In case more than one single data type is to be printed, alter-
natively the following keys may be used:
MATS="MAT1" , "MAT2" , up to ten material names my be entered.
TYPS="TYP1" , "TYP2", up to ten reaction names may be
entered.
EXCS='X1', 'X2', ... up to ten (excitation) energies may be
entered.
Printing in this case will loop upon the specified reaction
types as folIows.









and if one of the reaction types is SGIZ, the inelastic






slow printing option: data will be edited with
exponents in multiples of three (eV, keV, MeV
and ~b, mb, b, etc.).
FAST=F
PAGE='I 2 ' indicates that page numbering should start with
'I '2 .
Page is used only, if a new material name is
encountered.
default: PAGE=1
EMIN='Emin' are the energy limits (in eV) between which
EMAX='Emax' the data shall be printed. Printing will start
with the last energy ~ 'Emin' and will stop
with the first energy ~ 'Emax'.
If 'Emin' >'Emax' no energy limits are applied.
default: EMIN=O. EMAX=-1.
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Notes: 1) The printing program only can access the
following data types presently:
AASTATUS, IS~T1, IS~T2, IS~T3, all energy-
dependent tabulated cross section data and
resolved-resonance parameters.
Not included are: SGNC, LEGNC, (elastic distri-
bution data) , or unresolved - resonance data.
2) To print IS~T1 - IS~T3 code TYP='IS~T' or
TYPS = .... , 'IS~T' , .... ,
coding 'IS~T1' or 'IS~T2' or 'IS~T3' will cause
an error.
3) If TYP= 'ALL' is entered, all data types for
the specified material are printed which the
printing program can access.
NAMZ is ignored for TYP = 'ALL'.
If EXC = 'ALL' is coded and reaction type
'SGIZ' has been specified explicitely or is
implied by TYP = 'ALL' printing will loop
on all level energies for that material.
To print all informations for a given material
accessible for the program, TYP='ALL',
EXC = 'ALL' may be coded.
These are the default values for TYP and EXC. No
default value for the material name is supplied.
4) The current value of a parameter is default and
is used if the respective key is not in the input
namelist. The initial defaults at program start
were given above.
5) NAMZ is only required, if not the retrieval
package LDFPAC included in the program is used.
Else it will be ignored.
Alias:
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B) TSTKED (+ )
_&TSTKED_MAT='MAT', TSTESC = { 'N~''TYP1', 'TYP2', ..., EXCLUDE', I TYP 1 ' , ...
'ALL'
MAX='I1', EPSIL='EPS', B~UNDS='B1','B2', &B~m
FROM='EFROM', TO='ETO', &END
where
MAT='MAT' gives the material name. Only one per list may
be entered.
MAX='I1' gives the maximum number of points for a single
KEDAK type.
If the retrieval routine package of the testing
program is used, this parameter is ignored and
will be determined by the program.
Else if set to 0 the prograrn will assume a num-
ber of 20 000. MAX is only important for program
efficiency optimization and an erroneous speci-
fication will not lead to an error provided it is
large enough. Otherwise an 80A or 806 error might
occur.
default: MAX = 0
EPSIL='EPS' specifies a boundary value for the tests on the
validity of linear interpolation and gives the
requested accuracy of linear representation in
percent.
The program will print a warning message when
the shape of the (assurned) true curve deviates
from the linear interpolated curve by more than
'EPS' •
(+) For references of material and reaction type narnes
see /1/, /2/
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default: EPSIL = 5.,
BOUNDS = 'B1', 'B2'
gives the percent accuracy requested for the con-
sistency of redundant quantities (in per cent) . Vio-
lation of consistency by more than 'B1' will cause
a warning, by more than 'B2' an error messageto
be issued. (' Bl' < 'B2')
default: B = 0.1,5.,




specify lower and upper boundary of the energy
range in which testing is requested. For ET~-values




'N~' no test on completeness of energy scale
'TYP1' ,'TYP2' , .•. test whether energy scales of
these types are complete. Up
to 5 reaction types may be enter-
ed.
'EXCLUDE' ,'TYP1' , .•• test completeness of energy
scales of all types but 'TYP1' , •..
up to 4 reaction types may be
entered.
ALL' test completeness of energy scale of all types.
Since one of the former conventions of the KEDAK library
was that all reaction type data be tabulated along the same
energy mesh points, TSTESC offers a possibility to test this
convention. Violation of this convention in present files
may be an indication also of other errors.
It is however of no use to test more recent fLIes or files
converted from ENDF/B on this convention.
















For use of defaults see Note 4) of 8B) ~
9) Output:
It is hoped that the output in all cases is self-explanatory
In most cases input errors are recognized, either by the program
orby the IBM namelist proaessing routine and will give rise
to an error message.
printing mOdule:
large letters indicating the beginning of a new material
allow easy separation. The date of the Kedak version printed
together with the date of printout is displayed -f,Glr, each-'ma-
terial on a heading page.
Each reaction type will be preceded by a heading to identify
the data being printed. The heading will be repeated on con-
tinuation pages. Normally each reaction type will start with
a new page, except for SGIZ when the level data to be printed
still would fit into the current page.
For easier reference data points are numbered. Numbering
will restart with 1 after 9999 had been reached.
Pages are numbered consecutively,the starting number being
specified by the user. The page number is preceded by the
name of the material currently being printed.
At the bottom of each page a line is displayed giving the
physical units of the data printed.
testing module:
Three levels of messages are maintained according to the asso-
ciated degree oferror: warning, error and serious error mes-
sages. To avoid too much printout, each error has been
assigned a maximum number of error messages; if exceeded the
user will be told but no further messages for this error are
printed.
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Because large amounts of data will not usually be held in
storage at any given time, error messages would be mixed if
on-line printing were used. Instead, errors are collected
and after finishing a class of tests, the error messages are
sorted and then printed.
The limitation of the number of error messages of each type,
although in most cases very useful, has also some disadvan-
tages, e.g. violation of linear interpolation within the re-
sonance range may happen quite frequently and indicates that
the number of points chosen to represent that region does
not fulfill the accuracy requirements. The individual messa-
ges however will not have much importance. In the fast
energy range such a violation however could indicate amispunch
or a scaling error. Due to a large number of errors detected
in the resonance range these violations might not be printed,
if testing is done in the whole energy range. But it is possible
to limit the tests on the fast energy range by using the input
parameters FROH and TO.
Each material is preceded by separating pages containing the
material name in large letters and a heading page giving the
date of the KEDAK version used, the date and time of test and
the status of the current program control parameters.
Each section of tests is preceded by a heading page shortly
informing the user of the kind of tests performed in the
succeeding section, and isended by a page giving an account
of the number of errors which occured and their error levels,
where a level ~ 4 pertains to warning messages, < 8 to
error messages and to serious error messages else.
Pages are numberedand the page number is preceded by the
name of the material currently under test.
10) Dispatching to foreign Users:
Foreign users may receive the code on request from the nuc-
lear data evaluation group in Karlsruhe. Since the printing
program may be used as a stand-alone code also, the requested
program package should be i ndicated.
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/1/ D. Woll, KFK 880, 1968
/2/ B. Krieg, KFK 1725/1, 1973
/3/ J.C. Schepers, private communications and report to
be published.
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2.2 SELPLO: Checking and processing program for differential
elastic-scattering data
Contents:
2.2.1 Applications of SELPL~
2.2.2 SELPL~ input
2.2.3 SELPL~ output
2.2.4 Short description of SELPL0 main program
and subroutines
2.2.5 Storage and time requirements on
IBM/360-65 and /370-168
2.2.6 External storage, job control
References
Appendix: SELPL~ program listing
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2.2 SELPLO: Checking and processing program for differential elastic-
scattering data
The FORTRAN IV program SELPLO was written by R. Meyer for processing, checking
and display of elastic-scattering angular distributions from and for the
KEDAK library. The following sections contain descriptions of
- applications,
- input (including an example),
- output,
- main program and subroutines,
storage requirements and running times,
- external storage devices and job control language.
A program listing is appended.
~~~~l_~EE!!~!~!~~!_~E_§~~~~Q
The program permits processing of differential elastic-scattering data in the
center-of-mass system. These can be
- differential elastic-scattering cross sections
- angular distribution functions






















where ~ is the eosine of the scattering angle,
an(E) the (angle-integrated) elastic-scattering cross section
KEDAK nomenclature:
SGNC for p(~) , with ~ given in the center-of-mass system.
SGN for a (E), with E given in the lab system.
n
Note: In the sequel the general notation SGNC will be used for both types
of differential (angle-dependent) data, i.e. for da /dQ and for p.
n --
Thedifferential elastic scattering data may be
- read from the KEDAK library or
- read from other external sources (tape, disc) or
- calculated from Legendre coefficients that were read from cards.
The following options exist:
- plotting.
- integration over all angles and normalization checkwhether the integral
is equal to unity (for p(~» or to the angle-integrated elastic-scattering
cross section 0 stored on KEDAK (for da /dQ);
n n
- transformation to laboratory angles, calculation of the average lab
eosine ~L (KEDAK name: MUEL) and consistency check against MUEL as stored
on KEDAK;
generation of statistics on the deviations between 0n(or ~L) as calculated
from SGNC and on (or ~L) as stored on KEDAK;
calculation of SGNC in the center-of-mass system from Legendre coefficients
for an input eosine grid with check whether this grid is fine enough;
normalization of SGNC to unity and storage in KEMA input format for later
incorporation in KEDAK.
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Input quantities other than SGNC are read according to the FORTRAN NAMELIST
conventions into NAMELIST/IN/. The (card) input has the form
_&IN_MAT= ••• ,EMIN= ••• ,EMAX= ••• ,other names, END
where underscores denote blanks.















material name (KEDAK name)
lower energy limit in eV





angular integral of SGNC
with SGN as stored on KEDAK
{
T : compare } MUEL
F : do not compare
calculated from SGNC with MUEL
as stored on KEDAK
= {: : ;:~:~i::rmalize} SGNC
to unity, write result in KEMA 1n-
put format on unit 2, prepare
punching from unit 3.
= {T : generat~ s~atisticS} on
F : no stat1st1cs
deviations between integrals calcu-
lated from SGNC and SGN va lues on
KEDAK if SIGMEL=T, or between corres-



























'KEDA' read SGNC from KEDAK, unit
:: 'TAPE' 11 SGNC 11 tape
'CARD' 11 SGNC 11 eards
atomie weight of material speeified by





eoeffieients read from eards and eal-
eulated SGNC values
number ~ 101 of eosine grid points
only required if INTYP·'CARD'
unit > 8 from whieh SGNC values are









PLOFOR ink plot } if PLOT"'T
pencil plot
T
For INTYP='KEDAK' or INTYP= , TAPE , another &IN •.• namelist ean follow. If not,
the end of input is reaehed. For INTYP='CARD' the name list NAMELIST!CD! must
be speeified for each ineident energy by
_&CD_MODE= .•• ,ENERGY...... ,other names, END.





. {'LEG' : read Legendre coeIfieients
'TAB' : read tabulated SGCN values












number of Legendre eoeffieients,




use old eosine grid,
read eosine grid values






number < 101 of eosine grid values
for NEWTAB-'READ' or ='EQI'
list of NUMCOS eosine grid values
separated by eommas, in deseending
order, for NEWTAB='READ'.
list of NUMLC Legendre eoeffieients




If another material or the present material with different input parameters
is to be treated a new _&IN_MAT•••• name list foliows, otherwise the end of
input is reaehed. Input of tabulated SGNC values from eards is not possible
with the present version of SELPLO. Input of tabulated SGNC values via tape

















number of 4-byte words following NUM in this
reeord, i. e.
NUM= 1O+2ltNUMCOS
where NUMCOS is the number of eosine values
for whieh SGNC values are to be read
eonstant
eonstant








These data are read on unit ITAP and must be written with LRECL=80. The first
byte of the first logical record must be occupied. all following records must




The output is essentially self-explanatory. If ~~ calculated from SGNC and






which gives the relative deviation of the elastic transport cross section
(] = (I -~ 1) (]tr e n
if ~L is calculated from SGNC rather than retrieved from KEDAK.
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Flow diagram of SELPLO main program


















































Caleulate SGN fram SGNC
(INTGRT)
\- eompare calculated SGN
tith SGN stored on KEDAK
'CARD '
read Legendre coefficients













normalize SGNC to 1, print normalizec








transform SGNC to lab system, cal-
culate MUEL
(CTOL, INTGRT)









generate statistics of deviations

















reads eard input from unit 5 and stores it
momentarily on unit 4
opens nuelear data file KEDAK,
ealls LDFOPN
reads SGN or MUEL from KEDAK,
ealls LDFLOC, LDFNXT
reads SGNC from KEDAK (ENTRY GETDEL),
ealls LDFLOC, LDFNXT
reads SGNC from tape
reads SGNC or Legendre eoeffieients with
eosine grid values from eards,
ealls GETLEG, GETTAB
caleulates SGNC from Legendre coefficients for
all eosine grid values, checks whether eosine grid
is fine enough,
calls SUMLEG, CONTRL
calculates SGNC from Legendre coefficients for
given energy
calculates first two Legendre moments of a
distribution and compares them with the generating
Legendre coefficients
dummy in present version of SELPLO
integrates according to trapezoidal rule













transforms from center-of-mass to lab system
prints error messages
plots SGNC (ENTRY PLOCL),
calls RASTER, GRIDLI, PLOTA
plots a grid of horizontal and vertical lines,
calls RALIN, RALOG. PLOTA
generates grid for linear scale
generates grid for logarithmic scale
generates parameters for linear aX1S
corresponding to size of plot paper
is a Karlsruhe general-purpose plot subroutine /1/
reads the nuclear data library KEDAK /2/,
(ENTRIES LDFOPN, LDFLOC, LDFNXT)
system routines /3/
conversion of input data to binary representation /4/
SELPLO uses fixed-dimension arrays. At most 2500 SGN and MUEL values can be
treated in the energy range EMIN ••• EMAX specified in the input. The maximum
number of SGNC values is 101.
The source program requires about 196 k bytes. An additional 30-50 k bytes
are needed for buffers depending on number and blocking of external units.














normalized SGNC values in KEMA input format
(for output other than printing)
normalized SGNC values (for printing)




punched output for IBM 1130 plotter
SGNC in binary representation (for
reading by unit ITAP)






or if atomic weight









if INTYP= 'TAPE ,
if INTYp.. I TAPE I
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/1/ S. Reine, PLOTA, Programmbeschreibung
(1967) and updates, unpublished
/2/ Present CompendiumCh. III.2
/3/ K. Gogg, CONVX, Programmbeschreibung, unpublished
K. Gogg. STRING, Programmbeschreibung, unpublished
/4/ R. Bachmann, (1970) unpublished
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Appendix: SELPL0 program listing
(C
C FEHLERZWEIG.



































































INPUT U1'/IT A"JGULAR OISTRIflUTIO IN KEMAI\lPUT FORMIIT








WERDEN VON KEOllt< 1'/4CH I E"JEI. SIGELl GFLI:SEN








631 FGRMIITI' TAPE I'lPUT UNIT: ITAP=' ,13)
I I' 1 IT IIP • GT. 8) GJ TO 13
hFlTEIKiJUT,632)
632 FOR'l4TI ' IJ"lITS 1 - 8 ARI' INTERNALLY RESFRVFO LSE ANClTHER UNlT
1 FOR TAPE INPUT')
GO TO 999
13 CALL FREE121 lTAP,8,6,'1U"",,U,"1U)
Z' PLOT=' ,L2.·, PLOFOR=',A2,
X'. SIG'lEl=',L2,', "1UL=',LZ,', "IOR"1=·.L2,', STATIS=',L2,
X', ORUCK='.L21
4' I"JTYP=',A4.·, NU'4KED=',I31
11'1 NORM) vlRI TEl KOUT ,6221 IT AR






C MUfL wERDEN VO"J KEDIIK N4CH IE"JMU,'lU) GELESEN









































































f) I MF"J 5 I; IN 4R GI 4) , 1'/A RG 1 3 J , (OS 11 01 ) , DS I G( 101 I, E 1'/ EL 12 5')0 J , S IGEL I 2500 J
1, EN'IU 1250')), '11)( 2500), TXT( 20)
DI"I'NSIJN Xlll')01),Yllll)!)II,ZlIlOOI',N'IUI421,NSLI22J
RF4L*R '1AT,'M'4E(3,,5Gi~/'SGN 'I, '1UEL/''1UFL
l'I,'3LA1'/K/' '/,ISOT1I'ISOTl 'I,TTI'ND/'ENDE'I
(O'lMDN I NoUT, KOIJT, I TAP, I TAfI
OIlT,\ (4Rfl/'CIIRf)'I,TAPI'/'TAPE'I,TIN/' &IN'I,TI'ND/":NflE' 1,12/21
LCGICAL 1'1 R5T ITI
DIITA TUSCHE/'T'I













































C PLOTTEN DER FLASTISCHEN VERTEILUNGEN
C
C ELASTISCHE wiNKELVERTEILUNGEN WERDEN VCN KEDAK GEHCLT (SGNCl
C ßZW VON ßANO IN AUFNAHMEFOR'1A T FUER KEDAK.
WR!TE I KOUT ,62 lrl
624 FOR"'ATlIl' ENERGIEN IN EV,SIGMA5 IN BARN'1l
I F( • NOT. 5T AT 15 .A ND. (5 I GMEL. 0 R. MU L I I WRITE I KOll T , 623 I
623 FORMA Tl3X, 'ENERGIE', 25X,' SIGMA EL' ,29X,' MUE'III
IFISTATISI wRITEIKOUT,6211
621 FORMAT(
13)(, • ENER GI E' , IS X, 's GN ' , 7X, 'A 'JS SGNC', 3 X, '0 I FF ( ~ , ' , 9X, • MUF L' •SX, • AU







620 FORMATI' ALS EINGABEMEDIEN SIND DERZEIT NUR ßANO,KEOAK UNO KARTEN







34 IFIFIRST' GOTO 341
CAlL GETOELIEL,COS,OSIG,MAX,&80,&801
GCTO 342
341 IFIKEKONT.EQ.OI CALL KEDOPNIKFKDNT,~951











NUME L[)=~UHE LD t-l
C
[ ,GNC WIRD UE8ER 4PI I'HEGRlERT
3A lFI.NOT. SIG'1ELI GOTO 47



































































C ~ORMIFREN DER FLASTISr:HEN VERTFILUNGE"I AUF 1.
47 IFI.NOT.NORMI GOTO 50
IFISIGMELI GOlO 4"1
CALL I~TGRT( COS, DS IG,MAX, INTGRL)
SN=2.* PI *1 NTGRL





C RERECHNUNG VO~ MUEL AUS SGNC
SO IFI.NOT.IoIULl GOTO 31
CALL CTOLlCOS,OSIG,MAX,XZ,YZ,
CALL I~TGRT IXZ,YZ,LAX, INTGRL 1
nC S2 1=I,LAX




C ZUGE~OERlGER ELASTISCHER QUERSCHNITT WlRO GEHOLT
I F (. NOT. STATI SI GOTf) 43







608 FORMAT(' +' ,2ZX,'------, ,2X,FI0.4,3X, '----'1
GOTO 47







































































IF INE'l.'l..'JE.OI GO TO 27
WRITEIKOUT,633INAMEll1
FORMATl' ***** ATIOMIC WEIGHT FOR ',A8,'




















610 FORMATI' +' ,59)(,'------',2)(, F8.4, 2(4)(, ,------')1
GOlD 31



















626 FORMATl'I'I' ANlAHL DER BEARBEITETEN ELASTISCHE~ VERTEILUNGEN
1 151
IFI.NOT. STATI SI GDTD 999
WRlTEIKOUT,6181
61B FCRMATII/2)(,'VERTEllU"lG DER ARWEICHUNGE'J lWISCHEN KFDAK TABFLLIFRT
1 UND KFDAK GERECHNET AUS DEN DIFFERENTIELLEN VERTEILUNGEN' I
IFI.NOT.SIGMELI GOTD 85
WRITEIKOUl,6191
619 FORMATIlI' FUER SG"l:'1l
DO 82 '1=1,21
MA=M+I










85 I Fl.NOT. MUll GDTO 9'N
WRITEIKOUT,6281




































































































I FI Z111 • GT • F~ AX I GO TD 32































































IFII.GT.MAXEI GOTO 34 20C
GOTO 20 210
22 WIlITEIKOUT,6051 INAMEIJ),J=1,21 220
605 FOIlMATI' EMAX > OBEIlSTER ENERGIEWFRT AUF KEDAK FUER ',2ABI 230
24 MAX= I-I 240
WIlITEIKOUT,609) INAMEIJ),J=I,2I,MAX 25C
RfTURN 260
30 WRITEIKOUT ,6061 (NAMEI 11,1=1,21, EM IN, EMAX 270
606 FORMATl' FUER ',2A8,' WURDEN ZWISCHEN' ,E12.4,' FV UND',EI2.4, 'FV 2BO
lAUF KEDAK KEINE DATEN GEFUNDEN'I 290
RETURN 1 30C
32 WRITEIKOUT,6071 INA"IEI Il,I=1,21,EMAX,E"'1 N 310
607 FCRMATl' FUER ',2A9,' IST ANGEGEßENES EMAX=',EI2.4, 'FV KLEI"IEil. ALS 320
11. KEDAKENFRGIE ODER ANGEGEBFNES FMIN=',F12.4,'EV') 330
RETIJRN 1 340
34 WRITEIKOIJT,60BI INAMElJl,J=I,2 ),MAXE,EMIN,ARGII-ll 35C
60B FOIlMAT I' ANZAHL DER ENERGIEN AUF KEDAK FUER ',2AB,' GROESSER ALS' 360
1,15 I' ES WIRO DAS EINLESEN VON KEOAKWERTEN fiEl DIFSER ZIIHL AflGEfI HC









COMMON INPUT, KOUT 20
REAL*B NSKBllll!'-I.O •• ','-).B •• ','-0.6•• ','-0.4 •• ','-0.2. 30
1. 't' 0.0•• ','+0.2 •• ','+0.4 ... ','+0.6 •• ','+0.13 •• ','+1.0. 40












4 I'N/O/,NP/O, 1.2,3,4,5,6,7,8,91, SY/2. 54E-j/,"IIJIRI3,3/,NSCIL ,11 170
DAH NSCSBIl H1/ ,"lOIRSBIlO*,I, NTSB/I0/,"JTSBII1I IBO
DATA TUSCHE/'T'I 190
CATA DYY/.21 200




















C TITEL UND NUMMER DFR lEICHNUNG
CAlL STRINGI NTEXTlll, , "'I
CAlL STRINGINTFXT(2),NTEXTIII,56)
CAll STRINGINTEXTIII,MAT,81
CAlL STRINGlNTEXTl3 I,SGNC,A I
10=10+1
C




IFIXZI'1I.GT.XMAX I GOTn 2
IFIXlIMI.GE.XMIN) GOlD 3




IF I X'"'I N. NE. ClI GOTD 4
XlOS= .FAL SE.
GOTO 6
4 IFIXMAX.GT.20.*XMINI GOTD 5
Xl OS=. FA LS E.
GCTD 6
5 XlOG=.TRUE.
6 [FIXLnGI GOTD 7
GOlD 30
C


































































"'= INT! XM AX t-X RES'
IFIFLOATlMI.LT.XMUt-XRESI M=Mt-l
M1=INflX MIN 1



















CALL PLOHdXl,Yl,MAXNlll,NTlll,NPI lI,FIIPG,INO,FIIPA ,I NOl,XMAX,XMI N,




CA LL RAS TER I -{, • I, X'1A X, XM I FII, Sx, YMA X, 'IM IN , SY, I FIIOl ,XR ,'IR ,D X, DYI
GOTO 20
C
















































































C BESCHRIFTUNG DER "'UE-ACHSE
20 XX=XMIN-24.*SX
YBSlll=YMIN+16.*SY
00 21 1= 1,11
21 XBSI II=XX
oe Z2 I=Z,l1





CALL PL I1T AI xBSOU'1, Vf\ SO UM, 2,2,1 ,I ,I ND , 1 , I NO Z, XIA,A X, XM 1N, SX , Y,..AX ,'IM 1 N
1,5'1,1,10,'),'),
2NTSß,Xf\S,YBS,NOIRSB,NSCSfl,NSKRIII,NSK8IZI,NSKBI3I,NSKBI41 ,NSKfll5I,
3 NSKB 16 I , IIlS KB I 7 I , NSKBI 8 I ,N SKß 19 ), NSKB I 10 I I
CALL PLOTAI XBSOUM,VBSOU1'1,2,l,1 ,I ,INO,I, INOZ,XMAX,XMIN,SX,YMAX,YMIN
I, SV,l, 10,0,0,
2 NT SB 1 , Xfl SI 111 ,VßS II II ,N 0 I RS ß ,N SC 5B, NS KBI 1111
C
C ZEICHENERKLAERUNG FUER DIE ERSTE KURVE
IF IFliRES. EI,}. II )(Tl 11 =X1'11 MXPES
IFINRES.EQ.ZI XIIII=X~AX-I0.*SX





CALL STRINGlNTEl21,' i' 1
CALL STRINGINTEI31,NTEIZI,321
CALL STRINGINTEI51,' EVOl'I
CALL STRINGI NTEI 61, '.. ~'I
CALL CONVX (ELAll I,NIEI21, I EIZ.S' I
C,ALL PLOTAI XT ,VT ,Z, I,NPlll ,NPG,I NO,NPA,INOZ,X1'1AX,XMIN, SX,
I YMAX,Y~ IN, SV, I, 10,0,0, I,
2 XB,YB,NOIR,N5C,NTEI
C
C JETZT WERDEN OIE UEBRIGEN KURVEN GEPLOTTET ZUSAMMEN MIT
C ZEICHEFIIERKLAERUNG.
IFINU'1.LT.21 GI1TO 90




I XMAX,XMIN,SX,V'lAX,VMIN,SV,I, 10, 0, 0, 0)
XTlII=XTIII-20.*SX
XT(ZI=XTlll




CALL STRINGINTEI ZI, ' 1)'1
C,ALL STRINGINTFI3I,NTEIZI,3?1
CALL STRINGINTEI51,' EV@'1
CALL STRINGINTEl61, ' ••• '1










































































C GRIDll BESTIMMT OIE ACHSEN-KENNGROESSEN FUFR lINEARE ACHSEN SO,
















4 IFIlSKAl.NE.O) GOTO 10
IMAX:1'4AH50
If'IN=IMIN-50






IZ IFllSKAl.lE.401 GIJTfJ 14
ISTART:( IMIN/51;<5




14 IFIlSKAl.lE.201 GOTO 16
ISTART=IIMI'4/41*4
I END=I IMAX/4) *4






















































16 IFllSKAl.lE.I01 GOTn 18
ISTART=IYMIN/2)"'Z





















SUBROUTINE CTOlICDSC,OS IGC, MA X,COSl,OSIGl,








8 00 12 M=MA,"lMAX
CO Sllll =COS CI MI

























































































TO EACH ~UILI THERE EXJST TWO MUICI.
PROCEEDING: CALCULATE MUILl TO GTVEN ,,"Ulel.FIND SECOND MUrCI
CORRESPONOING TO THIS MUILI.SUM CONTRIRUTIONS FROM aOTH.





43 0 S=C OSLI LA I
OC=COSLlLA-ll
CALCULATE DSIGMA IN L-SYSTEM FOR LOWEST INTFPVAL OF MUILI
DC=I-.5*IIOSIGLILAI-DSIGLIlA-III/IDS-DCI*IA+OSl)+nSTGLILAII*IA+OSI
W=SQRTIA22+A2*DS+l.1














o S=OC 110 Sl-~ S2 I
DC=OS2






















































































OC=I l-Wl /( LE-ll




82 JFICOSLIll.LI.COSCILAII GOTO 83
lA=LA+I
GCTO 82
83 OSIGLlU =(f)STGClLAJ -OSJGCIU-lil IICOSCIU l-COSCILA-I) J"'ICOSCI LAI-C
lOSLllll+OSJGCILAJ
OS2=OS IGC (LA)










OS=COS LI LE I








































































REAL* 6 A00 I' A00 ' I, NA ME 131









NAME 131 =06lE 1 EU
WRITEI 3,6001 ITAB,NUM,AOD,NNA'I,1 NA"'EI 11,1 =l,NAln ,Fl,NARG,
1 NIi ER T, I X1 I , , V1 I I , 1=1 , MA XI
600 FORMATI ' OUTPUT WRITTEN ON UNIT',I3,1















IFINERR. EQ.OI GOTD 91
S Xlll=ARGlll





































































620 FORMATI' ANZAHL DER ERWARTETEN SAETZE FUER ·.2A8,012.41




691 FORMATI' LDFlOC-AUFRUF BLIEB ERFOLGLOS FUER ' ,lAS,012 .41
RETURN 2
92 IiRITEIKOUT,6921
692 FORMATI' PROGRAMMIERER RUFEN 'I
RETURN 2
END
SlBROIlTI NE GE Tl AP I MAT, ENERGV, X, Y, MJ, EUNT , EOß, NU ~K FO, l ENX , .. I
COMMON I~PUT,KOUT,ITAP,ITAB
rI~ENSION XI21,YIZI
REAl*g NAMEI31,MAT,SGNC/'SGNC 'I,OPT,ADC/'ACC 'I
PEAl*S MAFllD/' 'I
lCGICAl PRINT/F/,RO/FI






























































































600 FORMAT!' NARG=',312.' NAMES=',2Aß,OIZ.4115IFlO.Z,Fl2.4)1)
RETURN
10 WRITEIKOUT.6041 ITAP
604 FORMAT(' ENDE DER DATEN AUF FT',IZ.· 181 ERREICHT'I
14 RETURN 1
11 11'1. NOT. RDI GOTO Z
WRITEIKDUT,6011 NAME
601 FORMAT(' NAMEN STIMMEN MIT DEN VORGEGEBENEN NICHT lIEBEREIN.'1
I • S I I' LA UT I' N: ' • 2A B, fHZ. 4)
GOTO 14
12 WRITEIKOUT.60Z1 OPT
60Z FORMATI' OPTION=',AA,' NICHT GLEICH AOO'1
GCTO 10
13 IFINUM.EQ.21 GOTO 15
16 WRITElKOUT,6031 NUM,Ml
6C3 FORMAf(' ANZAHL DER WORTE AUF DEM RAND =' ,13,' Uf'.GLEICH '. BI
Gern 10
15 IFiWlll.NE.TENDI GOTO 16
WRITEIKOUT,6051 ITAP
605 FORMATI' I ENDE-RECORD AUF ßANO',1Z.· ERf<EICHT')
GOTO 14
11 WRlTEIKOUT,6061 ITAP.EUNT,EOEl































































































XI \f- U =X MAX
X11"21=XMAX
X I I +3 I =X MI N
YIII=Yl


























































OAIA OYL 1.0458,. 3010,.1761, .1250, .0969,.0792, .0669, .0580, .051!!
Yl=YMAX-YMI'l
NCEK=INTIYlI

























































600 FOR~AT(!' ***** ~OOf CAN ONLY RE TAß OR LEG'!)






























































e GEfLEl' CO~VERTS lFGFNORf eOEFFIC 1~I\f INTO
C
D I "lf NS I f) N Xl I I , YI II ,Z l I 11 ,C l I 201 , C Tl I I
LCGICAL*l DRUCK










XI Il=C TI I)
wl'ITFIKOUT,5001 IXIII,l=I,LTAfll





























































C CONTRL CHECKS CONVERTEO DISTRIßUTION. 30





IFINO.LT.2) GOTD 20 90
ce 10 l=l,NX 100
10 lZII'=XIIl*YII) llC
CAll INTGRTlX,Zl,NX.PII 120
20 CAll INTGRTlX,Y,NX,PO) 130
Pl=Pl/PO 140
IFIA8SIZ.*CLlll-POl.LT.l.E-4*PO, GDTO 311 150
PO=2.*PI*PO 160
PO$=4.*P I*CL I 11 170
IoRITEIKOUT,600) POS,PI) IBO
600 FORMATI/' ***** FROM LEG SIG~A INTFGRATFD=',FI4.6,' FROM TAß SIG 190
11"/\ INTEGRATED=', E14 .61 200
WRITEI~IlUT,601l 210
601 FO~MATIII0X' IF YDU WISH TO I"IPROVE AGREEMENT INCREASE NU"'BER OF P 220
10INTS IN TAßULATION'/) 230
C
C SUMLFG BERECHNET DEN WERT EINE!' LEGENDRE-ENTWICKllJ~GY AN DER STELLE



















































































60Z FCRMATI/' ***** FRO~ LEGCOEFF. MUELIC~.)=',E14.6,'
ION MUELICM.I=',EI4.61

















































WR I TE I KO UT ,603'
603 FORMATI/' LEGENDRE COEFF. IN INPUT'/'
W~ITEIKOUT,6041 1I,ClI Il,I=I,ND)
604 FORMATlI 51 19, Fl4.6111
58 ce 60 l=l,NX
60 CAll SU"ILEGI Yll) ,XI I' ,CL,NfJ-l)
IFI.NOT.DRUCK' GOTD 68
W~ITFIKDUT,6(J51
605 FORMATI/' TA8ULATED DISTRIBUTION:'/'
W~ITEIKOUT,6(J61 IXII',YIII,I=l,NX)


















SLBROUTl ~E CDINPTIKINI 10
DT~ENSIO~ AIZO),TENOlZO) 20
DATA TTENO/'ENDE'I,BLANK/' 'I 30
COMMON INPUT,KOUT 40
TENDlll=TTFNO 50
DC 100 1=2,20 60
100 TENOl I l=BLA~K 70
N=1 BO







9 WRlTElKOUT,6011 N 160
601 FrRMAT(/' FEHLER BEIM LESEN OER',IS,'-Tf'N KARTE'/I 170
GOTO la:)<) 18C
gq WRlTElINPUT,SOOl TENO 190
REwlND I"lPUT 200
WRlTElKOUT,6021 INPUT,N 210
602 FORMATU' DER OATASET AUF G.FT',12,' BESTEHT AUS',15,' RECOROS.' I 2Z0





3. PROGRAMS PERFORMING ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS ON NUCLEAR DATA
In the course of nuclear da ta evaluation work it is quite frequently necessary
to perform simple arithmetic operations on data sets such as
- multiplication with a constant (e.g. renormalisation) or
- summing with or without weighting (e.g. calculation of averages, of best
estimates or of cross sections for isotopic mixtures).
Two programs for calculations of this type, CALCUL and the Karlsruhe version
of SC0RE, are described in the sequel. Other programs like PRTSTKED, SELPLO,
SIGPLO perform also a certain amount of arithmetic calculations, hut since
this is not their main purpose, they are descrihed under different headings in
the present compendium (vol. V 2.1,2.2,4.1 respectively)
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3.1 Simple Averages (AVERAGE)
Contents:
3.1.1 Purpose of AVERAGE
3.1.2 Operating description for AVERAGE
Calculation of simple averages provides a quick and convenient way to com-
pare data sets (e.g. data from different measurers) or to check modified
(e.g. reformatted) data against the original data. The FORTRAN IV program
AVERAGE was written to calculate unweighted averages of point data from
three types of input sourees:
- KEDAK,
- files in NEUDADA "transmission" format.
- card images.
- 54 -
The point data are assumed to be given as abscissae x. (put by the program in
1
ascending order, if necessary) and ordinates y., i = 1,2, ••• ,n.
1
The average y in a specified interval (xA••• xB) is defined as
the function y(x) being obtained from the point data by




1 if x. < x < x. I;1 1+
if x > x ,
n
i.e. by linear interpolation within the interval of point data, and by utili-
sation of the nearest ordinate outside this interval. The average is set equal
to zero if the range of point data (xl ••• x
n
) and the averaging interval (xA ••• xB)
do not overlap.
The full capability of the program can be seen from the following operating







2) How to get the program.
3) How the program ~s controlled by the user.
4) Input of energy limits.
5) Requesting KEDAK data.
6) How to get NEUDADA uata.
7) Input of card ~mage data.
8) Concatenating data sets.







AVERAGE is a program designed as a convenient means to
calculate unweighted averages for neutron cross section
data from three types of input sources: KEDAK, NEUDADA-
format files, card image.
Its main purpose is to retrieve averages quickly and
conveniently for comparison of different data sets and/or
checking of derived - e.g. reformatted - data.
Since averaging is done straight forward, AVERAGE is
not intended to replace any of the current group
constants programs. Also, resultant averages should be
used only in the manner described above. The user should
not hope to get accurate results for further application
purposes by this program and is referred to the
respective averaging capabilities of MIGROS or other
similar programs to evaluate more accurate results.
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2) How to get the program 1),2)
The program is part of the program services for the nuclear
data library KEDAK.
At present it is member of the dataset INR.STEIN.LOAD on the
set-up dis GFK029 the mounting of which may be requested
by job control cards. The name of the member is AVERAGE.











JOB control cards for running
the program - see following paragraphs.
11 Job end card
Chapter 9) contains a summary of input instructions to operate
AVERAGE. It may be used for quick reference.
Experienced programmers may read that section only and use
the other paragraphs for reference in cases where chapter 9)
is not sufficient.
I) In the following text an underscore (_) will be used
to denote blanks.
2) This paragraph is intended for Karlsruhe users only.
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3) How the program ~s controlled by the user
The user controls the program by supplying
program control input.
Program control input may be supplied by punched cards .
These punched cards must immediately follow the job control
card
This job control card together with the succeeding program
control input may be placed anywhere among the job control
cards for running the program (see preceding paragraph).
Program control input is supplied by n a m e 1 ist
~ n p u t and must follow its rules 11/. These rules
will not be repeated here. However the user is invited
to follow the examples given and look into reference 111
only in crucial cases.
Only one namelist name is used: IN . Its parameters are





&IN INPUT-'CARD',UNIT=9,FMT='(2E 14.6)' ,NUM-1240,
&END
I.
The above example shows the program control input for
averaging two data sets, one from KEDAK and one from
card image input.
NAMEN= 'FE', 'SGT'.
E6, 10 .E6 ,
E6, 12 .E6,
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Note the general format of namelist input data
_&IN_, parameterlist, &END
where parameterlist is a list of names and values separated
by connnas:
Parameterlist ~ PARMI = value l , PARM2 = value21 , value22 , •.•
Note, that one or several values may be assigned to a named
variable. This ~s explained in more detail later.
You will also notice, that each input line starts in column
two. It may be extended up to column 80 and continuation
lines are allowed. An input list is terminated by &END.
You also will see, that some data are enclosed within
apostrophes. These data will be interpreted as text,
whereas all other data will be taken to be numeric.
The line containing 1* is optional. If used it terminates
theprogram control input. If missing, program control input
will be terminated by the next job control card encountered after
/I G. SYSIN •••
Although not reconnnended, program control input may be
mixed with data input. This will be shown later.
4) Input of energy limits.
Upper and lower energy limits may be defined using the
parameters EMIN and EMAX.
Several values may be assigned to each of them.
Averaging will be done within the energy intervals
EMIN (I) - EMAX (I)
EMIN (2) - EMAX (2)
A maximum of 100 averaging intervals my be used.
Energy limits are assumed to be given in eV.
Example:
I IG. SYSIN DD *"
&IN INPUT = 'KEDAK'
- - ,
EMIN = I.E6, 2.E6, 3.








In this example the first input list requests averaging of
KEDAK data for the total cross section of iron in the inter-
vals <JMeV, 2MeV> ,<2MeV, 3MeV> , <3MeV,4MeV>, <JOMeV,J2MeV>.
The second input list requests averaging for the capture
cross section of iron. Since no new energy limits are
defined, the previous ones will be used.
The same holds for the third line, where averaging for
the elastic cross section of the same material will be done.
Note that the intervals need not be continuous. Therefore
minimum and maximum energy both are required. A limiting
energy need not be contained in the tabulation energies
but interpolation will be performed.
The requested data however must cover the specified
energy intervals.
Attention:
- linear interpolation will be used always. If linear
interpolation is not sufficient, a suitable data set may
be prepared using the interpolation capabilities of
SIGPLO /2/ or any other interpolating pro gram.
Note however, that AVERAGE is only intended to give
good estimates of averages for quick comparison or check.
- It is not possible to redefine energy limits by the
following method:
//G.SYSIN DD x
&IN INPUT='KEDAK' NAMEN='FE' 'SGT'




In fact, the second input list would not rede fine any-energy
limits. If energy limits are given, all of them must be
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specified from the very beginnig.
They will then make up the new set of averaging intervals.
That is a complete set of energy intervals must be input.
It is not possible to just modify the current one.







5) Reguesting KEDAK data
The preceding paragraphs already gave a few examples of
retrieving data from the KEDAK library.
Use the following parameters for this purpose:
11 INPUT, NAHES, NAMZ, PLEH"
a) With INPUT you specify the kind of input source. In the
present case you code INPUT = 'KEDAK'.
If the current value of INPUT is already 'KEDAK' you need
not respecify it.
b) PLEH allows you to specify the FORTRAN data set reference
number for the KEDAK library to address. Thus it is possible
to address two or more KEDAK libraries in one job.
For each KEDAK library addressed you must supply the
corresponding DD-card. Do not forget that you will need
BK buffer for each KEDAK library usually.
Example:
If you code PLEH = I the KEDAK library is on
logical unit I. A DD-card describing the KEDAK library
must be present:
I /G. FTO I FOO I_DD_UNIT=2314, VOL=SER= GFK050.DISP=SHR.DSN==KEDAK3
This DD-card would address the present released version
of KEDAK. You insert this DD-card anywhere among the job
control cards for running the program (see paragraph I).
But you must not mix it with your program control data.
PLEH == I is the default value: you need not specify
PLEH if it is to be 1.
c) You use NAHES to address a specific cross s




and if applicable also an excitation energy, e.g.:




You will notice, that each non-numeric name must be
enclosed in apostrophes. For definition and explanation
of KEDAK names you should refer to 13/.
d) NAMZ is a parameter to specify the number of names
necessary to address a KEDAK data set.
















In this example averages will be calculated for the interval
<IMeV, IOMev> for crT, cr , cr and the excitation cross sectionn p
of the first inelastic level for two materials: 'FE' and
'FE EN3', where the former material is obviously to be
retrieved from the released version of the KEDAK library
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via // G.FTOIFOOI- since no PLEH is given and therefore
~s one by default - and the second material ~s some
conversion from ENDF/B3 and is taken from a data
library that ~s specified by // G.FT02FOOI ...
• Note, that ~n the last input line it is necessary to
specify PLEH = 1 although this was the default value.
since its value had been changed from default' one to
two by input line 5.
Also note, that it is necessary to redefine NAMZ 2
in input lines 5 and 9.
Note the alternative use of MAT, TYP and EXC for
NAMES (I) , NAMES (2), NAMES (3) respectively.
Coding NAMES (I) or MAT is completely identical ~n
effect. The same holds for the other alternatives.
Attention:
A maximum of five KEDAK libraries may be used ~n one
run. The addressed materials must be uniquely defined,
~.e. no equally named materials must be contained in
two different libraries, or confusion might occur.
8K buffer area will be required by each addressed
library normally.
If a different package of retrieval routines is used
for the KEDAK library than given in paragraph 2) PLEH
may be used only.
Energies are expected to be ~n eV.
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6) How to get NEUDADA-data
The following parameters control retrieval of data from
NEUDADA-tapesx):
\IINPUT, UNIT, NEUFOR, NAMES, SCALE 11
a) INPUT
You request data to be retrieved from a data set in
NEUDADA-format, if you code INPUT = 'NEUDADA'. If the
current value of INPUT already is 'NEUDADA' you need
not respecify it. Simply omit parameter INPUT in this
case.
b) UNIT
You must specify the Fortran data set reference number
which applies to the data to be retrieved, e.g. UNIT 3 would
imply that the data shall be fetched from a data set
described by // G.FT03FOOOl DD
You will observe that each unit number is linked with
a DD-card. This DD-card must describe the features of the
NEUDADA-format data set. See below for examples.
It is absolutely necessary to specify the unit number, since
its default value (UNIT = 5) must not be applied to
NEUDADA data. 2K buffer area will be needed for each
NEUDADA file normaly.
c) NEUFOR
NEUDADA tapes are distributed by CCDN/Saclay usually
in the NEUDADATransmission Format. On request it is
also possible to obtain data in Internal Expanded Format.
The latter format reduces the amount of storage and




for data ~n Internal Expanded Format,
2 for data ~n Transmission Format.
NEUFOR = 2 is the default value. If not previously
respecified by the user, the parameter may be omitted if
the default value should be applied.
d) NAMES
Data sets in both NEUDADA formats get an identifier of
six characters ~n length. With each NEUDADA tape you will
receive a list displaying the eontents of the tape and the
identifiers given to the various data sets on the tape.
If you wish to retrieve a given data set, you should look
up its corresponding identifier on that list. Specify
this identifier in your program control input, e.g.
NAMES 'EOOOOI' or
NAMES 'U00049,
Hake sure, that the desired data have received a unique
identifier. If not, use the capability of AVERAGE to
concatenate these two or more sets. Refer to paragraph 8)
for this purpose.
Attention:
The current contents of NAMES are destroyed when requesting
NEUDADA input, i.e. although the user actually only fills
NAMES (I), the current values of NAMES (2) , .... are
destroyed since they will be used by the program when
it retrieves the data.
Therefore do not expect ~n the following exarnple:
&IN INPUT='KEDAK' ,NAMES='FE' ,'SGT' ,&END
&IN INPUT='NEUDADA',NEUFOR=2,NAMES='E00022' ,&END
&IN INPUT='KEDAK',NAMES='CR'.&END




Energies on NEUDADA format data sets are expected to
be given in MeV, cross section values in barn.
In many time-of-flight measurements however cross
sections are given in barns * ~ These cases will be
indicated on the list you receive from CCDN/Saclay together
with the tape. The program AVERAGE optionally permits you
to have cross section data converted from this scale
to the normal scale (barns) by specifying SCALE = 'SQE
'
.
You may nullify this specification by coding SCALE = '_',






















In this example averaging is requested in the four intervals
<0.25eV,I.02 eV> , <1.02eV, 2.66eV> , <2.66eV,4.8IeV> ,
<4.8IeV,9.67eV> for four data sets, all residing on
NEUDADA-tapes.
The first three data sets 'EOOOI3', EOOOI6', '000027' are
On the 7-track tape ND0607 in transmission format.
This tape is accessed by 11 G.FT02FOOI DD .. and the
respective Setup card.
The fourth data set 'EOOOOI' ~s on 9-track tape ND0657
in internal expanded format. This tape is accessed by
11 G.FT03FOOI DD ... and the respective Setup card.
Note the following:
The above two DD-cards are two typical examples of
how the DD-cards for NEUDADA-tapes must look like.
If you do not have any experience in coding
DD-cards you should take the paper label which ~s
distributed with each tape and contact some more
experienced person for coding the DD-statements.
Bring the above lines as example with you. The paper
label will contain all information to build up the
necessary DD-card.
Since CCDNI Saclay presently is operating its IBM 360/30
in DOS the difference in tape marks between DOS and OS
must be considered usually leading to the result that
DOS-files 1,2,3, .... will be found in OS as files
2,4,6, ..•••
Be aware of the fact, that energy limits are always
specified in eV, no matter what units the energies of the
requested data points are. The program will take care of
the necessary conversion.
Conversion always will be to eV.
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Program execution may be slowed down appreciably,
if data sets are not specified in the order they reside
on tape. Backspacing and rewinding however will be
provided by the program automatically.
Note that the program expects the tape to be numerically
sorted in ascending order, i.e. it expects EOOOl3 to be
physically behind EOOOl2 and U00002 behind UOOOOl.
It does not have any expectation concerning the sorting
of E and U.
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7) Input of card image data
A third input possibility is offered for all those data
sets to which neither of the preceding formats apply.
Data may also be input from card image data sets with the
applicable format being defined by the user.
The following parameters are available for card image
input:
IIINPUT, UNIT, FMT, NUM,C 11
a) INPUT
To request card image input you must code INPUT = 'CARn'.
It is not necessary to repeat this specification if the
current value of INPUT already is 'CARn' .
b) UNIT
By UNIT = nn you specify the data set reference number
to be used for reading the data input, e.g. coding UNIT = 9
will cause the requested data to be read in from
11 G.FT09FOOI DD Do not forget to supply a
DD-card for each data set you reference. You may insert this
DD-card anywhere among the job control cards for runn~ng
the job (see paragraph 2). You must not mix this DD-card
however with any of your data input or program control
input cards.
If you omit the UNIT-specification, data will be read from
logical unit five (unless no different specification
preceded). Logical unit five is the program control data
set. Although it is not recommended it is thus possible
to mix data- and program control input.
c) FMT
With FMT you specify the input format to be used for
reading the data. Since no default value is available
you must specify a format.
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Note that input energ~es are expected to be in eV.
However by using a suitable scaling factor in your format
(/1/) you may select different energy units for your input
data.
d) NUM
Gives the number of data points to be read. Be sure to
use the correct number since an error in NUM may cause
the job to fail. For the maximum number of data points
permitted see the respective paragraph.
e) C
C may be set .True. or .False. respectively if a comment
card precedes the data set to be read or not.
Code C = .TRUE. or C = T if so
or C .FALSE.or C F else.
It is highly recommended that such a card precedes the
data set. It will be read and printed by the program and
offers a convenient means to identify the data set.
Output from SIGPLO /2/ will contain such heading
identifying cards.































COMMENT:TRIS 18 TRE FIRST INPUT DATA SET_FROM_UNIT_IO.
0.5 1.9 2.8 0.97 2.4 1.01 5.08 0.42
COMMENT:TRIS IS TRE SECOND INPUT FROM UNIT 10.












From this example you may learn:
- data are read in this order E(I), 0(1), E (2), 0(2), ...
using the specified format.
- Each card may contain one or more data points.
This is exclusively a matter of format.
If data are to be read from the control unit 5, they must
immediately follow the requesting control card, as is the case
for input list number two.
- Data need not be ordered. The program will reorder them if
necessary.
- Ii is essential that you observe your format specifications
and punch the data in the appropriate columns.
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Notes
Although not used in the above example, the data set may
of course reside also on tape or disc and its line length
rnay exceed 80 columns. Comment will always however be
read in 80 columns length. Therefore no shorter line length
should be used or the job will fail.
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8) Concatenating data sets.
In some cases it might be necessary to combine two or more
sets of data into one before averaging.
This can be done by using the parameter ADD.
If you specify ADD = .TRUE. or ADD = T the next set of data




















In this example the three data sets 'EOOI4' , 'EOOOIS', 'EOOOI6'
on NEUDADA-tape and the single data point from card input are
combined into one set of data. Note that this is possible S1nce
the data are being reordered before they are used. Averaging
is performed after the last data set to be added has been
read in, which is indicated by ADD = F.
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Attention:
Do not forget to turn off the ADD-function when requesting
input of the last set of data to be added, or unwanted
results will be obtained.
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9) Quick reference for the experienced user.
The program AVERAGE is controlled by program control
input. This input is supplied via 11 G.SYSIN DD
,
and is assigned logical unit 5. It is in the form of namelist
data. The only namelist name being used is IN. The following
input parameters may be used:
EMIN J






for requesting card image -















to control card image input.
to combine two or more data sets before
averaging.
Averaging intervals are given by entering values for EMIN,
EMAX. Up to 100 values may be entered for each. Each palr
{EMIN (I), EMAX (I)} sets up one averaging interval The
values must be given in eV. The set of intervals remalns ln
effect until a new set is entered. Only complete sets can
be entered at a time. If an EMAX (I) < EMIN (I), the
corresponding average will be set O.
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INPUT source is requested by parameter INPUT. Its value
remains in effect until a new one is specified.
KEDAK data rnay be retrieved by specifying the appropriate
names of the requested data set by NAMES =, giving the number
of names by NAMZ (if different from two) and specifying the
logical unit to access the Kedak library by UNIT = nn. For each
accessed KEDAK library a DD-card must be available. Up to five
KEDAK libraries may be accessed ~n one job step. Each KEDAK
library accessed will eat up 8K of buffer area.
If a retrieval routine package other than LDFPAC ~s used,
the UNIT-nurnber must be land only one library can be
accessed within one job step.
Energies are expected to be in eV.
NEUDADA data rnay be retrieved from both transmission format
or internal expanded format files. This is controlled by
specifying NEUFOR = 2 or NEUFOR = I respectively, where the
former value is default. The 6-character data set name is specified
by NAMES = ' .... ' . Note that all locations of NAMES are used
and therefore previous contents of NAMES (2), NAMES (3),
are not kept. The program expects the identifier to consist
of a leading character followed by five decimal digits, and that
within each character group data sets are ordered according to
increasing numeric part. Backspacing and Rewind is controlled
by the retrieval program on the basis of this assumption.
The logical unit assigned to the NEUDADA file is given by
UNIT = nn.
Optionally, the user may switch from cross section values ~n
barn to barn ~ ~by specifying SCALE = 'SQE' .
The program then will calculate the correct cross section values.
This specification is nullified by SCALE = , ,
Energies are expected to be in MeV and are converted to eV
accordingly.
For data set attributes and data set identifiers consider
the labels and listings accompanying each tape.
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Card image input for all other kinds of data requires
specification of the input format via FMT. The format
specification may not exceed 40 characters. The minimum
line length is eighty. An optional heading card for reading
and printing only is read to 80 characters length only. If
this length is exceeded, the text will be truncated. The
heading card will be read if logical variable C is true
(default), else it will be assumed that the starting record
of the data set already contains numerical data. Scaling of
data to eV/barns must be done by format scaling factors, if
necessary.
UNIT specifies the logical unit to be used for reading.
If 5 , the data records must immediately follow the namelist
requesting them. If not 5, an appropriate DD-card must be
available. NUM specifies the number of da ta points to be
read.
Data points need not be sorted.
Combination of data sets is requested by setting logical
variable ADD to .True.. If so, the data requested by the
current namelist input are not averaged but kept and
combined with the da ta requested by the succeeding namelist
input. This is repeated until ADD = F terminates this process.
ADD = F must be coded on the last data set to be
concatenated and will cause averaging of the combined data.
Data sets need not be concatenated in their numericalorder.
Defaults if mentioned apply to program start.
Values assignedto any parameter (except NUM) remain in




Data will be retrieved from KEDAK/NEUDADA within
the energy range defined by the lowest valued EMIN
and the maximum value of EMAX. Card image data will
be read as specified by NUM.
Interpolation to limiting energies is done linear
in x/linear in y. The same interpolation rule is
used for integration.
Data need not be sorted, but will be sorted by the
program if necessary.
Running times are dificult to estimate since very
different storage media may be used. It should be
emphasized however, that the averaging procedure
usually will require least of the running time.
Allocation of working area for the cross section data
is dynamical. 30 % of the available free region will be
reserved for buffers, up to a maximum of 40K buffer
area. Jobs requiring more buffer space cannot be run
but must be separated to reduce buffer request.
Allocation of buffer and working area is displayed to
the user, so he may after an initial run easily
estimate the actual REGION parameter he must apply
provided he knows the maximum number of data points to
be averaged. Note that you always may reduce the
required amount of core by dividing one set of averaging
intervals into several.




This last example is designed to give a quick overview
of the job control cards and program control input






























The reader invited to interpret the above example himself.
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AVERAGE: Program List
OI~ENSION X(II ,EOIlOOI,EUIIOOI,SllOOI 10
OI~ENSIIJN E'1INIIOOI,EMAXIIOO),NARGI51 20
REAl*8 NAMES(3),NAMOlOI31/3*' 'I,INPUT,CARO/'CARO'I,KEOAK/' 30
IKEOAK'I,FMH 51/5*' 'I,TXTIIOI ,NEUOAO/' NEIJOAOA'I,SQ/'SOI"'I, 40
2SCAlf/' 'I,MIIT,TYP,EXC 50
Ce",",ONII NOUT IKOUT 60
lOGICAl C/T/,AOO/F/,AOAT/F/,STANZ/FI 70
I ~TEGER UNI T, PlEH 80
lOGICAl*1 KEKONT(99)/99*FI 90
EXTERN Al lOFlOC,lDFNXT,NEUlOC,NfUNXT,PRIEIN 100
EQUIVAlENCE IKE,UNITI,INAMESll),MATI,INAMESI21,TYPI,If'lAf'lfSI3),fXCI 110
NAMElISf/IN/NAMES,NAMl,EMIN,E'1AX,INPUT,FMT,KE,NlM,C,NEUFOR,UNIT, 120
















MAXINT=MAXOll,MINOI MAXINT,IOOI I 290
IFID!FV.lE.OI GOf0 2 300
E"AXIIJ=EMINIII.OIFV 31C
IFI MIIXI.'H .lF.ll GOrn 6 320
00 3 1=2 ,MAX INT 330
EMINIII=EMAXI!-l1 340
3 EI'AXI!I=EMINI n.OIFV 350
6 II=I"AXINl+I 360
IFllI.GLIOOJ Gorn 2 HO
00 7 1=!T,lJO 380
EMINIII=().O 390
1 EMAXIII=O.O 400
2 I F I. NOT./lDATl NlOl=O 41C
WRlTEIKOUT,60S1 INPUT 420
60S FORMI\lIlHl,' TYPE 01' INPUT REQlJFSTEO=',A81l 430
IFIINPUT.NE.KEOIIK) GOlO 12 440
WPlTEIKOUT,6001INAMESIII,I=1,NAMZI 450
bOO FORMAfI ~VERAGINr, FOR ',Z A8,ZlO,IP4El3.Sfl 460
IFI.NOT.KEKONT PlEHJI CIILl lOFOPN(PlEH"OAl,~lCICI 410
KEKONTIPLEHI=.lRUE. 48C
GOlD 19 490
12 IFIINPUT.EQ.NEUOAO) GOf 0 14 500
WRITEIKOUT,60bl NUM,KE,FMT 510
606 FORMIIT!' AVERAGING FOR CARrJ INPUT REQUESTEC:'/ 520
I' NUM=',15,' KE=',I2,' FMT=',5118/) 530
GOTO 19 540
14 WRITEIKOUT,bOOI NAMESIll 550
kRITEIKOUT,blll UNIT,NEUFOR
611 FDRMAflTIO,'UN!f=', 12,' NEUFOR=',y21l







30 IFINI.NE.O.OR.NNI.NE.O) GOTO 32
IIRITEIKOUT,bOIl
601 FORMATI' NO ENERGY liMITS GIVEN')
GOlD 1')00








35 11'1 INPUT .EQ.KEOAKI GOrO 36
IFIiNPUT.EQ.NEUrJ/l1J1 GOrD 50




607 FORMATI IX,' COMMENfCARO=***' ,IOA8 " ***' /I
31 !FINlJM+NTOT.GT.NMAXI GOTO 990
NTOX=NTOhlX-I
NTOY=NTOT+lX+NMAX-I



















































































CAlCUlATION OF UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE IN A GIIIE~ RANGE WHERF
A FUNCTIDN YIXI IS GlVE'N BY A 01 SCRETE NUIlBER OF POINTS.
lINEAR INTERPOlATICN IS USEO 8ETWEEN THESE POINTS.
FLNC TI ON XMI NI N, XI





























































NUMBER OF CO-ORDINATE PAIRS
lOWER lIMIT OF AVERAGING INTERIIAl









RETURN UNlE'SS THE RANGES XA ••• XB AND Xlll ••• XIN) OVE'RlAP
IFIXA.GE~XB.OR.XA.GE.XINI.OR.XB.lE.XIIIIRETURN
RETURN TI' NOT All XIK) ARE OIFFERE~T AND I~ ASCENDING CRDER




FTND SUBSCRTPT KA 01' lARGEST XIKI NOT EXCEEOING XA











































































































WR ITE I KOUT ,602 1
602 FORHATI//6X, 'FROM',T24,'TO' ,T36,'AIIERAGE'1I
CO 40 l=l,NNI
CAll AIIERGIXIlXI,XIlX+N~AXI,NTOT,EUII),EOIII,SIIII
WRITE' IKr) UT , 6 10 1 I, E' UI TI, I' UI I ) , Sill
610 FORMATI'0',I5,2X,IP3E'15.5)
IFI.NOT.STANZI GOTO 40





990 IFINR.NE.21 GOTO 992
WRITEI KOUT ,6031
603 FORMATI' NOT ENOUGH INCORE STORAGE FOR THIS OATA-TYPE.'/)
GOTO 10'JO
992 WRITFIKOUT,6041












IF IxI K8 1 .L T• X81 GO T0 6
5 COII/TINUE
CALCUlATE ABSCISSAE YA,Y8 FIlR ORDINATES XA,XB
6 IFIKA.EO.0IVA=YIII
I I" 1KA• GT .0 I VA = VI KA) +I V« KA + 1 ) -V 1KAI I * I XA- X «KAI I 11 X1KA+ 1 »-X I KAI )
IFIKB.EO.II/IVB=YINI
IFIKB.l T.NlYB=VI K81 +1 YI KB+! I-Y IKBII* «Xf\-XI KBII/IXIKB+1 I-X IKBII
CAlCUlATE AVERAGE
IFIKA.lT.KBIGO TO 7
111 NO ~ESH POINTS BETWEFN XA AND XB
VAV=().5*«VA+VBI
R I" TURN
121 AT lEAST ONE ~ESH POINT BETWEEN XA AND xe
1 S=IYIKA+l)+VAI*IXIKA+(I-XAI+IYB+vIKBII*IXB-XIKBII
I I" I KB. 1"0 • KA+ l! GO TO 9
KI=KA+l
K2=K8-1
DA B K=K 1 ,K2



















































































COMMONIl NOUT IKOUT 20
REAl*i3 NAMESIll,NAM,FMTI2l1'142AI,I5',' 'I,FMT2/',7A41 '1,1""101',71" 30
112.5I'I,FMTFI21 40
DII'ENSION NARGIll,XIIl,XXI7I,XXAI7I 50
lCGICAL* 1 TXTl411 ,lNAMlll ,lR 60
INTEGER*2 AR,BL/' 'I,AREO 70
l' QU I VALE IIICE 1 IIIAM, lNA M11 I I, «AR, 1 RI , I F'1T I" 11 I , FMT 2 I, I FMTF I 21 , FM T3 ) 80
NR 1"1/=0 90
NP=l 100
~A1'= NA ME S I 1 ) 1 10
AR=Bl 120
lR=lNAMll1 130
CAlL CONVYllNAM12), IR, 3HI5 ,iHll 140
WRITEII'>,6'191 IR,AR (50




698 FCR~AT!TI0,'IFIL=',l2,' IFOR=',121 :>00
BACKSPACE IFIl 210
IFINARGIII.GE.31 8ACKSPACE IFll :>20
FfJH21=FMTFIIFORI 230
READ( IFIl,F'1T,END=IOI TXT,ARFO,IREQ,XX 240
I FIAR.NE.ARfQ.OR.IR .NE.IREQ I GOTn 15 250

























































IFINAMZ.lE.21 GOTO 21 540
00 19 J=3,NAMZ 550
19 NAMSVIJ-ZI=NAMESIJI 560
SUBROUTI NE RE TXSI NARG, NAMES, EM IN, E"lAX, X, V, NUMX, "AX NU"l, NR, lOFl oe, lO IC GOTO 21 510
1FNXT I ZO C 580
CO"MON/S IGSAVIZ 30 Z2IFII.LT.1I GOTO 23 590
DIMENSION XI I1,VI 11 ,ZI 21 ,NARGI 11 ,WIZI 40 NR=l 600
REAl*8 NAMESlll,NAMSVI41 50 GCTO 198 610
C 60 23 NR=5 6Z0
C RErXS RETRIEVES KEDAK-nATA. 10 1= 1 630
C 80 XI Il=ZIl1 640
ASSIGN ZO TO Nsr 90 V( 11:1I Z1 650
1=0 100 GOTO 19f1 660
CAll lOFlOCINERR,NARG,NAMES,ZI UO C 610
IFINERR.EQ.OI Goro 30 lZ0 Z4 IFII.EQ.MAXNUMI GOTO 34 680
NAMZ=NARGllI 130 1=1+1 69C
IFINAMZ.LE.ZI Gorn 3 140 XII):Zlll 100
00 Z J=3,NAMl 150 VIIl=Z(ZI 110
Z NAMSVIJ-21:NAMESIJI 160 NR=10 120
3 IFIZIlI.lE.EMINI Goro 5 l1C GOTO 200 130
I I' IZI 11. GE • FMAXI GO Ta 32 180 26 1=1 140
GOTO Zl 190 XI II:W ( 1 1 150
5 CAll lnFNXTINERR,NARG,NAMES,WI 200 VI!l=WI21 160 I
IFINERR. EQ.O 1 GOTO Z3 210 NR=5 110
'"IFIWIlI.lE.EMINI GOTO 10 2Z0 GeTO 198 180 '"
IFIWIII.GE.EMAXI GOTO 36 230 C 190
1 1=1+1 240 30 NR=3 800
XIII=Zlll Z50 Gcro 2ClCl 810
YlII=ZIZI 260 C 820
1:1+ 1 210 32 NR=4 830
XI Il:Wlll 280 1=1 840
VIII:WIZI Z'lO Xlll=Zlll 850
GOTO Nsr,IZO,2001 300 VIlI=l121 860
10 (All lDFNXTINfRR,NARG,NAMES,ll 310 GOTO ZO) fl10
IFINERR.EQ.OI GOTO 26 3Z0 C 880
IFlllll.lE.EMINI GOTO 5 330 34 NR=Z 890
IFIZlll.GE.EMAXI GOT038 340 Gorn zoo 900
U 1:1+1 350 36 ASSIGN 20Cl TO NST 910
XIII:Wlll 360 NR:I0 920
YIII=WI21 310 GQTO 1 930
12 I: 1+1 380 38 ASSIGN zoo TO Nsr 940
XIIl=ZIlI 3'le NR=10 'l50
VIII=Zl21 400 GCTO 11 960
GOTO Nsr,IZO,2DOl 410 198 IFINAMZ.lE.ZI GOTO zoo 910
20 CAll lOFNXTINERR,NARG,NAMES,ZI 4Z0 00 1'l9 J:3,NAMZ 'l80
IFINERR.EQ.OI GOTD 2Z 430 1'l9 NA"FSIJI:NA"lSVIJ-ZI 990
IFIllll.GE.FMAXI GOTO Z4 44C zoo NUMX=I 1000
IFII.EQ.llAXNUMI GOTO 34 450 RETURN 1010





ENTRY REPXS I NARG, NA MES, EM IN, ""lAX, X, Y, NlJMX' MAXNUM,NR I 510
C















10 10 "'=M-I 120
20 IFIM.EQ.OI GOTO 20 130
30 IFIR.LT.FELDIMI) GOTO 10 140
40 20 JA=M+I 150
50 IE=K-l 160
60 J=IF 170
70 00 30 I=IA,IE 180
80 FELOlj+1 I=FELDlj) 190
90 wERTlj+ll=WERTlj) 200
100 30 J=J-I 210
110 FElOI1A)=R 220
120 WERTIIA)=S 230
130 99 CONT TNUE 240







210 SUBROUTTNE fOUENITMAX,E,S) 10
220 DIMENSIDN EI21,S(2) 20
230 CAlA KOUT/61 30
240 C 40
250 C EOUEN BEHAEl T VON MEHRFACH VORKO~'1ENOEI\ E-WI'RTEN NUR DEN JEWEILS 50
260 C LETlTFN.E MUSS GfORONET SEIN. 60
710 C 70
280 IFITMAX.lT.21 GOTD 20 80
290 ~=O 90
300 CO 10 1=2,IMAX 100
31G IFIFIII.NE.EI [-ll) Gorn 10 110
320 WRITEIKOUT,6001 EI I) ,EI l-ll,SII-L1 120
330 600 ECRMATIZOX,'ZWEI GLUCHE ENERGIEWERTE:',EI2.5,' ERSTES WERTEPAAll. W 130





39C Gorn Il 190
400 10 CONT INUE ZOO
GCTO 20 210
11 OD 15 l=l, l'iA X 220
IFlElll.NE.Ell-111 GOTD 12 230
WRITEIKOUT,600l EI I 1,1"1 I-ll ,SlI-I) 240
"1="'+1 250
10 12 EII-MI=E![) 260
20 Sl/-M)=Slll 270
30 15 ceNT INUE 280
40 IMAX=IMAX-M Z90


















































C---GET 1l0RKING AREA FOR AVERAGF. 30
RE,~L*B DATE,ZElT 40
CO,,"O/ll11 NOUT I KOUT 50
OLL FREESPIKBI 60
C~~~RESERVE 30 % BUFFER AREA, AT MAXIMUM 40KBYTE. 10
L BUF= 13*KB 1110 BO
IFILBUF.GT.401 LBUF=40 90
KF=KB-LBUF 100




IFINBYTE.EQ.OI GOTO 100 ISO
LX=IKI-K31/4+1 160
CALL DA T UM I DA TE , lE 1Tl 170
WRITEIKOUT,6011 DATE,lEIT,LBUF,NMAX,K3 IBO
601 FCRMATllHlIIIIIIII/fl21110X,7al' *'111 1ge
120X, 'YOU ARE USING PROGRAMME AVERAGE'II ZOO
220X,' DATE:', A8/2ax,' TII'4E:' ,AB/2'lX, 'YOUR BUFFFR ARFA I S ',13, 210




602 FORMATIlI' WHEN AlT FMTING STORAGE ALLOCAT 10N'I 260







3.2 Calculation of composite cross sections (CALCUL)
Contents:
3.2. I Short introduction
3.2.2 Computer program abstract
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Composite cross sections are to be understood here as quantities obtained by
performing arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction. division etc.) on
particular partial cross sections. Important examples are
- the total cross section, i.e. the sum of all partial cross sections.
- the absorption cross section
o = 0 + 0f + 0 + 0 ,a y p a
- the nonelastic cross section
0=0 - °nonel T n'
- the capture-to-fission ratio
a = 0 0y f'
The program CALCUL was written as a tool for the calculation of these and
other composite cross sections from angle-integrated partial cross sections.
The following Computer Abstract describes its main features. A detailed des-




I. NAME OR DESIGNATION OF PROGRAMME: CALCUL is a program system to
calculate cross section quantities. To insert ioto the KEDAK library
neutron cross sections data evaluated elsewhere it is necessary to
(re-)calculate them and arrange them according to KEDAK conventions.
2. COMPUTER FOR WHICH THE PROGRAMME IS DESIGNED AND OTHERS UPON WHICH
IT IS OPERABLE: IBM/370-168 with TSO, MVT
3. NATURE OF PHYSICAL PROBLEM SOLVED: CALCUL processes data from an
external source and/or data from the KEDAK library. A control input
in form of a command language controls in which manner the data are
processed. The output is a data set consisting of ADD records and
DROP records that tell the KEDAK Management program which data are
to be added to the library and which data are to be deleted from the
KEDAK library.
of exercising the basic mathematical operations upon funct
4. METHOD OF SOLUTION: CALCUL assists the user in the problem
depending
on one variable (energy). Thus CALCUL simulates a desk calculator




R == R + Y
2. operation "_11
R .. R - Y
3. operation " "
R "'" R .. Y
4. operation 11/"




R - the current result, i8 equal to zero
at the start of the calculation








Furthermore the additional facility to perform the calculation of
composed cross sections is provided ln CALCUL. The composed cross
sections are calculated with the aid of the single operations but
the control in this case is performed by a subprogram instead of
the control input for the single commands.





















a • cr/cr f
a • (v/n)-I
n "" vI (I +a)
n "" v.crf/(crf+cry)
cr = cr +crf+cr +cr
a y p a
cry '" 0f-a
cry = crf-«v/n)-I)
cr • cr -cr -cr -cry a f p a
cr' • cr -0 -cr -cr -cr -cr -cr
n x y p 2n a 3n f
o = 0 -0
n T x
crT "" cr +crn x
== °T-on*J.IL
== 0 -0T n
= 0 +0 +of+o +0 +0 2 +03n' y pan n
5. RESTRICTIONS ON THE COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM: KEDAK library format
is prerequisite. The data from the external source are expected in
formatted records, each including one energy value and one cross section
value. Storage allocation is handled dynamically with the aid of the
XTAREA subroutine (see reference 2). No restriction on number of energy
mesh points. If the core storage given is not sufficient, CALCUL has the
possibility to evade on disk storage (must be made available to the
program by the user through DD-statements in the job control language).
6. TYPICAL RUNNING TIME: The running time is dependent on the number of
data points (energy points) processed and on the region made available




7. UNUSUAL FEATURES OF THE PROGRAMME: CALCUL could be processed as a back-
ground job in batch processing or as a foreground job on a terminal in TSO.
8. RELATED AND AUXILIARY PROGRAMMES: CALCUL is written in modular form with
many subroutines to facilitate the addition of new options and to permit
the generation of a compact overlay structure.
The subroutines of CALCUL are comprised in the following modules:
I. Control module
2. Operation code definition package - OPDEF
3. Control input processing package - PROCINP
4. Calculation package - CALPAC
5. Cross section formula calculation package - CROSSEC
6. Data management of the auxiliary direct access da ta set - DATAMAN
7. Output editing package (KEMA-input-format data set) - OUTPUT
8. Processing control input in card image format - CARDIM
The retrieval packages RETPAC and LDFPAC are used to read the data from the
KEDAK library. The following subroutines are external references:
,XTAREA and FREESP - to handle the dynamic storage allocation
CONVY and STRING - to convert floating point and integer data to
alphameric representation and v.v.
DEFI and DINF - to make the DEFINE FILE statement dynamical
DDTEST - to test for DD-cards
9. STATUS: In use
10. REFERENCES:
I. I. Langner, R. Meyer
CALCUL - a program system to calculate cross section
quantities and arrange data for input to KEMA.
KFK, to be published.
2. I. Langner, R. Meyer
IDFPAC/LDFPAC - two retrieval packages for the Karlsruhe
Evaluated Nuclear Data Library, KFK, to be published
3. W. Höbel
XTAREA, REXTAR - dynamische Dimensionierung von FORTRAN-




4. G. Arnecke» H. Bachmann
DEFI, DINF dynamisches DEFINE FILE, KFK, to be published
5. G. Arnecke
DDTEST - Benutzte Dateien, KFK, to be published
6. B. Krieg
Handling and service programs for the Karlsruhe Nuclear
Data File KEDAK, KFK 1725, June 1973
7. R. Meyer
RETPAC - A user oriented retrieval package for use with
the Evaluated Nuclear Data Library KEDAK, GfK, Internal Report
8. H. Blesene
CONVY - FORTRAN-Unterprogramm für die IBM/360 zur Umwandlung
von in maschineninterner bzw. in alphanumerischer Darstellung
vorliegenden Fest- und Gleitkommazahlen in alphanumerische bzw.
maschineninterne Darstellung, Internal Report, GfK, 1971
11. MACHINE REQUIREMENTS: Disk storage.on a direct-access device;
TSO terminal. Without overlay structure the program requires
240 K core storage.
12. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE USED: FORTRAN IV
13. OPERATING SYSTEM OR MONITOR UNDER WHICH PROGRAMME 15 EXECUTED:
OS 360/370 MVT and TSO
14. ANY OTHER PROGRAMMING OR OPERATING INFORMATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS:
With the'overlay structure CALCUL requires 130 K bytes core storage.
The storage in the GO-step depends on the number of data points
processed. If not enough core storage is available for the temporary
data sets, the program tries to evade on auxiliary data sets on disko
15. NAME AND ESTABLISHMENT OF AUTHOR:
I. Langner, R. Meyer
Gesellschaft für Kernforschung mbH
Institut für Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik
Postfach 3640
D-7500 Karlsruhe
16. MATERIAL AVAILABLE: Source deck. List of available commands, and
of conventions, and syntax of the control input list for a command.
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4.1.2.1 Retrieval from files in KEDAK format
4.1.2.2 Retrieval from NEUDADA tapes
4.1.2.3 Retrieval of other format ted data
4.1.3 ~!2~~~~!~g_2~_!~E!!~Y~~_~!!E!!
4.1.3.1 Linear and spline interpolation
4.1.3.2 Curve fitting (smoothing)
4.1 ••3 Fission spectrurn averages
4.1.4 ~!2E_E!2~~~E!2~
4.1.4.1 Plotter hardware and software employed by SIGPLO
4.1.4.2 Plot size and scale specification
4.1.4.3 Plot options
4. I. 5 Q~!:E~E
4.1.5.1 Output options
4.1.5.2 Specification of new grid for output
4.1.7 References
------ .....---
Appendix: SIGPLO Program List
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4.1 Program SIGPLO
The following program description is based on an unfinished internal report
by R. Meyer, the author of the program /1/.
Smoothing and fitting, interpolation, tabulation and plotting of numeric data
are constantly recurring tasks in nuclear data evaluation. The very large data
sets typical for modern neutron data work make utilization of computer methods
mandatory. The program SIGPLO was developped in response to this need. The
options offered by SIGPLO will be discussed in the following order:
(I) data retrieval
(2) processing of retrieved data (interpolation, smoothing)
(3) output (printing, plotting, punching, ••. )
(4) special features
The various options and their default values are summarized for quick reference
in Table 1 below.
4.1.2 Data retrieval
The SIGPLO user may address three different sources of data:
(I) data in KEDAK format,
(2) NEUDADA "transmission" tapes,
(3) other formatted (FORTRAN-readable) data.
Each set of data thus retrieved forms the "current data set" on which SIGPLO
willoperate. The current set may be extended by merging it with data from
the same or other sources to form a new "current data set". Due to the use
of fixed dimensions the size of the "current data set" must not exceed 1000 data
points. Data need not be sorted - they are sorted after retrieval, if necessary.
Every time a data set is read it either replaces the "current set" or, if
merging is requested, it is merged with the "current set". In both cases the
old "current set" is lost and cannot be referenced but by retrieving it again.
The examples given in Sect. 4.1.2 are valid for IBM computer installations
working under OS and ASP.
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Data in KEDAK format may be retrieved from up to five different KEDAK-type
data libraries, so that for instance several versions of KEDAK can be compared
with each other or with data translated from other libraries. e.g. ENDF/B.
Retrieval from the KEDAK file is performed with the program package LDFPAC 12/.
In order to address a KEDAK-type library the user must specify the name of the
libraryand the KEDAK name (key) of the data (cf. /3/). He must provide
(I) a SETUP card for the device that contains the library, as required by
I~M-ASP, if necessary;
(2) DD control card(s) describing the library data set, as specified ~n
the IBM-OS job control language manual.
Examples (underscores denote blanks):
IIG.FTOIFOOI_DD_UNIT.2313,V0L·SER=GFK050~DISP.SHR
11 DSN..KEDAK3
will address the library KEDAK3 on the disk pack named GFK050. The data
will be available to SIGPLO via the ft-number PLEHel, cf. (3) below;
IIG.FT02FOOI_DD_UNIT=3330,V0Le SER-NUSICE.DISP-SHR.
11 DSN=STRUMAT.ENDFB3
will address the data library STRUMAT.ENDFB3 on the disc pack NUSICE;
data will be available to SIGPLO through PLEH=2.
(3) program control input describing names and energy range of the da ta that
are to be retrieved:
&KEDAK_PLEH= ••••NAMZ· •••• NAMEN= •••• T0= ••• ,FR0M•••• ,




is the input device number (ft-number),
is the number of KEDAK names necessary to address
the requested data (default option: NAMZ-2), cf. /3/,
are these KEDAK names, e.g. for 0T of Na-23 one would
write NAMEN='NA23 I , 'SGT ' or alternatively NAMEN(I)-'NA23 I ,
NAMEN(2)='SGT'. The KEDAK names must be written in the






The data-processing and output options are described 1n Sects. 4.1.3 - 4.1.5
below.
NEUDADA tapes contain experimental data from the common data base of the
"four-centre network" of neutron data centres (National Neutron Cross Section
Center, Brookhaven, USA; Centre de Compilation de Donnees Nucleaires of
NEA!OECD, Saclay, France; Nuclear Data Section of IAEA, Vienna, Austria;
Centr po Jadernym Dannym, Obninsk, USSR). These (7 or 9 track) tapes are
sent by CCDN to users in non-American OECD countries upon request.
In the NEUDADA formats (~tron data under ~irect ~ccess) each data point is
coded in one record together with its uncertainty, other related data and a
data set identifier. These identifiers (accession numbers) are used by SIGPLO
to distinguish the various data sets that may occur on one tape. The user must
- know on which file his data actually reside (tape marks written at CCDN
are not consistent with all IBM operating systems) and whether they are
written in CCDN "transmission" format or in CCDN internal format;
- check whether his da ta have got unique accession numbers or whether they
are distributed among several accession numbers, which frequently may
happen. In view of this possibility SIGPLO offers a special option to
combine several sets of data;
- make sure the requested da ta are complete. If this is not the case SIGPLO
allows to add data e.g. on punched cards. At present SIGPLO offers no
possibility to delete data points read. The only way to correct faulty data
points 1S to copy-correct the respective data set on the tape.
In order ta retrieve data fram NEUDADA tapes the user must provide
(I) a SETUP card as required by IBM-ASP;
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(2) a DD control card for each file to be addressed, as specified 1n the





will address data on file 2 of the 9-track tape named ND0501. Data will
be available to SIGPLO via ft-number BDEH-IO, cf. (3) below;
IIG.FT04FOOl_DD_UNIT-TAPE7,V0L-SER=ND2354,
11 LABEL-(2,NL"IN),DISP=(0LD,PASS),
11 DCB= (BLKSIZE· I320,LRECL=1 32,TRTCH=ET)
will address data on file 2 of the 7-track tape named ND2354. Data will
be available to SIGPLO via BDEH=4, cf. (3) below. The data on these two
tapes are available to SIGPLO simultaneously, two tape drives are required.
(3) Program control input:
_&NEUDAD_BDEH= ••• ,LTR•••• ,ACCNR•••• ,SEQN· ••• ,F0DATA= ••• ,
_FR0M•••• ,T0•••• ,data-processing and output options,&END
where
BDEH gives the FT number of the tape unit
LTR specifies the letter, ii any, that precede8 the accession
number supplied by CCDN, e.g. LTR='E' if data set EOOOl2 is
desired. The default option i8 LTR-'O', hence LTR need not be
specified for data set 000012.
ACCNR is the (numeric) accession number supplied by CCDN,
e.g. ACCNR·12 for data set EOOOI2.
SEQN specifies whether the accession number is in line with the
expected ascending order on tape (SEQN-T) or not (SEQN-F), so
that the tape can be rewound where necessary.
Example
Suppose the sequence of data sets on tape is
••• U00003, E00002, ••• EOOO 13, EOOO 14, •.• UOOO 15, •••
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whereas they are to be retrieved in the order
EOOOI3,EOOOI4,UOOOI5,E00002,UOO003.
In this case all sets can be retrieved with SEQN=T expect U00003
for which SEQN~F signals that it occurs on tape not in the
expected order (i.e. after E00002).
F0DATA indicates whether the NEUDADA tape i5 written in CCDN "trans-
mission" format (FODATA~T, default option) or in CCDN internal
format (FODATA~F).
FR0M,T0 are minimum and maximum energy.
Other data-processing and output options are explained below.
Formatted input data in the present context meanS FORTRAN-readable data (as
explained e.g. in the IBM FORTRAN IV manuals) with the following restrietions:
- Each set of numeric data records (data set) must be preceded by a
comment record with arbitrary free text. This text is read and printed
so that the user can check the input sequence.
- Each data point must be completely contained in one record. On the other
hand one record may contain several data points.
- The co-ordinates of each data point must be represented in the order
(I) energy, (2) cross section (or other energy-dependent quantity)
(3) uncertainty (optional). Other information may be interspersed with
these data. The user must specify the reading format accordingly, e.g. by
spacing over characters not to be read as data.
Records may be cards or card images on tape or other rigidly structured
character sequences on any input device.
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For retrieval of a format ted data set the user must provide
(I) a setup card for the device from which the data are to be read, if
necessary,




would provide formatted data with unit reference number (ft-number) 16.
Data are read from a disc named NUSYSO and data set F0RM.INPI. Data set




11 DCB= (RECFM-FB,LRECL=30, BLKSIZE=3000)
specifies file of the unlabelled 9-track tape named TAPE72 as input.
Since the tape has no label, da ta set characteristics must be supplied.
(3) program control input describing device, format, energy range and other
characteristics of the data set:
_&KARTEN_KARTEH· ••• ,FMT· ••• ,ANZ•••• ,
_FR0M· ••• ,T0= ••• ,EINHTX= ••• ,EINHTY= ••• ,
_REWD= ••• ,data-processing and output options,&END
where
KARTEH is the input device reference number. If punched cards are
supplied together with control input, KARTEH=9 must' be
specified (not KARTEH·S) and the cards (preceded by the





gives the reading format, e.g.
FMT-'(lSX,EIS.S,IOX,EI5.5)' or
FMT-' (8FIO.5)'.
determines the number of data points to be read (as distinct
from points actually utilized) as follows:
The requested data set is searched for the first record be-
ginning with an energy > FR0M-O.999999. If this is the first
record of the whole data set, reading starts there, otherwise
reading starts at the preceding record (because that may contain,
in addition to the first energy, other unchecked energies that
possibly exceed the limit FR0M-O.999999). Reading stops as
soon as ANZ data points are read or an E~~ OF FILE condition
occurs. Subsequently SIGPLO searches for the first data point
read with energy exceeding T0.I.OOOOOI and deletes it as well
as all subsequent points. Then all data points with energies
less than FR0M.O.999999 are discarded. Finally the remaining
data points are rearranged in order of ascending energy. Note
that ANZ determines the number of data points read, the actual
number of data points utilized by SIGPLO can be smaller due to
the deletion of points with energies outside the requested range.
Since an exact determination of the number of data points to be
read may be inconvenient, the author suggests that the user
either supplies only one data point per record, in which case
exactly ANZ cards (= data points) are read starting
with the card preceding the first data point with
energy ~ FR0M, counted from the current position within
the data set,
or matches ANZ exactly with the number of data to be read,
if the data set contains only points within the given
energy limits,
or uses a different unit reference number for each data set,
utilizing the END OF FILE condition as a natural delimiter.
The example below illustrates this.
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"" { 'MB' }
'BARN'
specifies energy units,
specifies cross section units.
REWD
Data will always be converted to eV or b internally. Of courSe,
conversion could be obviated by proper scale factors in the
FMT input format specification.
may be specified as T (or F) which causes rewinding (or not)
before retrieval starts (with the exception of the control
input device for which REWD is ignored).
Warning: - ANZ should not exceed 1000.
- Although input data need not be sorted. the user should be
aware of the fact that they are sorted only after they have
been read. Hence data after the first energy ~ T0 will not be









C INPUT FR0M C0NTR0L UNIT






C INPUT FROM UNIT 11
13.6 0.37
17.77 J. 44











82.1 (last card read)
IIG.FTI4FOOI DD •
C INPUT FROM UNIT 14







Let us for the moment disregard the card RT__ which will be
Sect. 4.1.3.2 below. The first input data set is read from unit 9. The user
took care that only one da ta card is read by specifying with ANZ~2 the exact
number of data to be read. Thus two data points are 'transferred to SIGPLO:(I ••0.37)
and (24.2,0.81).
The second data set is read from unit 11. Reading will start with energy
21.88 eV since this 1S the last one less than FR0M. Reading will stop after
energy 82.1 eV caused by the END OF FILE condition. The points with energies
21.88 eV and 23.11 eV are then deleted, these energies being less than FR0M.
Likewise the point with energy 91.85 eV (the first energy exceeding T0) and
all subsequent points are deleted. Thus the points available to SIGPLO after
sorting are those with energies 24.92,35.97.41.88,46.1,53.2,57.2, and
69.44 eV.
The third data set i8 transferred from unit 14 to SIGPLO without deletions.
Note that FMT.FR0M aod T0 could have been omitted from the last control cards
since the previous values are the same and would be kept by default. This.
however. does not hold for ANZ. (See Table I, footnote). Since SIGPLO assumes
the units eV and barn by default, EINHTX and EINHTY can be omitted.
The energy-sorting feature allows for easy addition of other data to a punched
data set. For instance, if a point at 29.7 eV is to be added to the third set
of data one could insert the corresponding card simply at the end of (or some
other place within) the card deck containing the third data set.




merge IIcurrentil set and newly retrieved set,
replace "current" set by newly retrieved set
(default option)
This option can be used in the control input lists &NEUDAD ••• or &KARTEN •••
specifying the newly retrieved set.
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SIGPLO offers two possibilities to process retrieved data: interpolation and
smooth-curve fitting (smoothing). The results can be plotted t printed and
punched on cards (or written onto some other output medium).
The aim of interpolation is to run a curve through a given set of points known
as "nodes" by speclfying an interpolation law. The interpolation options of
SIGPLO are most useful for drawing a continuous line through a set of data
points on a plot or for retabulation on a different set of nodes ("new grid").
Thus initial data set (nodes)t interpolation law and new grid must be specified:
() The initial data set is defined by an appropriate retrieval as described
in Sect. 4. 1.2.
(2) The interpolation law is defined by the key-word KURVE that may be employed
in any of the three input lists &KEDAK•.. t &NEUDAD"' t &KEDAK •••





no interpolation (default option)t
linear interpolation t
cubic spline interpolation.
Linear interpolation means that between adjacent nodes (x.ty.) and
~ ~
(x. )tY. I) interpolated values (xtY) are calculated according to the~+ ~+
interpolation law
Cubic spline interpolation means that the interpolation law y "" f (x) between
each pair of adjacent nodes is a cubic t the different cubics being chosen
such that f t f' and f" are continuous at the matching points xi (i-2 t 3 t ••• n-l)
and f" "" 0 at the end points (x1tx
n
).
It also means that the minimum number of nodes is 3.
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(3) Output options are 80S follows:
PL0KU • { :
DRUKU • {;
plot curve through original points (default option),
do not plot,
print table of interpolated set, on new grid,
do not print (default option).
"punch" interpolated set. on new grid.
do not "punch" (default option)
where punch means generation of any
FORTRAN-readable output (on cards, tape, disc, ••• )
For the option PLOKU the new grid is automatically generated by SIGPLO. For
DRUKU and STAKU, however, the new grid 80S weIl 80S the printing or "punching"
format must be supplied by the user 80S explained in Sect. 4.1.3.3 below.
Notes:
- PL0KU-T causes plotting of only the initial set and belongs, strictly
speaking, to Sect. 4.1.4 below. If the interpolated set would have to
be plotted, it would have to be written anto some rereadable computer
medium, reread with another "control input" list and plotted.
- If plotted output is desired the plot must be opened first by definition
of its characteristics with 80 suitable "control input" list (cf. Sect.
4.1.4 below).
The new grid must be defined before interpolation starts, i.e. the control
input list defining the new grid must precede the contral input list
that requests interpolation.
Similarly the control input list specifying the format for printing or
other format ted-output production must precede the control input list
that requests the output.
If Xi are the initial grid points and xj the new grid points Xl < xi
and Xl t > xl
t t must hold.
80S - a.s
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The linear interpolation and spline options are useful if cross sections
are to be retabulated on a new or denser grid, e.g. for KEDAK. Splines,
however, are sometimes quite sensitive to the exact position of the nodes
and a smooth second derivative (curvature) may be difficult to achieve.
For further details of spline fitting see /5/.
- If KEDAK cross sections are plotted, the user usually wants a curve




(PLOKU=T requests the curve, PLO-F suppresses special marking of the
nodes, cL Sect. 4.1.4).
Curve fitting is possible with SIGPLO in the following restricted sense:
A curve y=f(x) is drawn through a given set of points (x. ,y.), i=I,2, ••• ,n,
1. 1.
which is "as smooth as possible". The user sets a limit X2 which the weighted




w. [y.-f(x.)"'J2 < X2
1. 1. 1.
(I)
Within this limit the fitted curve is determined such that
xt f"(x)2dx = min
xI
(2)
Obviously this kind of fit (smoothing, ref. /6/) requires caution. Of course,
one an produce a smooth curve through violently fluctuating data points, but
if the fluctuations are genuine the resultant smooth curve is quite unrealistic.
Smoothing of discrepant data sets from different experiments can be very
difficult. The result will often not be better than an eyeguide curve, the only
advantage being that one need not read off numerical values which the computer
produces easily. This must be kept in mind before smoothing is requested.
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Since frequently a smooth curve is to be drawn through data from different
measurements S1GPLO allows merging several input da ta sets into one set for
smoothing. 1f, for instance, the data sets SI' S2 •••• are to be merged for
joint smoothing, one has to indicate this by putting
SM00=X?
J
into the control input list of S., where the X? are real numbers chosen in
J J
such a way that their sum is just the upper limit of the weighted sum of
squared deviations in Eq. (I), X2 = Lj xj. The joint set S = SI + S2 + •••
is then retained for final smoothing. Merging a retrieved set into this
"retained set" can be prevented by using SM0Ql='NEIN' (default option) in its
control input list. Smoothing is possible only for control input lists of
type &NEUDAD and &KARTEN, but not for &KEDAK (KEDAK point data are linearly
interpolable and thus smooth by definition).
Smoothing starts as soon as
- the end of control input is reached or
- a card containing RT plus free text is found or
- a &SMOWDH control input list is encountered.
An RT card will empty the retained set after smoothing, a &SMOWDH list (explained
1n more detail below) will not.







plot the fitted smooth curve (default option~)
do not plot;
print points of the fitted smooth curve.
do not print (default option·);
"punch" points of the fitted smooth curve,
do not punch (default option·)
where "punch" means generation of any
FORTRAN-readable output (on cards, tape. disc •.•• )
-)Note: The default options are in effect only if the options were not
already defined in a preceding control input list!
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These output options are not needed until smoothing actually starts. This
means they could be coded e.g. withio the last control input list that is
read before smoothing begins. If plotting is requested (PL~SM=T) the plot
must also be opened before smoothing starts. The sum total (X 2 , Eq.(I)) of
all SM~~ values will be displayed or not as specified by
PL0FQU = {:
display the squared-error sum X2 ,
do not display X2.
The weights w. 1n Eq. (I) are specified as follows:
1
(I) All points of the "retained" set get unit weight by default, if weights
are not defined explicitly.
(2) Weights are defined explicitly by retrieval of the experimental uncertain-
ties 6y. associated with the data points (x. ,y.). The weights are thus
1 -2 1 1
calculated as w. = (6y.) . The experimental uncertainties can be read
1 1
together with the data, e.g. from the same tape, or separately. In any
case reading of experimental errors must be requested in the same input
list as reading of the data. One writes SMGEW=T together with specifications













or j'PERC'&KARTEN ... SMGEW=T,EINHTD = 'B'
'MB'
, co ••
In case MEDIUM='TAPE' the errors are read from tape together with the
(x. ,y.) values and the units are converted to barns according to the NEUDADA
1 1
specifications on tape. Note that DEINHT and EINHTY (see Sect. 4.1.2.2)
must then specify the same units. If these specifications are missing, the
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user can override the default option by specifying the error units
(PERC for percent errors. B or MB for errors in b or mb).
In case MEDIUM='CARD' one must define input unit. input format and number
of da ta to be read by
KARTEH= •••• FMT= •••• ZAHL= .•.
as explained in Sect. 4.1.2.3. If ZAHL is less than the number of data
points read from tape the last error value read will be applied to all
remaining data points. This allows. for example. to give only one error
bar if the same error is to be assigned to all data points. In case data
points and errors are read from the same medium (same deck of cards. same
tape etc.) they must be in the order •••• x .•y .• oy ....1. 1. 1.
Reading of da ta errors can be suppressed by SMGEW=F.
A user who wishes to modify weights differently 1.n different energy regions
can do so with the control input list




1.8 an integer n < 20 giving the number of modification
factors (energy regions);
is a list of n real numbers. separated by commas. giving
the lower limits of the energy regions;






indicates in which units the XR values are given.
Relative weights are then applied as foliows: Weights of all data points in
the "retained data set" are multiplied
- by
- by PR(i)
if x < XR(I).
if XR(i) < x < XR(i+I). i=I.2 •••• n.
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The first attempt to fit a given set of data is often not very successful,
smoothing being very much a trial and err~method. Usually a number of fits
with varying parameters must be performed before the result is satisfactory.
SIGPLO offers a convenient possibility to repeat smoothing, varying only
selected parameters given in the following control input list:
_&SM0WDH_FQU= ••• ,ZAHLXR= ••• ,XR= ••. ,PR= ••• ,EINHTX= ••• ,NEUZEI= ••• ,
_PL0FQU= .•• ,&END
where FQU is areal number establishing a new total limit X2 for the
weighted squared deviations,
ZAHLXR,XR,PR,EINHTX may be used to define new weight modification
factors as explained before,
{
T start a new plot with the current plot size parameters,
NEUZEI = F
draw fitted curve on current plot
(if plotting is requested)
PL0FQU
Summary
{: plot the FQU value (X2 ) also,do not plot the FQU value.
(PL0FQU=T can be used only if not more
than one smooth curve is drewn onto one
plot. Otherwise the numbers would overprint
each other).
The following control input options are related to smoothing:







(3) repetition of smoothing
(&SM0WDH) FQU,ZAHLXR,XR,PR,EINHTX,NEUZEI,PL0FQU
Note: - The maX1.mum number of data points in the "retained set" is 1000.
Smoothing should be used only if the point scatter is expected
to be statistical (random). Do not smooth if fluctuations are
genuine, e.g. in the resonance range.
- If the point scatter is statistical one expects for a good fit
I w.(f(x.)_y.)2 = x2 = N,
. 1. 1. 1.1.
where N is the degree of freedom of the problem, i.e. the number
of points minus the number of fit parameters. Hence N is recommended
as a starting value for smoothing.
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Example

















The NEUDADA sets EOOOOI and E00002 are merged and all weights are multiplied
by 0.86. The card &PL0TGR_.•• defines the dimensions of a plot as explained
in Sect. 4.1.4.2 below. Smoothing begins with X2 - 1.2+2.0=3.2 as soon as the
first &SM0WDM card is encountered (before its content is read). The result
is plotted by default. Then smoothing and plotting is repeated with X2 = 1.,
0.1 and 0.04. For each x2-value the "retained set" and the resulting smooth
curve are plotted onto a new plot (with the initially given plot size
specifications). The second RT card causes the retained set to be emptied,
whereupon a new plot size is specified and a new data set, U00005, is read in.
All error bars are then set equal to 2.6 %. A punching format is given
(_&STAF0R_••• ) and the new grid for the punched output is specified (_&0UTINT_••. )
as explained in Sect. 4.1.5.2 below. Smoothing of the last data set (U00005)
begins when the end of the file is reached (/- card).
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The SIGPLO program averages cross sections over a standard fission spectrum
if the option FISS=T appears in the control input lists &KEDAK_, .• ,_&NEUDAD
or &KARTEN ••. (FISS=F is the default option.) The spectrum is taken as
-I EIE I
X(E)dE = 0.4527 MeV exp(-0.9650 MeV) sinh 0.4367 MeV dE
h · h cl 235 f·· I··d . .W lC correspon s to U lSSlon at ow lnCl ent energles. By changlng a
single statement in subroutine QFISS other spectra could be used. The result,
(0) == J a(E)x(E)dE
X
is printed as weIl as the mesh points used for the numerical integration.
SIGPLO utilizes the following plotting facilities which are available at
Karlsruhe:
- an IBM 1130 plotter producing plots 10 in. high and
- a CALCOMP plotter producing plots 24 in. high.
Access to both devices is controlled by PL0TA /7/, a FORTRAN subroutine exten-
sively used at Karlsruhe.
The user should keep in mind the following rules:
- Only one plot can be produced at a time. This means that cannot be
routed to more than one plot at any given time. If two or more plots are
required they must be produced sequentially.
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Before output can be routed to a plot, the size, scaling and other
characteristics of the plot must have been established.
These rules can be pictured as the following temporal sequence:
[
define plot no.
route output to plot no. I
[
define plot no. 2
route output to plot no. 2
etc.
Each plot must be opened by specification of its characteristics in a program
control input list as foliows:
_&PL0TGR_XMIN= ••• ,XMAX= ••• ,XLG= ••• ,YMIN•••• ,YMAX= ••• ,YLG••.• t





define minimum and maximum value on the x-axis in the
units given by EINHTX.
is the length of the x-axis ~n units of 0.4 in.=1.016 cm.
define minimum and maximum value on the y-axis in the
units given by EINHTY.
is the length of the y-axis in units of 0.4 in.-1.016 cm.
{
'NEIN') {'NEIN'}
RAST = 'LINE' , 'LINE'
'XL0G' 'YL0G'
specifies whether a grid is to be drawn and if so,
for which kind of scale. Linear scaling (LINE)
produces parallel lines 0.8 in.=2.032 cm apart,
while log scaling produces a line at each integer
multiple of the current power of ten.
j'EV' }EINHTX = 'KEV'
'MEV'
{ 'BARN'}EINHTY = 'MB'
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gives the x units ,
gives the y units .
The plot will be drawn in units of eV and b unless the user does not request
a conversion by stating EINHTX and EINHTY explicitly.
JFT }CALP = 1
Note that
specifies whether a CALCOMP plot is requested
(T) or not (F) - in the latter case the IBMI130 plotter
is used.
- 2 •• OCMAX-XMIN) /XLG and 2.- (YMAX-YMIN) /YLG should be smooth numbers
(integers) to produce convenient scales;
- XLG and YLG should be even integers;
- it is not possible to produce logarithmic scales without grid, i.e.
RAST='NEIN', ••• or RAST=' ••• ', 'NEIN' is automatically interpreted as
meaning a linear scale.
Having opened a plot by specifying i~s characteristics in a &PL0TGR control
input list the user can route output to it by using one of the following
options:
PL~' {:} PL~KU • {:} P~SM • {:}
PL0"T
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an interpolated curve and
a fitted smooth curve.
These options may occur in the input lists _&KEDAK_••• ,_&NEUDAD_••• ,_&KARTEN_•••
with the restriction that PL0SM is not allowed for &KEDAK. If data points
(as distinct from curves) are to be plotted ten different point symbols are
available. These symbols are linked to the integers 0,1, ••• 9 as folIows:
n
°









SIGPLO uses the following sequence by default:
9,0,3,4,5,6,7,1,8,2, then repeatedly 0,1,2,7,8.




where n is the integer associated with the desired symbol, and
causes return to the default sequence.
PLOZEI is permitted in any one of the three control input lists _&KEDAK,
_&NEUDAD ,_&KARTEN.

















Convenient scaling is achieved for both plots by the use of (2 cm Z) 0,8 in. : 0.2b
and : 0.4 MeV, respectively. The first plot will contain one curve and t.o
sets of points. The point symbol number 5 is explicitly requested for the first
set, symbol number 0 is then assigned to the second set by default. The Second
plot will contain 4 sets of data points and one curve. The default sequence of
point symbols is used except for the first set of points. Note that PL(b=F was
used for all KEDAK data so that curves will be shown but not the nodes (the
data points through which the curves are drawn). After the first occurrence
of PL~.F marking of points is switched on again by PL~-T in the next program
control input list. Extensive use is made of the default options: CALP=F is
omitted; XMIN,XMAX,XLG,RAST are not specified for the second plot so the
values of the first plot remain in effect; T0,FR0M are specified only at the
beginning and remain unchanged throughout the job.
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A number of output options were mentioned already. The following section com-
plements and summarizes the various possibilities offered by SIGPLO.




do not print (default option).
it is punched (or written on tape or disc etc.) or not with
-- {FTSTANZ punchdo not punch
and it is plot ted or not with
{: plotPL~ = do not plot.
DRUCK. STANZ and PL0 can occur in any one of the control input lists _&KEDAK ••••
_&NEUDAD ••••_&KARTEN_•••• Standard formats are used for printing and punching.
In the latter case the user can overrule the default option (2EI4.6) by means
of the special program control input
_&STAFOR-' (format) '.&END
The options DRUKU.STAKU and PL0KU were al~eady introduced in Sect. 4.1.3.1
(Interpolation). the options DRUSM.STASM.PLOSM in Sect. 4.1.3.2 (Curve fitting.
smoothing). These latter six options refer to processed data and in general
require specification of a "new energy grid" for the output.
As explained before the options DRUKU.STAKU.DRUSM.STASM permit tabulation of
curve points representing the interpolation or smoothing results on various out-
put media. The new grid. i.e. the energy values for the tabulation. will in
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general differ from the initial grid of the original data. The user must
specify the new grid by the following program control input:
_&0UTINT_FMT0UT=' (format) , ,ZXINT= •.• ,XINT= ••• ,EINHTX= ..• ,
_FR~M= ••• ,T0= ••• ,ADD= .•• ,additional information,&END
where FMT0UT
ZXINT
is the format that is used to print curve points of the
smooth curve requested by DRUKU or DRUSM.
specifies the medium from which the new grid energies
(array XINT) is to be retrieved. There are five possibilities:
ZXINT = n, with integer n, means that in the same program
control input list the new grid energles are coded in the
form XINT=E 1,E2 , ••• En , i.e. the array XINT is given as a
list of n energy values (real numbers) separated by commas.
ZXINT='KEDAK' means that XINT is to be retrieved from a
KEDAK-type library. This requires the following additional
information in the &0UTINT control input list (unless already
specified by default):
PLEH= ••• ,NAMZ= ..• ,NAMEN= ••• ,FR0M= ••• ,T0= .••
(cf. Sect. 4.1.2.1) or an immediately following &KEDAK control
input list containing XINTP0=T.
ZXINT='NEUD' means XINT is to be retrieved from a NEUDADA
"transmission" tape. This requires the following additional
information in the control input list (unless already specified
by default):
BDEH= ••. ,ACCNR= •.• ,LTR= ..• ,SEQN= ••. ,FR0M= ••• ,T0= ••• ,
(cL Sec t • 4. 1.2. 2)
ZXINT='CARD' means XINT is to be read from cards. This requires
the following additional information in the &0UTINT control
input list (unless already specified by default):
KARTEH= ••• ,FMT= .•• ,ANZ= •.• ,FR0M= •.• ,T0= •••
(cf. Sect. 4.1.2.3) or an immediately following &KEDAK control
input list containing XINTP0=T.
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ZXINT-'DATA' means tnat the energies of the initial ("current")







specifies the unit for XINT
causesmerging with an already existing
XINT array,
suppresses merging.
If FORTRAN-readable output is to be produced its FORMAT can be specified by
the program control input _&STAFOR_STAFMT='(format)',&END
The options available in the various control input lists are shown schematically
in Table 1 together with the default options. It should be added that the




optional in program control input list
&KEDAK &NEUDAD &KARTEN &RELGEW &SM0WDH &0UTINT &PL0TGR default
value explanatory remarks
Retrieval
PLEH + + I FT number of
BDEH + + input device
KARTEH + + +
NAMZ + + 2 number of KEDAK names
NAMEN + + KEDAK names
LTR + + '0 ' letter preceding ACCNR
ACCNR + + 0+) NEUDADA accession numberANZ + + number of data points read N
FR0M + + + + o. minimum energy N
T0 + I.E+20 maximum energy
EINHTX + + + + 'EV' abscissa units
EINHTY + + 'BARN' ordinate units
EINHTD + 'BARN' error units
XEINHT + 'MEV' abscissa units
YEINHT + 'BARN' ordinate units
DEINHT + 'BARN' error units
FMT + + + ' (2E 14 .6) , input format
SEQN + T accession number in sequence?
REWD + + F rewinding?




ZAHL + 0 number of uncertainties
ZAHLXR + + 0 number of relative weights
DATADD + + F merge with "current" set?
ADD + F merge with current "new grid"?
ZXINT + 0 number of "new grid ll points
XINTP0 + + F are these IInew grid ll points?
+)
reset for each program control input list
Table 1 (cont. )
optional in program control input list
Option I &KEDAK &NEUDAD &KARTEN &RELGEW &SM~WDH &j3UTINT &PL0TGR default I explanatory remarksvalue
Data processing
KURVE + + + 'NEIN' interpolation type
SM00 + + O. +) maximum chi-squared
FQU + O. new maximum chi-squared?
FISS + + + F fission spectrum average?
Plots
-
PL0 + + + T plot of "current" set?
PL0l{U + + + T plot of interpolated curve? N
PL0SM + + + T plot of smooth curve? w
PL0ZEI + + + -I which point symbol?
PL0FQU + T chi-squared 4isplayed?
NEUZEI + F new plot?
XMIN + -1.E-60 minimum x-value
XMAX + -1.E-60 maximum x-value
XLG + -1.E-60 length of x-axis (cm)
YMIN + -1.E-60 minimum y-value
YMAX + -1.E-60 maximum y-value
YLG + -1.E-60 length of y-axis (em)
RAST + 'NEIN" , ~rid? log .cale(.)?
, ----
CALP + F CALCOMP plot?
+) . 1·re.et for each program control ~nput ~st
Table 1 (cont.)
Option
optional in program control input list
&KEDAK &NEUDAD &KARTEN &RELGEW &SMßWDH &0UTINT default
value explan~tory remarks
Output
DRUCK + + + F "current" set on listing?
STANZ + + + F "current" set on cards, tape, ••• ?
DRUKU + + + F interpolation results on listing?
STAKU + + + F interpolation results on cards, tape, ••• ?
DRUSM + + F smoothing results on listing?
STASM + + F smoothing results on cards, tape, ••• ?







/1/ R. Meyer, User's Guide to SIGPLO, unpublished (1975)
/2/ Present Compendium, Ch. 111.2
/3/ Present Compendium, Ch. 11.2.3.1.2
/4/ see CCDN Newsletters for more information on neutron
data dissemination by CCDN
/5/ R. Späth, SPLINE, (1968), unpublished
/6/ R. Späth, SM00TR, (1968),unpublished
/7/ s. Reine, PL0TA, Progrannnbeschreibung (1967) and updates,
unpublished
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Appendix: SIGPLO Program List
C----------SIGPLO. 10
C----------OATE: 7.4.1973. ZO
C----------PROGRAM TO RETRIEVE,EOIT,PLGT,PRINT,INTERPCLATE, 30
C----------ANO FIT OATASETS THAT ARE CONSIOEREO AS E~PERI~ENTAL 40
C----------OR EVALUATED. OATA SOURCES MflY BE ~NY FORMATTEO INPUT, 50
C----------KEDAK LEBRARY FORMAT OATfl SETS OR OATA SETS WRITTEN IN 60
C----------NEUDAOA TRANSMISSION FORMAT. 70
RFAL*B NAMEN131 80
REAL ~EIN,LINE,KURVF,MEDIUM,LTR,~OO 90
I "TFGER ACCNR, BOEH 100
INTEGER ANZ,PlFH,ZAHLXR,ZXINT,WNR,ZAHL,PLOZFI 110
LCGICAL ORUCK,STANZ,PLO,PlOKU,ORUKU,STAKU,PLOS~,ORUSM,STASM,SMGEW, lZ0
INEUZE I, XI NTPO, PlOFQU, FISS, S EQN, A00 ,CAlP, CALPJ, [AT AOD, TST, REWO, KOK 130
Z,TSTS 140
DIMENSION NTEXTI151,XPHIZI,YPHIZI 150





DIMENSION XSIIOOOI ,YSIIOOO) Z10
DI"'ENSION XINTIIOOOl ZZO






1111, Z511 I" (T ( 11 , Zblll 1,( SI 11, Z711 11 Z90





Cr"MON/PflRMII I"AXOPT, PLEH,PLOZFI,ZX INT, IOPlOT, ULPJ 350
rOMMON/PARMZI YPL~GR,ISTAFO,ISMO,IFMOUT,lS~NP,UISP,EINHTX,EINHTY, 360
1 EINHTD,XEINHT,YEINHT,DEINHT,LTR,KARTEH,FMTOUT(20J,STAFMT1201, 310















NAMEL I ST II<EL GE WIlAH LXR, XR, PR,E I NHTX 530
NA~ElIST/OUTINT/FMTOUT,ZXINT,XINT,EINHTx,AOO,PlEH,NAMEN,NAMZ. 540




OA TA NE I NI' NE I N' I ,l JNEI 'li NF' I , SPLI! ' 5 Pl I' I, Xl 0 GI' XlOG 'I, VlOG I' VlO
IG'I,MOD/'''lOl)'1
DATA TEND/' ENDf'/,NEUO/'NEUD'I,KEDAI 'KEDA'I,KAR1/'CARO'I
OATA NNP/9,O,3,4,5,6,7,I,8,2,O,I,2,7,a,O,I,2,7,8,O,I,2,1,8,0,1,2,1
1,8,0,1,2,1,8,0,1,2,7,81
DAlA RT/'RT 'I,PERU' PERC' I
OATA TAl' &KA','RTEN',' &NE','UOAO',' IlKE'.·OA~ ',' &Pl', OTGR','
l&ST',' AFOR',' &OU', 'TINT' .' liRE', 'lGEW'
[HilA TBI' &SM','üWOH'I
OATA NOAT/'OATA'I
OHA IIlTEXT/' FQU=' ,14*' • I
C----------INITIAlIIATION ONCE FOR WHOlE JOB.
CAll INIH
[----------PRINT INPUT FROM KINC.
CAll PRIEINIKINC,KOUT,601




1000 REAOI IN,500,ENO=901 ERR:llOI RTiTEl
IFIRTlTEUll.EQ.THHJI GOTO 810
ffRTlTEU U .NE.RTI GOTO 802














GeTD I UO,120 ,130,140, 150, 160,1701 ,J
101 CONTINUE
GCTD 804











112 CAll lESENllKARTEH,FMT,SMGEW,OEl lA,El,E2,REWO,&ICOI


























































IFI.NOT. S'1GEWI GOTO 128






C----------NEUOADA INPUT IS REQUESTEO.
120 CAll NEUDAIXINT,DElTA,&IOOI
[----------ADF IPPENOS DITA TO CURRFNT SET IF REQUESTED.
128 CAll ADFIXl,Yl,16,NADO,NANl,ANl,XP,YP,OFlTA,DATADD.~1001
Gorn 200





















YPHI 21 =YPHI 11






C----------FORMATTED OUTPUT IS TO BE PRODUCEC ANC OUTFUT
C----------PIRAMETERS "lUST BE DEFINEO.
150 REAOIKIN,STIFCRI









READ I KIN ,OUT! NTl




































































C----------APPENO OATA, IF REGUESTEO.




















~H IT E IKOUT, I'> 5 2 I lXI NT, I XINTI TI , I = I • ZXINTl
GCTO 162











































































00 2001 1=1, ANI
XPIII=lllll
YPIII=12111









201 IFI.NOT.STA"lZl GOTO 203
C----------FORMAIIEO OUTPUT OF DATA POINIS.
IFIISTAFD.EQ.II GOlD 202
WPITEIKOUT,6021
202 IFIDISP.EQ.MOOI GOTO 2020
WFITEIKPU,5001 RIIlEL
2020 TFISMGEWI GOTO 2021
WPITEIKPU,STAFMTl IXPIII,YPIIl,I"'l,AN1I
GOTO 203
2021 WPITEIKPU,STAFII4T I IXPIII,vPIll,OEl TAIli, 1=1, ANZ I
203 IFI.NOT.PlOl GOTO 206
C----------PlOI OATA POINTS.
IFII PLOGR.EQ.1l GOTO 204
\I 11fT EI KO UT , 603 I
GCTO 206
204 IZ=O
I FIANI.N E.lI GOTO 205
II= I
GALL )(CORR




















2U IFI H.NE.1I GOTO 206
Af'\I=1



























































C----------TWO MODES OF INTERPOLATION ARE SUPPLIED:
C----------LINEAR AND SPlINE.









WInT EI KO UT , 6501 IT I I " SI I I, 1= 1, M1
241 IFI.NOT.FISSI GOTO 240
C----------FISSION SPECTRUM AI/ERAGE.
C~lL QFISSIM,T,S,AI
C----------PlOT CURI/E WITH REQUESTEO INTERPOLATION.
240 IFIRASTll1.EQ.XLOG.OR.RASTI21.EQ.YlOGI GOTO 2041
CAlL PLOTAIT,S,M,2,0,1,1,1,INOZ,XMAX,XMIN,SX,YMAX,YMIN,SY,1,IDPlOT
1,0,0,01









2ee IFI.NOT. FI SSI GOTO 243
CALL KURVE11ANZ,XP,YP,M,T,S,S2,A,B,C,0,IKU,&2431
CALL QFISSIM,T,S,AI
C----------PRINT CURVE ACCORoING TO USER SPECIFICATIC~S.
243 IFI.NOT.DRUKUI GOTO 209
IFIIFMOUT.NE.OI GOTO 212
WRITE IKOUT , &2 71
GeTO 220
212 IFIZXINT.NE.NDATI GOTD 216
ZX INT=AN Z






WP IT E IKaUT, &2 8 1
WRITEIKOUT,FMTOUTl IXINTlII,SIIl.I=NAI,NA21
C----------FOR"lATTEO UOTPIJT OF CURVE ACCOROING USER SFECIFICATIONS.
209 IFI.NOT.STAKUI GOTO 220
IFIISTAFO.EQ.l1 GOTO 21C
WP!T EI KO UT, &021
21C IFIIFMOUT.NE.OI GOTD 214































































2150 WPITEIKPU,STAFHTI I XINTII I, Sll I, I"NAl,NA21
GOTO 221)
C----------SAVE OATA FOR SHOOTH FIT IF REQUFSTED.




&58 FDRMATII/5X, 'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'ZAHL DER PUNKTE EUER SMOOTH-FIT'
.,' WUEROE GROESSER ALS 1000. ES WERDEN VON DEN SOEBEN GELESENEN "
*'OATE"l "lIJR OIE ERSTEN' ,15,' PUNKTE GENOMMEN.' 1
TFIANZ.lE.OI GOTD 230



























302 PPI I I=Z21 I 1
ASSIGN 3a5 TO NST
K=l
CC 321 I=l,ISMAX
303 IFIXSIII.LT.XRIKII GOTe NST,1305,3041
IFIK.EQ.ZAHlXRI GOTD 306
K=K~l






























































305 PI t1=PSI II
321 CONTINUE
GCTO 310
301 00 308 I=IANF,ISMAX
308 PI11=PSIII*PRIZAHLXR)
GOTO 3102
310 00 3100 l=l,ISMAX
3100 PlIl=PSIIl
C----------PRINT IDFTIFICATION ANO PROVIOE PRINTOUT CF DATA.
3102 WRITEIKOUT,6311 FQU
CALL DRUCK31ISMAX,XS,YS,PI
C----------SMOOTH. USE PROGRAM OF H.SPAETH. ISEE INR-REPORTI
C~LL SHOOTHIISMAX,XS,YS,P,FQU,A,B,C,O,Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4,Z5,Z6,Z11






C----------PROVIOE TESTPRINTOUT OF SMOOTHEO CURVE, IF REQUESTEC.
IFITST51 CALL TSTPROIISMAX,XS,YS,P,A,FQUI
I FI. NOT. TST) GOTO 3124
WRITEIKOUT,6551
C~LL ORUCKXIT,S,MI
3124 IFI.NOT.FISSI GOTO 340
C----------FISSION SPECTRUM AVERAGE.
CALL QFTSSIM,T,S,Zl)
C---------PLOT INTO NEW OR OLO PLOT?
C----------OLO PLOT.
340 IFINEUZEII GOTO 320
C----------INCREMENT PLOT IDENTIFIER.
I 51'NP=1 SMNP+ 1
NP=NNP 11 SMNP I
IFIISMNP.EQ.1 I GOTO 321
NPA=M-1
IFIRASTI11.EQ.XLOG.OR.RASTI21.EQ.YLOGI GOTO 304C
CALL PLOTAI T, S,M,3, NP, 1,1 ,NPA, INCZ ,XMAX, XHIN, SX ,YMAX, YM IN, SV, 1,









































































343 tFI.NOT.ORUSMI GOTO 316
C----------PRINT SMOOTHED CURVE ACCOROING USFR SPECIFICATIONS.
IFIIFMOUT.NE.OI GOTO 314
WRITE I KOUT ,6101
GOTO 330








WPITF I KOUT, 62 9)
WRITEIKDUT,FMTOUTI IXINTlI),SIII,I=NA1,NA21
316 IFI.NOT.STASMI GOTD 330
C----------PROVIOE FORMATTEO OUTPUT, IF REQUESTEO.
IFIISTAFO.EQ.11 GOTD 311
kRTTEIKOUT,6021
311 IFllFMOUT .NE.O) GOTO 311
WPITE I KOUT ,610 I
(:OTO 330






3180 WRITEIKPU, STAFMTI I XINTlIl ,SIll, I=NAI,NA21
GCTO 330


















































































































804 IFIISMO.NE.l1 GOTO 805
BACK SPAC E KI N
WIlITEIKOUT,6361
GCTO 30()
A05 IFISTEUERlll.NE.TBllll GOTO 801










WRITEIKIJUT,6261 IXR 1I I, PRI I I, I=I.ZAHlXIlI
GOTO 309
801 IFISTEUERIlI.EQ.TENDI GOTO 810
IFISTEUERlll.NE.RTI GOTe 808
BACKSPACE KIN











































































600 FCR"! AT 11 HO, 7 X.84 I '''' , 118 X, ' * , ,B 2X , ' "" 18X, '''' ',IX, 2OA4.1 X,, *' 18X, '*' ,
182 X, '*' 18X, 84 I ' *' 11111
601 FCRMATI//5X. 'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X, 'EINGELESENE KARTE:' 18X.'***',20A
14,'***'/ßX,'WUROE NICHT ALS STEUERKARTE ERKANNT,OBWOHL SOLCHE ERWA
2RTET WURDE'/5X,'AKTION:UEBFRLESFN BIS ERKENNEN EINER STEUER-,ENDE-
3CDER RT-KARTE'111
602 FORMATII15X,'NACHRICHT:'/8X,'STANZEN WURDE GEWUE~SChT.DA STAFORKAII
ITE FEHLT,WIRD 12E12.41 ALS AUSGABEFORMAT ANGENO~~EN'I
603 FCIlMATII15X,'FEHLERNACHRICHT:'/8X,'PLOT WURDE GEWUENSCHT.PlOTGR-KA
lRTE FEHL 1'111
604 FCRMATl' PLOTNACHRICHT: NP =',131
605 FORMATII15X,'FEHLERNACHRTCHT'/8X,'LESEFEHlER BEI~ VERSUC~,TITEL-KA
lRTE ZU LESEN'/5X,'AKTIO~:KARTE WIRD UERERGANGEN.ES WIRD VERSUCHT,N
2AECHSTE KARTE ALS STEUERKARTE ZU LESEN'lll
606 FCIlMATII15X, 'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'AlS RT-KARTE EINGELESENES RECORD
1 TRUG KEINE RT-KENNUNG' 18X,'IlECOIlDTEXT:*****',20A4. '*****'/5X, 'AKT
2ION:RECORD WIRD UEBERlESEN.NAECHSTES RECORD WIRC ALS STEUERKARTE E
3 I~GELESEN' 11I
607 FORMATII15X,'FEHlERNACHRICHT'/8X,'lESEFEHLER BFI~ LESE~ EINER STEU
lEIlKARTE'/5X,'AKTION:KARTE WIRD UEBERLESEN.ES WIRD VERSUCHT NAECHST
2E KARTE ALS STEUERKARTE ZU LESEN'III
608 FCRMATII15X,'FEHlERNACHRICHT'/8X.'LDFOPN-AUFRUF BLIEB ERFOlGlOS'/5
lX,'AKTION:KEDAK-OPERATICNEN UNTERBlEIBEN.NAECHSTE STEUERKARTE WIRD
2 GESUCHT'/II
610 FCRMATII15X,'FEHLERNAC~RICHT'/8X,'AUSGABEVON SMOOTH ANDERS ALS DU
lRCH PLOT WURDE GEFOIlOERT.ES WURDE JEOOCH KEIN &CUTINT IXINTPO GEFU
2NOEN'/5X,'AKTION:DIESE AUSGABE ERFOLGT NICHT'III
611 FOIlMATII15X,'FEHLFRNACHRICHT'/8X,'8EIM VERSUCH,EINE KARTE EINZULES
lEN WURDE DAS ENDE DER KARTENEINGABE ERIIEICHT'/5~,'AKTICN:GEWUENSCH
2TE UND NOCH NICHT AUSGEFUEHRTE SMDOTHOPERATIONEN WEROFN DURCHGEFUE
3HRT' 1/1
612 FOIlMATIIII' &KARTEN KARTEH=',I3,', FMT=',20A41
15x,'ANZ=',I5,', DATAOD=',L2,', CRUCK=',L2,', STANZ=',L2,', PL
XO=',l2,', PLOZEI=' ,121
25X,'KURVE=',A4,', PLOKU=',l2,', CRUKU=',L2,'. STAKU=',L2,', 01
XSP=',A41















































































651 FORMATII15X,'EINHTX=',A4,' ZXINT=',15,' XINT='/IIOE13.611
6';Z FORMATII/5X,'ZXINT=',I5,' XINT='/1I0El3.6))
653 FCRMATl8X,' FRCM:' ,EI3.6,', TO=',E13.6,' IN UNITS OF EINHTX.', 3
XX,, REWD=' ,LZ I
6';4 FORMATlI15X,' &OUTINT ZXINT=' ,A4,' KARTEH=', 12,'
XRCM=',E13.6,' TO=', EI3.6,' REWD=' ,LZI
1 EX,'FMT=' ,20~41




657 FCRMATlBX,'FROM=' ,E14.6,', TO=',EI4.61
15X,'ORUCK=',LZ,', STANZ=',LZ,', PLC=',lZ,', PLCZFI=' ,IZI


















1 EINHTD,XEINHT,YEINHT,DEINHT,LTR,KARTEH,FMTOUTl .0),STAFMTl201, 150
2 FMTlZOI ,ORUCK,STANZ,PlO,KUPVE,PlOKU,DRUKU,STAKU,PLOSM,DRUSM, 160
3 STASM,SMGEW,NEUZEI,XINTPO,PlOFQU,FISS,SEQN,AOO,DATAOD,TST, 110
4 PEWD,NANZ,NACD,ZAHl,MEDIUM,WNR, 180
5 RASTl21 ,ISMAX,FQU,NAMZ ,ZAHlXR,TSTS,FOO~TA 190
CCMMON/PARM3/SMOO 200
COMMON/PARM4/FROM,TO Z10
EClU IV Al ENCE I FROM, EMIN, VON, EI, EUNTI, I Tn, E"'A X, BIS ,E2 ,E OBI ZZO




DATA ACONVI'O ','I ','Z ','3 ','4 ','5 ','6 ','7 ' 270
1,'8 ','9 'I 280
DATA ACCNRVI32*0/,PERC/'PERC'1 Z90
C----------READ CONTROL INPUT LIST. 300
REAOIKIN,NEUDADI 310


























































613 FORMATI5X,'SMOO=',A4,', PLOSM=',LZ,', DRUS"=',L2,', STASM=',lZ,',
IS"GEW=' ,LZ,', FISS=',L21
614 FORM4TI5X,'SMOO=',EI2.3,', PLOSM=',L2,', DRUSM=',l2,', STASM=',L2,
I', SMGEW=',LZ,', FISS=',LZI
619 FORI1ATl/I/' &KEDAK PLEH=',13,' NA"Z=',I3,' NAI'EN=',A8,ZX,A81
620 FORMATII/5X, 'FEHLERN4CHRICHT'16X,'Z4HL DER KEDAKENERGIEN ZWISCHEN
lEU UND EO = O'/5X,' AKTICN:KEIN PLOT VON KEDAKWERTEN'III
621 FORMATII15X,'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'ZAHL DER IM ~ECAKAUFRUF ERHALTEN
1E~ WERTE = O'/5X,'AKTION: KEIN PLOT VON KEDAKWERTFN'III
62Z FORMATlI' &STAFOR STAFMT=' ,ZOA41
623 FCRMATI/' &OUTINT FMTOUT=',ZOA4/5X,'ZXINT=',I5,', EINHTX=',A4,', A
100=' ,LZ,', XINT='/110IlX,ElZ.51 I I
624 FORMATlI' &RELGEW ZAHLXR=',I3,', EINHTX=',A4,', XR,PR='/llOl1X,ElZ
1.5))1
tZ5 FORMATl/' &SMOWDH FClU=',E13.5,', ZAHLXR=',I3,', EINHTX=',A4,', NEU
1ZEI=',LZI
626 FCRMATl5X, 'XR,PR='/11011X,ElZ.51 I I
627 FORI1ATII15X,'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'AUSGABE DER ~URVE ANOERS ALS DU
1RCH PLOT WURDE GEFORDERT. ES WURDE JECOCH KEIN ßCUTINT IXINTPO GEFU
2NDEN'/5X,'AKTION:DIESE AUSGABE ERFOLGT NICHT'III
628 FCRMATI5X,'AUSDRUCK DER AUF XINT INTERPOLIERTEN KURVE'I
629 FORMATI5X,'AUSORUCK DFS AUF XINT INTERPOLIERTEN SMOOTH'I
630 FORMATl5X,'EING4BEDATEN X/Y BZW X/Y/P :'1
631 FCRMATI5X,'SMOOTH WIRD "IT fOLGENOEN WERTEN ANGELAUFEN:' 18X, 'FQU=
l',E1Z.5/8X,'X/Y/P ='/1
63Z FCRMATII/5X,'NACHRICHT'/8X, 'DA DIE ANZAHL OER PlNKTE FUER SMOOTH <
13 IST,WIRD SHOOTH NICHT AUSGEFUEHRT'III
633 FCRMATI5X,'NACHRICHT'/8X,'SMOOTH WIRD MIT DEM Zl NP=',IZ,' GEHOERE
INDFM ZEICHEN GEPLOTTET.DIESE ZEICHEN BEfiNDEN SICH AM ANFANG UND A
2M ENDE DER KURVE 'I
634 FCRMATI5X,'NACHRICHT'/8X,'SMOOTH WIRD AUF NEUES BLATT GEPLOTTET.DI
IE DEM FIT ZUGRUNDE LIEGENDEN PUNKTE WERDEN MIT /\P=4 GEZEICHNET'I
636 FCRMATI'----------------------------------------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------
2-------, I
631 FORMATI5X,'NACHRICHT'/BX,'*ENDE*-RECORC WURDE ERREICHT.PROGRAMMAUS
IFUEHRUNG WIRD BEENDET'I
638 FcPMATl1H11
639 FCRMATIII/' &SMOWDH ZAHLXR=',I3,', NEUZEI=',LZ,', PLOFQUz',lZI
640 FORMATI5X,'EINHTX=',A41
641 FORMATII' &OUTINT FMTOUT=',20A4/5X,'ZXINT=',A4,', EINHTX=',A4,
I', ADD=',lZI
64Z FORMATI8X,'OIESE PUNKTE WERDEN ZU DEN SCHON BESTEHENDEN INTERPOLAT
IIONSPUNKTEN HINZUGEFUEGT' 1
643 FORMATIBX,'MIT DEN NEU HINZUGEKOMMENEN PUNKTEN ~AERE DEREN ZAHL>
HOOO.DIE PINI MIT N>1000 WERDFN WEGGELASSEN')
644 FORMATII15X,'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/BX,'ADD WURDE IN AOUTINT SPEZIFIZIER
IT. ES LI EGEN 8IS J EI zr J EDOC H NOCH KE I NE INTERPOLATION SPUNKTE VOR' /
Z8X,'AKTION:DIE PUNKTE WERDEN OHNE IIENDERUNG UEEERNOMMEN'I
645 FORMATI5X,'CAlCOMPPLOT WURDE ABGESCHLOSSEN'I
641 FORMATlI' &OUTINT F"TOUT=',ZOA41
I 5X,'ZXPH=',A4,', PLEH=',I2,', NA"Z=',I2,', /\AMEN=',2A81
15 X,, VON=' ,E14.6 , ' EV ' ,5X , 'B I S=' , E14.6, ' EV ' I I










C----------CONVERT DATA SET ID TO HOLLERITH.















C----------CONVERT TO INTERNAl PHYSICAl UNITS.
CAll ECONVIANZ,XP,XEINHT)
CAlL ECONVIANZ,YP,YEINHT)
C----------INTERPOlATION POINTS ARE TO BE READ.
IFI .NOT. XINTPO) GOTO 127
ZXINT=ANZ





















































































616 FORMATIIII' ~NEUDAD BDEH=',13,', ACCNR=',16,', lTR-',A2,', FROM-'
X,H2.4,', TO-',EI2.4,', SEQN=',L2,', DATADO=',L21
15~,', DRUCK-' ,L2,', STANZ=',l2,', PLO=' ,l2,', PLOZEI-',121
25X,'KURVE=',A4,', PlOKU-',L2,', ORUKU-',L2,', STAKU=',L2,', 01
XSP=',A41
35X,'xEINHT=',A4,', YEINHT-',A4,', OEINHT=',A4,', FISS=',L2,
X', XINTPO=' ,l2,', FOOATA-',l2)
t17 FORMATI5X,'SMOO=',A4,', PLOSI'=',l2,', DRUSI/=',l2,', STASI'=',L2/5X,
I'SMGEW=',L2,', MEDIUM=',A4, " KARTEH=',13,', FI/l=',20A4/5X,'ZAHl='
2,15,', WNR-',13)
616 FC1RMATl5X,' SMOO=',E 12.5,', PlOSM=' ,l2,', DRUSM=' ,L2,', STASM-' ,L21
15x,'SMGEw=',L2,', MEOIUI/-',A4,', KARTEH=',13, " FMT-',20A4/5X,'ZAH
2L=',15,', WNR-',131
636 FCRMAT 12X,l301 '-') 1
646 FORMATllI' ***** NACHRICHT'/8X,'OlE BSIHERIGEN INTERPOLATIONSPUNKT
lE WERDEN DURCH DIE NEUDADAPUNKTE ERSETZT'II'
64B FCRMATI/' IOUTINT FI/TOUT-',20A41
15X,'ZXINT=',A4,', ßOEH=',12,', lTR=',A2,', ACCNR=',16,', SEQN
1=', L2/5X,' VON-' ,EI4.6, 5X, 'ß IS-', E14.6/)











C----------MAXIMUM IS 1000 OATA POINTS.
IFIANZ.LE.I0001 GOTD 1
kP ITE I KOUT ,607)
ANZ-I000
C----------REWIND TO BE DONE?
1 IFI.NOT.REWD) GOTO 6












































































C----------REMEMBER THAT AN EVEN NtlMAER OF OATA lTEMS
C----------IS PRESCRIBED FOR EACH PECORO.
2 IFISMGEW I GOTO 30




C----------SEARCH FOR END DF DATA.
12 hPlTEIKOUT ,6041 TEXT
WRIr EIK0 UT, 61 11 I XP I I I , ~PI I I , I =1 , A1\ ZI
611 FCRMATI' CONTENTS OF ARRAYS XP ANO YP: '1l2El5.~1I
00 15 1=I,ANZ
C----------READ IN CASE ERROR BARS ARE TO BE READ AL~C.
IFIXPITI.EQ.-I.E+101 GOTO 11





















C----------SKIP ALL OATA OUTSIDE SPECIFIED INTERVAL IFROM,TOI

































































48 !FIJI.EQ.OI GOTO 50
AI\ Z=ANZ- JI
CALL STIU"lGI XPll1 ,XPI JI+l1 ,4*ANZI
CALL STRINGIYPlll,YPIJI+II,4*ANZI





601 FCRMATII15X,'REWIND AUF',12,'WUROE VERLANGT. AKTION: REWIND WIRD
XNICHT AUSGEFUEHRT.DATENSAfZ WIRD NICHT VERARBEITET.'III
602 FCRMHII/5X,'DATENFILE ENDE AUF EINHEIT',1Z,' .KEIN WERT >FROM WUR
XOE GFFUNDEN' I
18X,'AKTIO"l: KEINE VERAR8EITUNG'111
603 FCRMATII15X,'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'BEIM VFRSUCH,CEN DATE"lTITEL ~INZ
lUL~SEN i-lURrlE DAS DATENFILEENDE ERREICHT'/5X,' AKlION:OATENSATZ WIRD
X I\ICHT VERAR8EITET'III
604 FCRMATII15X,'FEHLFRNACHRICHT'/8X,'BEIM VERSUCH,INFORMATION ZU'/8X,
1'***',201\4, '***'/8X,'EINZULESEN,IWRDF DAS FNOE CES DATENFILES ERRE
ZICHT'/5X,'AKTION:BISHER ERHALTENE WERTE WERDEN ~ERARBEITET'III
tOS FORMATII15K,'FEHlER~ACHRICHT'/8K,'eEIMVERSUCH,CEN CATENTITEL EINZ
lULESEN TRAT EIN LESEFEHLER AUF'/5X,'AKTION:DATE~TITEL WIRD UEBERGA
ZNGFN'I
606 FORMATII15K,'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'LFSEFEHLER BEI~ EINLESEN VON INF
10P"ATION W'/BX, '***' ,ZOA4, '***'/5X, 'AKTION:AUSFUEHRUNG DES LETZTE
21'4 STEUER~EFFHLS WIRD ABGEB~OCHEN.NAECHSTER STEUERAEFFHL WIRD GESUC
3HT' I
607 FCR"ATIII' A~Z > 1000 I\ICHT ERLAUBT.DATENSATZ WIRD GEKUERZT'III
60B FORMATII15x,'KEINE rlATEN IM ANGEGEBENEN INTERVAlL'll1
60'1 FCRMATll~X,'SII\CE NO DATA WERF READ BEFORE END OF OATA WAS ENCOUNT
lEREO,NO PROCESSING IS ATTEMPTED.'111





C----------PlOTTING ROUTINE FOR lOG. PLOTS.
OlMEN S ION XOU MI 21 , VDUM I 21,1'40 IR 11 0 I ,N SC 110 I , XSKA 1100 I, I' SK All 00 I ,





C----------CONVERT DATA TO LOG.
CALL CONLOGIXP,XL,ANZ,RASTlll,XLOGI
CALL CDNLOGIYP,YL,ANZ,RASTIZI,YLOGI





































































YDUM 111 =YMT L





IFI INOZ.LT.I0.0R.RASTllI.EQ.XLOGI GOTO 10
CALL CALSKAIBSK,XSKß,YSKA,~PLOS,LASKßI
C M=10*NPLOS+LASKA
C WRITEIKOUT,6001 M,IXSKAIII,YSKAI II,BSKI2*I-1I,BSKI2*I I ,I=l,MI
C 6CO FORMATlI6,' SKAlEN PUNKTE' 1l2E12.3,5X,2AB 11
10 IFINPLOS.EQ.OI GOTO 12
C----------IOENTIFTERS TO BE PLOTTED ALONG AXIS.
00 11 N=l,NPLOS




4ßSKI20*N- 91,BSKI20*N- 1I,BSKI20*N- 51,BSKI20*~- 31,BSKI20*N- 111




3BSK 120*NPlOS+ 11, BSK I 20*NPLO S+31, B SK I 20*NP LO S+ 5) ,
4BSKI20*NPlOS+71,BSKI20*NPlOS+91,BSKI20*NPlCS+l11,
5BSKI20*NPl~S+13),BSKI20*NPlOS+151,BSKINPLOS*20+17)1
20 IFIMC.EQ.21 GOTO 60

















200 SlRROUTINE KURVEIIIM,X,Y,M,T,S,S2,A,B,C,0,KENN,*1 10
210 C----------(ONTROl INTERPOLATION OF OAlA POINTS TO CLPVE. 20
220 C----------KURVEl,KURVE2 FOR AUTOMATIC SElECTION OF 30
230 C----------INTERPOLATTCN POINTS IFOR PLCTS ONlYI. 40
240 C(MMONII NOUT I KOUT 50
250 DII'ENSI0N XIIMI,YIIMI,TIl0001,SI10001,S2«10001,ßI10001,BI10001,CI1 60
2(;0 10001,0110001 10
270 GCTO 10 80
280 ENTRY KURVE2IIM,X,Y,M,T,S,A,B,C,0,*J 90
290 KE"'N=O 100
300 10 ~LMP=999IlIM-ll 11C
310 M= I IM-li *NUMP +1 120
320 HUMP=FlOAT I NU"PI 130
330 J=O 140
340 MßX="-l 150
350 OC 6I=I,MAX,NU"P 160
360 J=J+l 170
310 TlIJ=XIJI 180
3130 IFINUMP.EQ.ll GOTO 6 190
390 OT=IXIJ+II-XIJII/FNUMP 200
400 OC 1 l=2,NUMP 210
410 7 Tl I+l-lI=Tl I+l-21+0T 220
... 20 6 (C"'TINUE 230
430 Tl MI =XI I MI 21t0
440 GOTO 8 250
450 e IFIKENN.NE.OI GOTO 20 260
460 C---------KURVE 3,KURVE4 FOR GIVf'N INTERPOLATION PonTS. 210
410 E~TRY KURVE3IIM,X,Y,M,T,S,A,B,C,C,NA,NB,*1 Z8C
4130 C---------CHECK RANGE OF INTERPOLATION POINTS. 290
490 (ALL PCHECKIIM,X,M,T,NA,NBI 300
500 IFINA.GT.NBI RETURNI 310
510 K=l 320
520 OC 4 I=NA,NB 330
530 2 IFITIII.LT.XIK+ll1 GOTO 3 340
540 K=K +1 350
550 IFI K.NE. IMI GOTO 2 360
560 IFII.FQ.NBJ GOTQ 5 310
51C "'RITE I KOUT ,6041 380
5130 RETURN 390
590 5 K=K-l 400
600 30T=TlII-XIKI Itl0
610 SIII=AIKI+BIKJ*OT+CIKI*OT**2+0IKI*OT**3 "'ZO
6Z0 4 (CNTINU", It~C
630 RETURN It ... o
640 E~TRY KURVE4IIM,X,Y,M,T,S,S2,A,B,C,0,NA,NB,KENN,*1 450
650 20 (ALL P(HECKlT",X,M,T,NA,NBI 1t60
660 IFINA.GT .NBI RETURN 1 1t10
610 "I'=NB-NA+ 1 4 80
680 IFIKENN.EQ.ll GOTO 30 490
690 IFlIM.LT.41 GOTO 41 500













600 FORMATII12X,'SPLINENACHRICHT,NR = ',131
601 FORMATIII2X, 'NACHRICHT DER LINEAREN INTFRPCLATICN,NR = ',131
602 FCRMATII15X,'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'KURVE KANN NICHT GELEGT WFRDEN.F
INTWEDER IST OIE ANZAHL DER PU~KTE=l ODER XIANZI-XIII KLEINER ALS E
2IN PLOTTERSCHRITT'/5X, 'AKTJON:ES WIRD KEINE KUR~E GELEGT UNO AUCH
3NICHT AUSGEGEBEN'III
603 FD~MATII/5X, 'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'SPLINE WURDE GEWUENSCHT.ANZAHL 0
IE~ ANGELIEFERTEN PUNKTE IST< 4'/5X, 'AKTION:ES ltIRO KEINE SPLINE I
2NTERPOLATION VORGENO~MEN'111




CCMMONIINOUT IKOUT ,K IN,KPUN, KINC
LOGICAL DRUCK,STANZ,PLO,PLOKU,DRUKU,STAKU,PLOS~,CRUSM,STASM,SMGEW,
1 NEUZEI,XINTPO,PLOFQU,FISS,SEQN,ADD,CALP,CALPJ,DATAOD,TST,REWD













































720 CC l'lOI 1=1,2
FMTOUTII 1=FMTA I I I
STAF'HI I I=FMTAI 11



















































































































C----------SEARCH FOR CDRRECT 10.
19 IFIFO!)ATAI READIKB,lOl, END:30,ERR:28I IBANDI Il ,1=1, 541





C----------DE1ERMINE PHYSICAl UNllS OF ERROR BARS ANO RESClUTION.
IlR!TE IKOUT, 1111
CAll ERRDETIBANDI331,IRTYPI

















880 21 IFIFODATAI REAOIKB,101,END:27,ERR:251 18ANDIII,I:I,541
890 IFI.N01.FODATAI REAOIKB,120,END:27,ERR=251 18ANOIII,I:I,541
900 Ip:2
910 IFIIERRN.EQ.21 GOTO BI










10 23 IFIFODATAI READIKB,101,END:21,ERR:291 IBANDIII,I=I,541
20 IFI.NDT .FODA1AI READIKB,120 ,END=21,ERR=291 IBANel I I, I-I, ~41
30 IP=3
40 IFIIERRN.EQ.21 GOTD 81
50 24 CAll BDVGlIBAND,Bll,&271
60 GOTO 18
10 27 WRITEIKDUT,1011 KB,Bll,IM
80 IFIIRTYP.NE.21 GOTO 26
90 IFIIM.EQ.OIGDTO 26




140 28 W~lTEIKOUTrl081 Bll
150 IP=I
160 GOTO 80
110 25 k~ITEIKOUT,1161 Bll
180 IP=2
190 GCTO 80
200 29 kRITFIKOUT,1091 Bll
210 IP:3
220 GCTD 80




210 30 WPITEIKDUT,1101 Bll
280 NP:l
29C C----------IF FRRDR BARS ARE DESIREO, CONTINUE. ELSE RETURN.
300 26 IFI.NDT.SMGEWI RETURN
310 IFlpolEDIUM.EQ.TAPEI RETURN
320 C----------ERROR BARS ARE TO BE READ FROM CAROS.
330 IFIZAHl.EQ.IMI GCTO 50
34C WRITEIKOUT,1031 IM,ZAHl
350 50 RE.ADIKE,FMT,ENO:90, ERR:911 10ElTAIII,I:l,ZAHl I
360 C----------CHECK IF NUMBER OF DATA AGREE.
370 IFIZAHl.GT.IM.OR.ZAHl.EQ.IMI RETURI'l
380 IANF:ZAHl+l
















































































1 FEHlT'/SX,'AKTIO"l:SMGEW=F GESETZT.DAOURCH WERDEN OIE GEWICHTE AUT
20MATI SCH = l' 111
103 FCRMATIIISX,'FEHlERNACHRICHT'/BX,'OIE ANZAHL DEF AUF "lEUOADA GEFU~
WENEN OATE"lPUNKTE 1"=', IS/BX,'5TI,.,MT NICHT Mn CER l"l DER NEUDAD -
2 KARTE ANGEGEBE"lEN ANZAHL IAHl=',IS,'UEBEREIN'/~X,'AKTIO~:FALlS I"
3>ZAHL ERHALTEN DIE LETZTEN IM-ZAHL DATF"lPUNKTF CAS GEWICHT DES ZAH
4L-TEN PUNKTES'/8X,'FALLS I"(ZAHL WERDEN Oll' LETZTEN ZAHL-IM GEWICH
STE IGNORIERT'III
104 FCRMATII15X,'FFHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'8EIM EINLESE~ [ER SMOOTHGEWICHTE
1 WURDE DAS ENDE DES DATENFILES ERREICHT'/5X,'AK1ION:SMGEW-FALSE GE
ZSETZT'III
105 FORMHII15X, 'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'BEI" EINLESF~ DER Sf"COTHGEWICHTF
I HAT EIN LESEFEHLFR AUF'/5X, 'AKTlON:SMGFW-FALSF GI'SETlT' 111
IOE FORMATI' *****FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'ANZAHL [ER C~TFNPUNKTE AUF NEun
lACABANO',I3,' MIT Ar.CNR=',6AII
Z8X,' - 0 ZWI SCHEN DEN A~GEGEPENEN ENFRGIEGREN zn' I
107 FORMATI5X,'ANZAHL DER AUF OE" NEUOADAßANO ',13,' GEFUNDENEN DATEN
I"IT ACCESSNUMMER ',6Al,' = ',ISI
lC8 FORMATlZX,6A1,' FEHLER IN 1<; RE~D'I
109 FCRMAT IZX,6A1,' FEHLER IN 23 READ' I
110 FCP~ATI2X,6AI,'NIr.HT GEFUNDEN,BANDENDE ERREICHT')
111 FORMATllI' ANZAHL DER LEBfRTRAGENEN OATE~PUNKTE HAT DIE "AXI~ALZA
IHl 100n ERREICHT'I' REST WIRD ABGESCHNITTEN.'If)
llZ FORMATlI' ERRORTYPE CF V-VALUES:'1
113 FrF~AT (lIIISX,31AIII
114 FCRMATlI/SX,' NACHRICHT' 18X,' PECOROS WURDfN AUSGELASSEN WEGEN IHC
lZ1B-ERRnR'/8X,'ES IST ZU UFBERPRUEffN,OB DARUNTER KEINES DER BEIM
2AtFRUF GF>lUENSCHTEN IST'/ax,'ZU CIFSEM ,WECK WIRD VERSUCHT,OAS NAC
3HFOLGENOE RFCORO AUSZUORUCKEN'I
115 FCRMAT 15X,' RECORC LAUTET: '/IX, 41AI, 7E12.S/I1
116 FCRMATl2X,6A 1,' FEHLER IN 21 READ'I






























































604 FCRMAT(' l' I
WRlTEIKOUT,6001
600 FCP"ATI SOX,'TfSTPRINTOUT OF SMOOTH RESULTS'III)











CCX- OOX +ODP **z
601 FCR"ATIIP6EIS.SI
602 FORMATI T8,'ENERGY' ,Tl9,'EXPERIP'FNTAL' ,T36,'fITTFO' ,T49,'ABSIFI
1T- EX PI' , T65 , ' EX P. ER ROR ' ,T79 , '0 l F IT 11 DI EX P ) 'I.
WRITEIKOUT,6011 XSlll ,YSlll ,AIII ,ox,PIIl ,cop
100 L-L+l
kRITElKOUT,6031 FOU,OOX
603 FCRMATII/IlOX,' FQU-', IPEl3. '; ,SX, 'RESIOUAL CF I' I T-' ,lPE13.SIII)
RETURN
END
C----------OATA POINTS WITH ECUAL ENERGIES ARE NCT PEFP'ITTED FOR














600 FCRMATIIIIZJX,'DATAPOINTS WITH FQUAL ENERGIES ARE NOT ALLOWED FOR


























































00 81 J:l,MP 260
YY=YY+YII-JI/PII-JI 270






90 IFIMP.NE.OI GOTO Ba 340
<;2 YlI-fo\TI=YIII 350
XII-MT I:XI I I 360
PII-MTI:PIII 370
GOTO 100 3BO







C----------READ INTERPOLATION FNERGIES FROM FOMRATTED INPUT, E.G. CARDS.






607 FORMATllI' ANZ > 1000 NICHT ERLAUBT.DATEN~ATZ ~IRD GEKUERZT'III
N2:1000
C----------REWINO? IF ON CONTROL INPUT, REJECT.
1 IFI.NOT .RWDI GOTC 6
IFIKE.NE.KINI GOTO 3
WRITEIKDUT,6011 KIN
601 FORMATIIISX,'REWIND AUF',I2,'WlJRDf VERLANGT. A~TION: REWIND WIRD




C----------REMEMBFR, THAT COMMENT MUST PRECEOE.




FT= XMA x* 1.000001
OC 7 I=I,N2 260
7 XIIl=-I.E+I0 270
C----------S EARCH FOR RFQlJES TED INTERV AL. 2BO
C----------AllOWANCE FOR /lACHINE I"TER"Al INACCURAC IES 290
C----------WAS PROVIDEO. 300
4 REAOIKE,FMT,ENO=111 XX 310
NREC=NREC+l 320
TFIXX.GT .FTI GOTO 14 330
TFIXX.GE.FFI GOTO 5 340
GCTO 4 350
S RACKSPACE KE 360
IFINREC.EQ.lI GOTO 2 370
BACKSPACE KE 380
GOTO 2 390
2 HAOIKE,FMT,END=121 IXIII,T=I,N21 400
GCTO 40 410
11 WRITEIKOUT,6031 KE 420
603 FCRfo'ATlII' END OF DATA ON UNH=', (3,'. OATA5ET IS NOT TRANSMI 430
ITTEO'III 440
RETURN 1 450
C----------ENO OF OATA. TRANSMIT REST. 460
12 WRITEIKOUT,6041 KE 470
604 FCRMATII15X,'FNO CF OATI ON UNIT ',13,' ENCOUNTERFD.OATA ALREAOY R 48C
lEAD ARE USED. '111 490
00 15 1=I,N2 500
IFI X "1.NF..-l.E+lOI GOTO 15 510
J= I-I 520
GfTO 16 53C
15 CONT INUE 540
J:N2 550
16 NZ=J S60
10 IFIN2.NE.OI GOTO 40 570
20 hPTTEIKOUT,6091 SBO
30 609 FORMATI5X,'SINCE NO OATA WERE READ ,NO PRQCESSII\G IS ATTE"PTED.'II S90
40 11 600
50 RETURN 1 610
60 C----------ERROR: NO OATA FOUND. 620
70 14 hRTTEIK'JUT,60BI 630
BO 60B FORMATII/SX,'KEINF DATEN IM ANGEGEBENEN INTERVAll'llI 640
90 RETURN 1 6S0
100 40 00 42 I=I,N2 660
11 0 TF I X« II .LF • FT I GO TO 42 670
120 N2:1 -1 6BO
130 Gorn 44 690
140 42 CONT INUE 700
15C 44 00 46 I=I,N2 710
160 IFIXIII.LE.FFI GOTO 46 720
170 JI:I-l 73C
180 GOTD 413 740
190 46 CONTINUE 750
200 4B IFIJ I.EQ.OI GOTO 50 760
210 N2:N2-JI 770
220 CALL STRINGIXIlI,XIJI+1I,4*N21 7BO
230 50 Nl:N2 790









C----------PROVIOE SCAllNG FOR PLOTS.
OI~ENSION XSKAIZI,YSKAIZI,BSKIZI,OXI21,DYIZI,DSKAI91,DXLIZI,DYLIZI
1, CYlWlZI
REAL*8 1>00NTl/'. 'I,POINT2I' •• 'I,POINT3/' •• 'I,
1ßLANK/' 'I,BSK,lEROI'O. .'I,BlERO/' O. .'1
DHA DX/30.,8.1 ,DY/24., 56.1 ,aXL/1Z., 8.1, DYL/Z8., 56.1,I)YlII/1Z. ,36.1
OATA OSKA/.0458,.3010,.1761,.1250, .0969, .0792, .0669, .0580, .05111
LCGICAL*1 ßVI 101,BWI7I,PLUS/'+'I,I>T/'.'I,MINUS/'-'1
HTEGER*Z TST ,TSTB/' E 'I
LCGICAL *1 BL/' 'I
I~TEGER*Z INTNUMllll/' 0',' 1',' Z',' 3',' 4',' 5',' 6',' 7',' 8',















R5K I J) =BL.ANK
BSK 1J +LI =1>0 I NTl
CAlL CONVXIXSKAIII,BVI11,5HE10.31
ßVIlI=BVI41







00 19 K= 1,10






21 OC ZZ K=I,9
IFINIJMEX.NE. INTNUMIKI 1 GOTO Z2












50 XSKAI I I=XSKAI I I-OXI KONTIlI*SX
60 2 YSKAIII=YMIL-DYIKONTRI*SY
70 GCTO 10





13 0 I F 1NSK A• GE • 100) GO Ir] 41
140 XSKAINSKA+11=XSKAINSKAI+OSKAIMODINSKA,9)+11
150 YSKAIIIISKA+II=YSKAI11
















320 IFlTST.fO.TSTRI GOTC 45
330 00 43K:1,10






400 45 OC 46 K=I,9
410 IFINUMAX.NE.INTNU~IKII Gorn 46


































































Oll STRINGIBSKI JI, BVI 11 ,51



















oe 1 1=1 ,NA~Z







3 IFIARGllI.LT.EUNTl GOTO 2
IFIARGlll.GT.EOBI GOTO 4
A~Z=ANZ+l








































































C----------INTERPDLATION ENERGIES WERE REQUESTEO ALSO.








601 FORMATII15X,'MESSAGE FROM OATARETRIEVAL FRCM KECAK FOR:'I
112X,'NUMBER OF NAMES=',121
1 12X, 'NAMES=' ,A8,2X ,ABI
602 FCRMATI8X,'NO ENTRY ON KEDAK FOR THIS DATA TYPE'III
603 FORMATI5X,'ANZAHL DER VCN KECAK GEHOLTEN DATENPUNKTE = ',151
604 FORMATII15X,'NACHRICHT'/BX,'ßEIM KEDAKAUFRUF WLPCEN 1000 DATENPUNK
1 TE EINGELESEN.OA~lT IST DAS ZUR VERFUEGUNG STEI'ENOE FELO GEFUELLT'
2/5X,'AKTION:KEDAK EINLESEN WIRD IIBGEBROCHEN.BIS~ER ERHALTENE WERTE
3 WFROEN VERARBEITET'III
605 FCRMATII15X,'NACHRICHT'/BX,'OIE UEBER &OUTINT EINGELESENEN INTERPO
lLATIONSPUNKTE VERLIEREN IHRE GUELTIGKEIT.SIE HERCEN DURCH DIE KEDA
2KE~ERGIEN ERSETZT'I
606 FORMAT I' +', 36X, '" 14.61
607 FCPMATI8X,'EO OR EU > HIGHEST ENERGY FOR THIS TYPE'I
6C8 FORMATIBX,'NUMBER OF OATAPOINTS FOUNO =',15/11
END
SURROUTINE DRUCK3IIM,X,~,PI
C----------PRTNT OATA POINTS PLUS ERROR BARS.









































































32 WRITEIKOUT,6021 lXI JI ,YIJI ,PIJI ,J=I,tMS,JMI 230
RETURN 240
3 JA"=I ~S+ 1 250
JI"S= I'4S+60 260
II"S=IMS+6J*NUMSPA 270
IFINUMSPA.EO.31 GOTO 33 280
DC 4 I=JAN,JMS 290




33 00 34 I=JAN,JMS 340
34 WRITEIKOUT,6021 IXIJI,YIJI,PIJI,J=I,IMS,601 350
(eTO 5 360
600 FCRMATllHll 370
601 FORMAT 1415X,211PE13.51 11 380
602 FORMAT 1315X,311PEI3.5111 390
HO 400
SLRROUTINE AOFIXl,Yl,Z6,NAOO,NANZ,ANZ,XP,YP,OElTA,DATADD,*1






















649 FORMATllI' AOO=T WAR AI\GEGEBEN.GESAMTZAHl DER PUNKTE WIRD DADURCH






CO 1 1= 1,2







o IMENS ION BI 541, TI 6 I













90 C----------CONVERT INTEGER 10 Ta HOLLERITH.




140 00 1 K=2,5
150 1 !OIK)=IOIK-ll*10


















































C----------PLOTA DOES NOT ALLCW PLOTTING OF A SINGLE eATA POINT. 20


























































BSKI I I=BSKI Z*I-1I
BSKI I +1 I =BS KI Z* I I
F (I 1=Sill *CH I FIT I Il 1
SUMC H1= SUMCH I +( CH I FI TI I1 1+CH IFI TI 1-11 I I * I TI TI -l( 1-11 1






















CALSKA BEWIRKT,DASS NUR JEDE ZWEITE SKALENTEILUNG eESCHRIFTET WIRD.
603
SLBROUTINE RASTERIKPEX,KREY,X'1AX,XMIN,SX,YMAX,Y"IN,SY,INOZ,X,YI




































































SUBROUTI NE SUB 1 I I NO Z, RAST, NE I N,X LeG, YLlJG, KPEX, K~ EY, * 1
















C----------CAlCULATE FIlSION SPECTRUM AVERAGE.
C----------AN ANALYTICAL FISSION SPECTRUM IS USEO BY CEFAULT.








WPITE I KOUT, 6001
600 FORMATI//5X,' ES qEDEUTEN I" NACHFCLGENOEN AUSC~UCK:'I
AlOX,' E=ENERGIE'I
11CX,' QF=MIT SPALTSPEKTRUM GE'1ITTELTER QUERSCHNITT ZWISCHEN DIESER
































C----------FETCH INTERPOLATION POINTS FRCM NEUDAO.
C----------SAME TECf'NIQUE IS USED AS IN NEUDA-ROUTINF.







10 IFIFDDATAI READIKB.IOO,END=BO,ERR=901 IBANDILI.L=I.541
IFI.NDT.FOOATAI REAOIKB,lZO,E"lO=80.ERR=901 IBAHILl ,L=1.541
100 FCR"ATl47Al,7EI2.5,lXI
120 FORMATI47Al.7A41
OLL BOVGLI BAND, BRR, &10 I
WRITElKOUT,lOI) I~ANDIII,I=1,3lJ
101 FORMATI/' GEFUNOEN:'dlAlJ
C----------CONTROL SCALING OF PLOTS.
15 XX=BANO l 48 I
IFIXx.LT .FROMI GOTO 20
IFIXX.GT.TDI GOTO 93
GeTO 25






















































IFI.NOT.FOOATAI READIKB,120,FNO=8Z,FRR=921 (ßA~OIII ,1=1,54/
CALL BDVGLIBAND,BRR,&701
U=BANDI481




















106 FORMATlI' ZWISCHEN FMIN=',E14.6,' IJNO EMAX=',FI4.6,' WURDEN FUER













108 EORMATI' UNTER DEN AUSGELASSENEN RECOROS BEFINDFN SICr WAHRSCHE















































































600 FORMATII15X,'OER ',15,'. INTERPDlATlDNSPiJNKT ',1'13.6,' LIEGT UNKS
X IIDM ',I3,'. DATENPUNKT: ',1'13.61








601 FORMATII15X,'AB DEM ',15,'. INTERPDlATIDIIlSPUNKT LIEGEN OIE INTERPO
XlATIDNSPUNKTE RECHTS IID~ lETZTEN DATENPUIIlKT'I



























100 C----------TEST WHETHER DATA FOR PLOT liMITS WERE ACTlAllV IN INPUT.














250 1420 XMAX=XMA XO
260 1425 IFIYMIN.F.O.XSTA I GOTO 1430
210 CAll ECDNIIIIY~IN,EINHTVI
280 n' INO= Y"l I N
290 GOlD 1435
300 1430 YI'IN=YMINO





360 C----------INCREMENl PLOTIO AND SET PLOT SIGN SElECTICN FLAG.
1450 ISMNP=O




























































































IF«Y~ll. lT.O. I NX=O


















609 FCRMATII15X,'FEHLERNACHRICHT'/8X,'F=XLG/YLG>4 NICHT ERLAUBT:F =',E
112.5/5X,'AKTICN:PLOTFOR~AT- F=4 GESETZT'II)
615 FOIlMATI' &PLOTGR XMIN=',E12.3,', XMAX=',E12.3,', ~LG=',E12.3/9X,
l'Y~IN=' ,EI2.3,', Y~AX=',E12.3,', YLG=' ,E12.3/8X,' RAST=',A4,',',




C----------COpy CONTROL INPUT TO FT09 TO ENABlE BACKSFACING.
OI~ENSION A(20),TENOI201
COMMON/TNOUT/KOUT,KIN,DU"MY,KINC
























































600 FCRMATI'l' ,10X,'NACHRICHT DEli SUBRGUTINE *CDINPT*'/IIX,'CDINPT LEG
IT DIE KARTENETNGABE AUF G.FTC9'1
211X,'OIE MAXI~ALlAHL VON ETNGABEKARTEN IST DURC~ OEN SPACEPARAMETE













602 FeRMATI/' OER CATASET AUF G.FT09 BESTEHT AUS',15,' RECOROS.'/5X,'




C----------SORT OATA. ROUTINE IS OPTIMIZEO ASSU"TNG T~AT OATA
C----------WILL BE SORTEO USUAlLY.
OP"ENSION XI JMAX) ,YI J"AX) ,ZI JMAX) ,UI JMAX 1,VIJ~AX I,wIJMAX I







1FI J .N E. 1M+1 I I GO 1'1 3
UIJI=XIJI









U«T+1 ) =U I I )
\I (I + 11 =V 111
4wlhll=WII)




























































C----------RETRIEVE INTERPOLATION ENERGIES FROM KEOAK.












IFIVALIl I.GT. EOBI GOTO 105
IFIVAllll.LT.EUNTl GOTO 15
r:no 20
15 CAll LDFNXT IflERR,NAMl,flAMEN,VALl













WRITEIKOUT,609l XINTlZX INTl,lX INT
601 FORMATII15X,'~ESSAGE FRCM OATARETRIEVAl FRCM KErAK FOR:'I
I 12X,AB,2X,A81
608 FCRMATl'+' ,32X,El4.6l
609 FORMATI8X,'LAST KEOAKVAlUE ENCOUNTERED ~EFCRE SPECIFIED EOB WAS RE
I ACHEO' I
2 eX,'lAST ENERGY TRANSMITTEO:',EI4.61




WRITEIKOUT,6021 XINTl ZXINTI ,ZXINT
602 FCRMATIBX,'LAST ENERGY IN SPECIFIEO I"lTERVAl FOLNO'I
I eX,'ITS VALUE IS =',EI4.61




WR1T EIKOUT, 603 I





604 FORMATI8X,'FIRST ENERGY 01" THIS OATA TYPE IS > SPECIFIEO EUNT'fl1
10 RETURN 1
20 110 WRITEIKOUT,6011 INA~EIIl,I=l,21
30 IFINARG.GE.31 WRITEIKOUT,6081 NAMEI31
40 WPITEIKOUT,6051
50 605 FORMATIQX,'AlL ENERGIES 01" THIS OATA TYPE ARE< SPECIFIEO EUNT'ffl
60 RETURN 1
70 115 WRITEIKOUT,6011 INAMElIl,I=l,21
BO IFINARG.GE.31 WRITEIKOUT,6081 NAMEI31
90 WRITEIKOUT,6061
100 606 FORMATI8X,'NO OATAPOINTS IN SPECIFIED ENERGY INTERVAL'III
110 RETURN 1
120 12C WP !TEl KOUT ,6071 lXI NT
130 607 FCPMATl//' ERLAUBTE MA~IMALZAHL IION OATEN='.I~,' WURDE UEBERTRAGE








220 SUBROUTI~E RALOGIYM IN, YMAX, SV, XMIN,)(MA~,NPOINT ,),V)
230 C----------PROVIDE LOG. SCALE LINES.





290 TFlI Yl-FLOATlNOEKIl.GT.C.81 NOEK=NOEK+l
30C IFINOEK.GT.111 GOTO 25













































































WP IT EI KOUT. 60 11
601 F(PMAT(' ***** ERROPMESSAGE FRQM RASTER - ROUTIhE•••MINIMUM LENG
IT~ OF A DECADE IS 5 CM.'I








Nl IN= INTl Yll DY 1
IFIIYl-FlDATINLINI*OYI.GT.O.qq*OVI NLIN=NLIN+I
Nli N=NU N+ I


































340 IFIKONTR.EQ.ll GOTO 2
350 00 1 1=1.14
360 I X(II=XIII*IlD.**KI
370 RETURN
380 2 Y=V*I 10. **K I
PETURN
EI\TRY PERCNTIM.X.OI










80 C----------OETERMINE PHYSICAL UNITS OF ERROR BARS







160 DATA ERA/'LE',·lR'. ·ll','l(·.·L)'. 'lS'1
170 OATA ERP/'PE','PP'.'pp'.'P('.'P)'.'PS'1
18C DATA ERS/'MR'.'NR'I
190 DATA ATi=XT I' ABSO' .'lUTE'.' ERP'. 'OR-U', 'N ITS'. 'AI3S0·. 'lUTE',
200 I ' ERR' .'OR-U'.'NITS' .·ABSO'.· LUTE'.· ERR' .·OR-U'.
210 2'I\ITS'.' AVER' .'AGE ','ABS.·,' ERR'.'OR <'. 'AVER·.'AGE ',·ABS. '.
220 3' FRR','OR )·.'ABS. '.' STA' .·TIST'.'. ER' .·ROR '1
23C DATA PTfXT I'ERRO·. 'R P>l·.' PER', 'CENT',' • .·ERRO· .·R IN'.
240 I • PER' .·CENT·.· • .·ERRO·.·R IN',' PER'. ·CENT·.
2~0 2' ·.·AVER·.·. PE·.·RC. '.'ERRC'.·R < ·.·AVEp·.·. PE·.·RC. '.
260 3'ERRO'.'R) '.'STAT·,·IST.'.' ERR','OR I'.·N % '1
210 OATA STEXT/·ERRO'.' R IN'.' MS/'.·METE' ,'R ','ERRC','R IN',








30 5 oe 10 J=I,IRA
"0 IFI ETS.N E.ERA I J 11 GOTO 10
50 IPTYP=I
60 WRlTElKOUT,601l ETS,IAlEXTlI .JI 01=1.51
10 601 FCPMATIßX.' ERRORTYPE ',A2.' MEANS '.5A4/11
80 GOTD 90
qO 10 CONTINUE

























































































IIN THE RAf>lGE.IiHERE THE CUR\/E IS CEFINEn.'1








nIMENSION XlIlI,X21 11 20
COMMON/INOUT/KOUT 30
C 40
C CHECK WHETHER All INTERPOLATION POINTS lV WITHIN THE BOUNOARV 50
C \/AlUES Xill I,XIINI' 60
no 10 I=I,N2 70








oe 30 I=f>lA,N2 160





100 IFINA.EQ.lI GOTO UO 220
WRlTEIKOUT,601l X21NAI,XlllI 230
601 FORMATlI15X, 'MESSAGE:All If>lTERPOlATlON POINTS <=',IPEI3.51 240
1 IOX,'ARE BElOIi FIRST POINT FOR IiHICH THE CUR\/E IS OEFINEO =' ,lPEl 250
23.5110X, 'ACTION TAKEN: THESE POl fiTS ARE SKIPPEC.'//I 260
110 IFINB.EQ.N21 GOTO 120 270
WRTTFIKOUT,6021 X21 fiBI,Xl INII zee
60Z FCRMATlIl5X. 'MESSAGE: ALL POINTS )= ',lPEI3.51 290
1 10X,'ARE ABO\/E lAST POINT FOR IiHICH TfJE CUR\/E IS DEFINEO =',IPE13 30e
2.~/IOX,'ACTION TAKEN:THESE POINTS ARE SKTPPED.'III 310
120 IFINB.GE.NAI GOTO 130 320
WRITFIKOUT,6031 330




4.2 Karlsruhe Version of SCORE
The SCORE program developped by C.L. Dunford for interaetive graphie eross
seetion evaluation was adapted to the file formats used at Karlsruhe (KEDAK
for evaluated data, NEUDADA for experimental data) by I. Langner and R. Meyer.
The following user guide is essentially a translation of unpublished internal
reports written by I. Langner.
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4.2.1 Information for SC0RE users
4.2.1.1 General Introduction to SC0RE
4.2.1.2 Job control cards for SC0RE
4.2.1.3 Input for SC0RE at the IBM-2250 terminal
4.2.1.4 Job control cards and input for NAP
4.2.2 Modifications in SC0RE
4.2.2. I Changes in the overlay structure
4.2.2.2 SC0RE routines
4.2.2.2.1 MAIN PROGRAM SC0RE
4.2.2.2.2 Subroutines ERRC0R, SPDATA, CH0SZA
4.2.2.3 Program NAP - Compilation of SC0RE library from
experimental (NEUDADA) data
4.2.3 New subroutines for SC0RE
4.2.3.1 General subroutines
4.2.3.1.1 SELEC - Choice between NEUDADA and KEDAK
4.2.3.1.2 IDENT - User and case identification
4.2.3.2 Subroutines for the organization of KEDAK data
4.2.3.2.1 KNDF - KEDAK data for curve display
4.2.3.2.2 TAPKND - Calculation of numeric KEDAK names
4.2.3.2.3 RKNDF - Reading of KEDAK data
4.2.3.2.4 SKIP01 - Deletion of data points
4.2.3.2.5 SELK - Calculation of the differential elastic-
scattering cross section
4.2.3.2.6 KEDAK - KEDAK data without experimental (NEUDADA) data
4.2.3.2.7 ANERG - Listing of energies on the screen
References
Appendices
AI List of changes in SC0RE routines




SC0RE - a program system for cross section evaluation - was developped by
Atomics International and IBM Palo Alto for interactive graphic data evalu-
ation at special terminal stations, the IBM 2250 terminal /9/.
The SC0RE system /1/, /12/ has recently been adapted to experimental data in
NEUDADA format /7/ and to evaluated data in KEDAK format /3/, /4/.
Originally SC0RE was designed for processing of experimental data in SCISRS
format (SCISRS: ~igma fenter Information ~torage and Retrieval ~stem) and
evaluated data in ENDF/B format /2/.
The Karlsruhe Version III-K-1972 is based on SC0RE Version 111-1970. The changes
and additions permit reading of KEDAK data from the KNDF library (Karlsruhe
Nuclear Data File) and their display on screen. Curves of KEDAK data can be
displayed either alone or together with experimental data. The SC0RE Version
III-K-1972 was initiated by Dr. R. Meyer who also participated in its develop-
ment.
A very informative general description of SC0RE with reproductions of the
various Figures displayed on the screen can be found in Ref. /12/.
SC0RE consists of the SC0RE program proper and three administration programs
for the associated da ta libraries: SC0FF, RAP and NAP.
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ENDF/B tapes: NEUDADA tapes;





SC0RE ENDF da ta SC0RE direct access resonance
library:







""- KEDAK1 T library
IBM 2250
The structure of the data files, as they are distributed on tape by the neutron
data centers, does not allow rapid processing. Therefore the data are reorganized
in special formats that were developped for SC0RE:
I. The SC0FF program treats ENDF/B tapes.
2. The RAP program establishes the resonance parameter library.
3. The NAP program (!EUDADA ~daptation ~rogram) writes NEUDADA files /7/ of
experimental data in a SC0RE format and produces, apart from SC0RE tapes,
a direct-access library on disc (see 2.3).
SC0RE can process data from tape, disc (direct access) and from the IBM-2250
terminal - via keybord, light pen and programmed-function keys.
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IIG.FT27FCCl CC VOl=RFf=:4' .. TAPE02 ISP=OlO,lABEl=(l ,f\l"INt,






11 CSN=FEoooe,OCB=* .. FT27FCOl
IIG.FT31fOOl oe VOl=REF=*.TAPE02,DISP=OlD,lABEl=(S,Nl"INt,
11 DSN=PU24lf,OCB=*.FT27FOOl
IIG .. $"($ IN 00 ClMMY
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IIG.fT26fCCl ce VOl=REF= •• lAPECl,DISP=(lO,lABEL=(7,~l"I~),
11 DSN=PUZ41,OCB=*.F120FOOl
IIG.SYSIN 00 OLMMY
As shown by the EXEC card SC0RE 1S part of the library LOAD.NUSYS.
A summary of the SC0RE input is appended under A3. below.
4.2.1.2.1 Input modes
Three different input modes exist:
I. light pen display on the screen,
2. input via keybord as alphameric text,
fixed- or floating-point numbers,
3. input via the programmed-function keyboard
controlling program execution.
Note: Key no. of the programmed-function keyboard has the same function as
the END key of the keyboard.
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4.2.1.3.2 Input for SC~RE, mainly for KEDAK data
Reproductions of many of the Figures displayed on the screen can be found in
Ref. /12/.
First figure: The user can choose between two options: KEDAK and NEUDADA
(cf. 4.2.3.1). The option selected by light pen is displayed in large size /9/
on the screen. The information is transferred to the main program when the
END key is pressed.
On the second figure SC~RE requests user and case identification (cf. /1/,
Vol. I, p. 16).
KEDAK option
If the KEDAK option was selected on the first figure a list of the alphameric
names /5/ of the isotopes available in the KNDF library /3/, /4/ is displayed
in the third figure. Fifteen names are shown per figure. Selecting the option
PAGE with the light pen the user can "turn the page", Le. get the next 15
names displayed. He chooses the isotope with the light pen. The chosen isotope
is shown in large size. If the KNDF library does not contain any reaction
types for the chosen isotope that can be processed by SC~RE, pressing of the
END key causes display of the first 15 isotopes again. Otherwise a list of
reaction types available for SC~RE processing follows in the next figure.
Again the choice is made by light pen. The chosen reaction type is displayed
in large size in the list. and also arequest for the energy limits. The energy
limits must be typed in. Pressing of the END key causes display of the cross
section curve in "Basic SC~RE Data Display" (/ 1/. Vol. I, p. 16). Exceptions
are the reaction types SGNC (differential elastic-scattering cross section)
and SGIZ (partial inelastic-scattering cross section) for which a list of
incident (SGNC) or excitation (SGIZ) energies is shown first, with PAGE having
the same function as described above. After selecting the appropriate energy
with the light pen the user can get the cross section curve displayed by
pressing the END key.
The following selection of the original options (cf. /1/, Vol. I. p. 27) are



















option lis t I -
option list 2 -
display option list MAIN 2/3,
jump back to the start of the program.
i.e. display first picture again,
print the data displayed on the screen,
Expand the graph portion of the display to
full screen size with omission of comment and
option lists. (EXPAND can be turned off again
by pressing the END key) ,
end terminal session,
display option list MAIN 3/3 ,
change co-ordinate system according to input
furnished by user,
display option list MAIN 1/3,
display KEDAK (evaluated) data in curve
form together with experimental data points.
NEUDADA option
If the NEUDADA option is chosen in the first figure the description 1n Ref. /1/
is valid for subsequent input. Selecting KEDAK from option list 3/3 one obtains
the (evaluated) KEDAK data in curve form together with the (experimental)
NEUDADA data /7/.
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(I) select KEDAK or NEUDADA option by light pen.
(2) press END key.
user identification etc •• cL Ref. 11/. Vol. I. pp. 16. 17
list of isotope names
(I) turn page. if necessary. by touching PAGE with
the light pen.
(2) select isotope.
(3) press END key.
list of reaction types
(I) select reaction type with the light pen.
(2) supply energy limits using the key board.
(3) press END key.
list of energies (for SGNZ. SGIZ only)
(I) turn page. if necessary, by touching PAGE with
the light pen.
(2) select energy,
(3) press END key.
For NAP input see also Ref. 11/, Vol. 11, pp. 19-21. The following example
shows the job control cards for reformatting of a NEUDADA tape (to be requested
from CCDN, Saclay, in "internal expanded format") in SC0RE format and creation
of a SC0RE library of experimental data in direct-access form on disc (cf.4.2.2.3).
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IIINRC48NA JOB (0048,lOl,P6MIO),LANGNfR,ClASS=A,TIMF=3

















16/11/71 1 1 -1 0
SCORECC? SECONO SCORf TAPF
FEOOO NFUOADA CCON
26000 55.847 2 1
FEC56 NECADA ceON
26C56 55.G35 2 2
The second example shows the job control cards needed to print a table of









































The structure of the experimental-data SC0RE library and the related terminology
are explained 1n Ref. /1/, Vol. 11, chap. 11.








number of files to be converted on the NEUDADA tape,
= 0 if no conversion is requested
0: do not write an identification file.
= I: write an identification file for a new SC0RE tape
= 0: do not create a direct-access library
= I: create a direct-access library
= -I: create table of tape identifications and isotope
table (these tables are neither printed nor
punched if NF=O)
= 0: the tables are to be transferred from the
direct-access library disc
= I: the tables are to be read in
number of files on the SC0RE tape for which the tables
are to be printed.




2 words, tape identification,
14 words, arbitrary information.







tape identification card, format (2A4,4X,2A4,4X etc.)
TAPE(J,I) NTS tape identifications are to be read, six per card
(J= ],2, I=I,NTS). I is the tape number.





isotopic identification in the form Z-1000+A,
tape and file number of the actual and preceding
data sets in the form (NT-100+NF) +10000+(NT-100+NF) ,
act. prec.
date, 2 words (J=1,2)
total number of sets on the file
The last two cards must be read 1n for all NIS isotopes.






2 alphameric characters, proton number Z
3 alphameric characters, nucleon number A
atomic weight (12C system)
tape number
file number
Title card and isotope card are to be given for each isotope.
Sorting of NEUDADA data (cf. 4.2.2.3) with S0RT/MERGE Utility /9/








IISYSlIN 00 UNJl=SYSOA,SPACE=(SC,( 10,10).
IISYSlMO( 00 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(360C,(20,20,l')
IISVSUTI ce UNH=( S'tSDA,SEP=(SORTlIB,SYSlMOO,SYSLIN)' t












Note: SIZE=E •.• depends on the number of data sets in the file that is
to be sorted.
The source programs for the SC0RE subroutines exist as IImembers li of a IIpartitioned
data set ll /10/. At present this data set consists of 23 members.
New additions are the two IImembers li NAP and KNDF. Changes were made 1n the
members OVERLAY, ONE, FOUR, FIVE, SIX and EIGHT.
The object program of SC0RE needs 300 kBytes of memory space without, 126 kBytes
with overlay. In the overlay structure the memory space is subdivided into
four regions. The changes and the addition of subroutines for proQessing of
KEDAK data resulted in the following modifications in Region land 11.
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The "root segment" 1111 contains the programs MAIN, GIO, GTVDD, WTOR, DACON,
CMBCD, CENTER, INFILQ, ADDBLK, EXINGR, STIMPT, PLOTC, PLOTE, CHGCHR, STOBUF.
GREAD, SETKEY. ENLP. INCUR. IFNDBF, RESTSCL, SCALAR and LDFOPN.


















































OV ERLA y I
INSERT SPDATA,I~PUT,lAe[L,RECJRD,PCI~T
OVERLA'y I
I NSER T SELK






OV ERL A't' J
INSERT LOFNAM,ANERG
OVERlA'I' C
INS ERT RE TRE V, REUlP. E, IC 5 , T t~PER, FL3
OVERLA'1 0
INS ERT TAP ER S, R I TDS ~, f; [AC T , TAb1, TA ßL L , TMl, LE 3, TAß lf.~ , F: A,H







INS ERT 0 I S PLA, ,10 R0 EF , G,U J T ,G I D, :1 Pun , ! ~!J P T
O\,lERL,Ay 0
INSERT BSETUP, SPL SUP, T n u< p
OVERLÄY E
INSEPT LEGE~D,SERIES







INS ER T SE LET Y, S ': LRES, .s EL0 CP , f~!J'4S t: T
OVERLAy E
INSERT SElZA,Ai~WZß
o VERl A 'f E
INSERT RESMOO,RS':TtJP









I NSE RT ADL ER, SI I:; , WlOT H, eil I P '~ I , I HeL EXP , IHeL s (~ k1
OVERlAY 0
I~SERT CELCUR,lIMllS,C~Ip,~ULP,UPDTIL,ESHlfT



















4.2.2.2.1 HAIN PROGRAM SC0RE
The changes permit access to KEDAK data 13/. 141 from the KNDF library and
display of the cross sections as curves on the screen. Call of the subroutine
LDFOPN 161 makes the KNDF library (~arlsruhe ~uclear ~ata !ile) on unit I
available to SC0RE and fills COMMON/CDFMTI with the material names 151 of
the isotopes stored in KEDAK format. The newly added call of subroutine SELEC
permits selection between the KEDAK and NEUDADA option. The option KEDAK was
added to the option list HAIN 3/3 11/. Call of the subroutine KNDF makes the
KEDAK data available for display in curve form simultaneously with NEUDADA
data. Call of the subroutine KEDAK yields KEDAK data also if experimental data
are not available or not transferred to core storage.
4.2.2.2.2 Subroutines ERRC0R. SPDATA. CHOSZA
An error message for reading of KEDAK data was added to subroutine EP~C~R. In
subroutine SPDATA the seetion for the figure "Case Identification" (cf. 11/.
Vol. 11, p. 16) was replaced by subroutine IDENT (cf. 4.2.3.1.2). Subroutine
CH~SZA, which provides for interactive choice of isotope and reaction type on
the screen, was changed so that also the 8-byte alphameric KEDAK isotope and
reaction type names 151 can be processed.
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4.2.2.3 ~r2g!a~ ~~ : fO~P!l~t!on 2f_Sf0ßE_l!b!a!y_f!0~ ~x~e!i~ent~l
~N~U!2A!?Al ~a~a_
NAP (~EUDADA Adaptation !rogram) was rewritten and tested.
Experimental data from other centers reach Karlsruhe via CCDN (OECD/NEA Centre
de Compilation de Donnees Neutroniques), Saclay. The data are transmitted on
magnetic tape in NEUDADA format /7/.
The user must sort the data received on a NEUDADA tape in ascending order of
Z, A and energy with the S0RT/MERGE utility program /8/ (see 4.2.1.4), if
necessary. The NAP program reformats the data thus prepared and writes than
onto a library tape. This library tape contains an identification record and
a directory of addresses for the content of the tape. The data themselves are
organized in such a way that one data block corresponds to one record of the
direct-access library which is also generated by NAP. This library contains
a table of available isotopes and the tape names and file numbers of the corres-
ponding library tapes. This table is updated by NAP. Transfer of the data from
tape to direct-access library is performed by SC0RE /1/ if necessary.
4.2.3.1.1 SELEC - choice between NEUDADA and KEDAK
Subroutine SELEC, called from MAIN PROGRAM SC0RE, generates the first figure for
SC0RE. The following text is displayed on the screen:
SC0RE
CROSS SECTION EVALUATION SYSTEM
ADAPTED TO NEUDADA AND KEDAK DATA
SELECT BY LIGHT PEN DATA TYPE




Thus the user can choose between KEDAK or NEUDADA data. If he chooses the
NEUDADA option the SC0RE version described in 111 is at his disposal with
the additional possibility to display KEDAK data in curve form together with
the experimental NEUDADA data - provided that data for the chosen isotope,
reaction type and energy range exist in the KNDF library /3/, /4/. If he
chooses the KEDAK option he gets the cross sections from the KNDF library dis-
played on the screen, regardless whether NEUDADA data are available for the
chosen isotope, reaction type and energy range, or not.
The option chosen is displayed in large s on the screen. Pressing of the
END key or the equivalent key no. I on the programmed-function keyboard causes
transmittal of the information to the main program. Erroneous pressing of the
END key without prior selection of the format has no consequence, SELEC will
still wait for the light pen.
SELEC is called by
CALL SELEC(IOPT),
where IOPT 15 set by SELEC. (IOPT=I: KEDAK, IOPT=2: NEUDADA.)
SELEC utilizes the following subroutines from the "graphie subroutine package"








writes a character string onto a speeified place
on the sereen,
indicates the beginning of aseries of graphie commands
assoeiated with a key,
indicates the end of the series,
brings a block of commands into the buffer of the




controls the input to the IBM 2250,
changes the mode of a character string from protected
to unprotected and vice versa
4.2.3.1.2 IDENT - user and case identification
The subroutine IDENT is essentially a program section taken out of subroutine
SPDATA so as to be available also to KEDAK. More specifically it is the part
that generates the first figure for SC0RE (cf. 11/, Vol. I, p. 16) in which
the case identification is requested.
IDENT is called by
CALL IDENT(IER),





jump back to the start of the program;
error, terminate execution.





converts numbers from the internal fixed- or floating-point
representation to alphameric or vice versa,
~s a routine for error messages and error response.
C0MM0N/BLKI/ABCD(5,4),ICASE,CNUM
The array ABCD contains user identification and date, ICASE is the case number
and CNUM the figure number for this case.
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4.2.3.2.1 KNDF - KEDAK data for curve display
Subroutine KNDF organizes cross sections from the KNDF library /3/, /4/ for
curve display together with experimental data. Proton number and reaction type
number are taken over from the experimental data (option NEUDADA), likewise the
energy range is fixed by the experimental data. For differential elastic-
scattering cross sections the data for the requested energy are calculated.
if necessary, by linear interpolation between the angular distributions existing
on KEDAK.
Three quantities are taken from C0MM0N/BLK4/:
ENER incident energy for the differential elastic-scattering
cross section,
QX excitation energy for the
cross section.
inelastic-scattering
N~C KEDAK number of the reaction type chosen.
The energy limits EMIN, EMAX are taken from C0MM0N/BLK5/. Subroutine KNDF







is the number of energies.
is the abscissa (energy) array.
1S the ordinate (cross section) array.
1S taken as equal to NP0INT.
are the minimum and maximum energy and cross section
values calculated by subroutine CALlMA.
Subroutine KNDF utilizes suhroutines TAPKND.RKNDF (cf. 4.2.3.2.2. 4.2.3.2.3)
and the SC0~ subroutines CALlMA and ERRC0R. It is called by
CALL KNDF(1ER)
where IER is an error flag as explained 1n 4.2.3.1.2 above.
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4.2.3.2.2 TAPKND - calculation of numeric KEDAK names
Subroutine TAPKND calculates numeric KEDAK names /5/ for the isotope and the
reaction type selected for the NEUDADA data for which the KEDAK curve is to be
displayed together with the experimental values. The isotope name is calculated
from the proton number (lZ) and the nucleon number (lA) as follows
NAMES(I) = lZ-10000+lA.
The reaction type number is calculated as
with MF = 3
according to the ENDF conventions /2/ for all reaction types listed in table MTS
(see below), with the exception of the differential elastic-scattering cross
section and the inelastic-scattering cross section for a specific excitation
of the residual nucleus (NREC = 14, NREC = 15). For these latter reaction types
one has
with MF = 4.
MT is determined by NREC (number of the reaction type in table MTS) from





















































+) For error messages on screen the type name must be shortened to four
characters where necessary.
TAPKND is called by






is a 5-word array with the KEDAK names
inserted in words land 2 by the subroutine.
~s the number of KEDAK names as set by TAPKND.
is the additional KEDAK identifier for angular
distributions or inelastic-scattering cross sections.
~s an error code (IEF=O without errors).
4.2.3.2.3 RKNDF - reading of KEDAK data
Subroutine RKNDF prepares the KEDAK data for the energy range EMIN .•• EMAX in
the arrays X and Y. If there are more than 150 energy values all those curve
points are deleted by subroutine SKIP01 which are not required for a 1 % accuracy
of the cross section curve. The cross sections for the lower and upper energy
limits EMIN. EMAX are calculated by linear interpolation in the SC0RE sub-
routine TRPL8. Differential elastic-scattering cross sections are prepared by
subroutine SELK (see 4.2.3.2.5). Reading of KEDAK data from the KNDF file is
controlled by subroutine RETXS /6/. Thus the subroutines called by RKNDF are
SELK.RETXS.SKIP0I.TRPL8.
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is the field for the KEDAK names of isotope and reaction typet
~s the number of KEDAK names t
= 3 or 4 according to ENDF conventions 12/ t
is the lower limit of the requested energy range t
is the upper limit of the requested energy range t
Note that these arguments must be available t whereas the following arguments
are supplied by RKNDF:
x I-dimensional array of KEDAK energies t
Y I-dimensional array of KEDAK cross sections t
NP0INT number of data points transferred from the KNDF library
IEF error code for subroutine ERRC0R (IEF=O without error).
4.2.3.2.4 SKIP0I - deletion of data points
Subroutine SKIP0I deletes energy grid points of the KEDAK data if their number
exceeds a limit that depends on the array dimensions in SC0RE (ISO at present).
Only those points are deleted which are not required for a curve which re-
presents the KEDAK values with E = I % accuracy.





is al-dimensional array for the energy values t
is al-dimensional array for the cross section values t






i5 the energy array after deletion of superfluous values,
is the cross 5ection array after deletion of superfluous values,
is the number of X (or Y) values,
1S the maximum number of X (or Y) values
1S the accuracy limit E.
SKIP01 is repetitively called until the X (and Y) array is filled completely.
4.2.3.2.5 SELK - calculation of the differential elastic-scattering cross section
The differential elastic-scattering cross sections are calculated from the
angle-integrated elastic-scattering cross seet cr (E) and the elastic angular
n
distributions (center-of-mass system) p(IJ,E) that are stored in the KEDAK
library 13/, 14/. For a given incident energy E the angle-integrated cross
section is calculated by linear interpolation, if necessary. The angular distri-
bution is also determined by linear interpolation between the distributio~s
stored on KEDAK. Here the interpolation i5 between scattering-angle COS1nes IJ
on one hand and incident energies on the other. The angular grid is taken from




= a (E) • p(IJ.E),
dl2 n
in units of mb/sterad. Linear interpolation i5 performed by the SC0RE subroutine
TRPL8. The subroutines RETXS. IDFLOC, IDFNXT 161 are used for reading of KEDAK
data.
SELK i5 called by
CALL SELK(NARG.NAMEN,EMII .EMI2.XX,YY.MAXNUM,NUMI,IEF)
where
NARG is the number of KEDAK names for the requested isotope,
NAMEN is an array for the KEDAK names in numeric representation,
EMI1 is the lower 1 t of the energy range,







is the array of seattering-angle eosines,
is the array for the differential elastie-seattering
eross seetions,
is the maximum number of eOS1nes,
is the aetual number of eosines,
is an error eode for the SC0RE routine ERRC0R
(IEF=O without errors)
4.2.3.2.6 KEDAK - KEDAK data without experimental (NEUDADA) data
Representation of KEDAK data independent of NEUDADA data (option KEDAK) is
organized in subroutine KEDAK.
First KEDAK ealls subroutine IDENT whieh supplies user and ease identifieation.
The list of isotope names on KNDF is written into C0MM0N/LDFMT/ by LDF0PN /6/
and thus transferred to the modified SC0RE routine CH0SZA via entry CH0SMA.
This permits display on the sereen and seleetion of the desired isotope by
light pen.
Subroutine FILLTP /6/ yields the alphameric and numeric /5/ reaction type names
for the selected isotope. The alphameric names are displayed on the screen via
entry CH0sRE in CH0sZA so that areaction type ean be chosen. In case SGNC
(the differential elastic-scattering cross section) or SGIZ (the partial in-
elastic-scattering cross section) is selected subroutine LDFNAM /6/ is called.
This subroutine supplies the incident energies (for SGNC) or excitation energies
(for SGIZ) for which the KNDF file eontains data. Subroutine ANERG lists these
energies on the screen allowing for selection of the appropriate energy by
light pen.
Subroutine RKNDF (cf. 4.2.3.2.3) supplies the KEDAK data for the chosen isotope,
reaetion type, energy range (and - for SGNC - incident energy or - for SGIZ -
excitation energy).
Subroutine CALIMA provides minimum and maximum energy and cross section values
for the plot. Isotope and reaction type names and case number are written into
the appropriate field for figure caption and printout.
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Subroutine KEDAK utilizes the subroutines FILLTP,LDFNAM /6/, subroutine IDENT
(cf. 4.2.3.1.2), RKNDF (cf. 4.2.3.2.3) and ANERG (cf. 4.2.3.2.1) and the SC~RE
subroutines CH~SZA, DAC~N, CENTER and ERRC0R. It is called by
CALL KEDAK(IER)
where IER is an error code (see 4.2.3.1.2).
The KEDAK data are stored ~n C0MM~N/BLK8/ (cf. 4.2.3.2.1).
4.2.3.2.7 ANERG - listing of energies on the screen
Subroutine ANERG displays a list of either
incident energies for differential elastic-scattering
cross sections (reaction type SGNC) , or
- excitation energies for partial inelastic-scattering
cross sections (reaction type SGIZ),
as available on KEDAK. The desired energy can then be selected by light pen.
The display contains isotope and reaction type name, 15 energies and the word
PAGE. Touching the word PAGE with the light pen the user can switeh to the
next 15 energies. If there are no further energies for the requested isotope
the first 15 energies are shown again ete. (At present up to 200 different
energies ean be displayed in this way.)
The seleeted energy is displayed in large size. The information ~s transferred
to subroutine KEDAK by pressing of the END key.
ANERG utilizes the following subroutines of the "graphie subroutine paekage" of
SC0RE: INPICT,WRTCTM,SETKEY,ENDKEY,STPICT,EXINGR.CHGCHR and the SC0RE routine









is a field of 2 double words which must contain the alpha-
meric KEDAK isotope and reaction type names /5/,
is the number of energies,
1S an array containing the energies,
is the running number of the selected energy as
determined by ANERG,
is an error code (IER=O without errors).
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Appendix:
AI. List of changes in SC0RE routines
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MFMBER UNE - HAIN PROG~AM
./ DElETE SEQl=OIC036GC,SEQ2=OI003600






GO TO 121,22 I, I ER
C
21 (ALL KEDAKC IEP I
GO TO (30,lO,10COI,IER
./ DElETE SEQl=OlOC13CO,SEQ2=Ol001300
22 CALL SPDATAI IER I
.1 OElETE SEC1=OlCC95CO,SEQ2=OI0C9500








IF«IOATA.fQ.lI GO TO 21
(All KNDFC IER)
GO Ta (425,lC,IGOOI,IFR






MfMRER UNE - SLHROUTINF ERRCOR
I/,NRECP,IMT/13,OI, 01020500
.1 NUMBER SEQ1=OlOS280C,NE~I=OI052900,INCN=lOO,INSERT=YES
[ATA EFRI3/'* NU GATA FUUf\JD FOR ON KNDF
8 11





MEMBER FOUR - SUßRUUTINF GRIU
.1 MUMBER SEQl=040258CC,NFW1=04025900,INCR=lOO,INSERT=YES
IFIJFXP.LT.I01 GD 10 21
./ NUM8ER SEQl=040258CC,NEW1=04025900,INCR=lCO,INSER1=YES
GO TU 22
21 WRITE 199,231 BL,TEN,S,JEXP,BL
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23 FORMAT {Al,A4,Al,Il,All
22 (ALL INFIlQ (A,I21




2 'ATUMICS INTFRNATIONAL AND IBM - PALO ALTO'111129X,'GFK -
3U~E VERSION III-K',5X,3A4)
C
CALL IDENT {IER I
If{ IER.NE.ll GO TU 1000
.1 DELETE SEQl=050C8700,SfQ2=CSOC8700
12 (ALL CHOSZA {lZT,IAT,NISO,I ,IDATAI
.1 DELETE SEQ1=OS0233(C,SEQ2=OS0233l0
15 CAlL CHOSRT (IRT,NRT,ßCDRT,RTYPF,NPEC,fL,IDATA)









SUBROUTINf CHOSZA {Il,lA,N,I,IDATI 05047100
.1 OELETf SEQl=C50483CC,OS048300









CATA XKEO/'KEOAK ARf 'I,ßlA~K/' 'I,SGIll'SGIl 'I
C
CIMENSION XEuD{ ~1,TITl{ S)







IST = ( I- 1 ) /15
25 CALl INPICT





J F{ 10 AT. EQ • 1 1 GO TO 2
.1 NUMBER SEQl=05C5205C,NEwl=05052100,INCR=lOO,INSERT=YES
GO TU 3
DISPLAY MATtRJAL NA~ES FROM KEOAK
2 Y2=YQ
Il=IST*l'::+l





IU=M INO( IU,N I
NN=IU-Il+l
CAll SETKEY 17,1,S)
CU 10 K= IL,TU
ISl=l
IF<I.EQ.KI ISl=2
N AM E= Xl (K 1
TITlE1l81=ßLA"'K




















IF(I[AT.EQ.ll GO TO 5
./ NUMBER SEQl=050595CO,NEWl=05059600,INCR=100,INSERT=YES
5 CALl WRTXTM (l,8,XB(Il,X3,Y31
GO TU 6
./ MUMBER SEQl=C50614CO,NFwl=05061500,INCR=lOO,INSERT=YES
If( ICAT.EQ.ll GO TO 7
.1 NUMBER SfQl=050616CO,N~Wl=05061700,I~CR=lOO,INSERT=YES




MEMBFR SIX - SlBROUTINE PRIND
.1 OELETE SEQl=C60601CO,SEQ2=C6C6C100
SUBROUT INE PR I ND I I DA TI
./ DELETE SEQ1=06üc54CO,SEQ2=C6065400
30 IHIOAT.EQ.lI GU TO 240
WRITE 16,35) ABCRE
./ OELETF SEQl=Cö069000,SFQ2=C6069000
240 IF(NENDFB.EQ.OI GO TO 1000












~EMBER EIGHT - SUßPOUTINE SONG
./ OELETE SEQ1=C80306CO,SEQ2=OR03C7CO
(ALL ROUND (lX,I,51
CALL ROUND (lX, 1,51
MEMBER NAP - PRuGkA~ NAP
./ DElETf SEQl=~17CI3CO,SfQ2=517013l~









PFAD (IN,500) DATX,NF,IFIlEl,IDACS,IUPD,NPRINT 51102100
./ DELETE SEQ1=517C4QCC,5EQZ=517059CO
./ DELEIE SEQ1=511C7800,SfQZ=517C8200
wRITE (17'1) NIS,NTS,lISilTOP(II,ISf><UfoI(l),DATEIS(I,II,CATEIS(Z,I), 51707800
1 NR EC5( I I , 1= 1, NI SI, ( TAP f ( 1 , J I , TA PE(Z , J I ,J= 1, NT 5 I 51107900
.1 DFLETE 5E01=517C88CC,SEQ2=51709100
5 kfAD (17'1) NIS,NTS,(ISOTUP(I),I5t\UM(I),DATEIS(I,I},DATEIS(Z,I), 51108800




WRITE (17'11 NIS,NTS,(ISOTOPUltISNUM(1l,OATEIS(l,l),DATEIS(2,I1, 51734800
1 NRECS( I I ,I =1, NI S) , (T APf( 1 , J) , TA PE( 2 , J ) , J=1, NT S I 51734900




MEMBER NAP - SUBROUTINl CREAlE
./ DELETE SE01=517540CC,SEWZ=517540CO
MEMBER NAP - SUBROUTINE RDISK
./ DELETE SEQl=517562CC,SEQ2=51756Z00





















C PERMITS THE SELECTION DF NEUCADA OR KtC~K DATA
C
DIMENSION TEXT(14),TEXTl(Z,Z),TITlEt19)
GATA Y1/S.I,DY/.75/,Xl/Z.I,TEXTl/'KEOA' ,'I< ',fiiE:UO' ,fADl\ 'I
OATA TITL~/'SCORE CROSS SECTION EVALUATION SYSTEM AOAPTED TO NEU
lOAOA AND KECAK DATA 'I





















CALL EN CK '=Y
C
C GENERATE DISPLAY AIW Ä\~AIT USEiZ ACTION
C
CALL STPICT
20 CALL EXINGR tIKEY,IVAL,IOPTl
Ge Ti] (3,2,l,lC00,Z'),ZOI ,IKEY
C
C PRCCESS USER ACTleN ANO RETURN
C
3 IF{IVAl.GT.2) GO TO Z0
IF{lOPT.EQ."l GO TC 1
Ge Tn t 1000,II,IVAL
2 IFtIOPT.GT.2) GO TO 20
If{IO.lT.l.OR.IJ.GT.ZI GO TO 5
CALL CHGCHR {I VAL, 10,1 I











DHA Tl/'LABCRATORY: EVALUAlOR: [AlE:
1.0.: 'I
C
C USER SUPPLIES IDE~TIFICATION FOR PROBLEM
NOUT=6
1 CALL FIGI (4,16,2D,Tl,ABCD,IKEY)
CALL DACO\J (ABCOn,41,CASE,5,1,1,D,2,IU















ME f'oIBEK "Af'lE KNDf
SlBROUTINE KNDf IIEKl
C
C THI S I S THE CiJNTRCL ROUTINE FOt{ THl: HANCllNG CF ThE KI'<OF-DAT A
C
CC/oiMON löLK<t1 OUMIUl ,ENEK,WX,NkfC,td-ltCF, IZ,I~!~u, llA,OUM2(:;)









IFINREC.GT.NRECP) GO T8 1









If(IEF.NE.O) GO Tu 55
3 CAll RKNDF(NAMES,NlNAM,~M,EMIN,E"'AX,X,y,NFGINl,IEf)
IFlIEF.NE.O) Ge TC 55
C
C C~ANGE ENERGY UNIT fROM EV Tu MEV
C




(, lF ( X( 2 ) .l T • 1 • 001] 0 0 1*X ( II • Ar;Q • x ( 2. I • GT • C• SS s<, ss*x ( 1 ») GO T0 .:;
IF-lY( ll.NEoO.O) GU TO 't

















































































C OF THE MATERIAL AI\C THE REACT101\ TYPE
C
11\ T EGER DU'B
CCMMON IBLK~I OUMl(4) ,IQX,NREC,I\RELP,IZ,Iß,llA,DUfJ31~),RTYPE




DAlA TYPNA!'SGIlL','SGD ','SGF ','::iGG ','SI-E3','SGP ','::iGhj','SGI





















2 IFINREC.GT.NRECP) G] Tu tt
HF=3
.3 NAMES (2 )='1F*l.OCOO+1H*lO
IfINREC.E~.14.0R.NkEC.EU.l~1NAKESI2J=NAMESIZ)+2
RlYPE=TYPNA(ITY I







C TI-I5 ROUTINE FILlS THE ARRAYS X AI\U 'y hlTh KI\OF-DATA FROH THE
C REl;iUIRED EfnRGY RAi"31.:
c





IF(MF.EQ.~) GO TO 400
IF(MF.EQ.3) GO TO 300
Ge TlJ 1

































































C ALL RE TXS l NARG, NM-IE:S , UHi'h EMAX, XX, YY, fiUM,)\, r-AXNUI'1 ,NfU
NEUTRON ELASTIC SCATTEkI:iG ANGULAR D1STRLEUTICI'jS f,~OM KNDF
CALL REPXSINARG,NAMES,EMIN,EIJAX,XX,YY,I\L/.I)c,I"AX,HJM,NfU
Ge Ti) 21































































INTERPOLATE (ROSS S~CTIJN TO LOWE~ E~ERG' tiCLNJARY
INTERPOLATE CROSS ~ECTI0N TO UPPER [~EkGY ßCLt\DARY
VIRIlE OmUT,lOZ) Nk








GG TJ 1 7
IF(NPOll.E~.O) ~O TJ 13
(ALL SKIPDI(XX,Vy,~UMX,X,Y,NPGIl,~AX~LM,~FS)
IfINPOll.LT.MAXNU~.AND.NR.EQ.2) GL TO 15
NFCI NT=NPOlI












21 IFlNR.EQ.O) GO 10 11
IFlNR.EQ.l1 GO TO 12
IF(NR.E~.2) GO TO 13
I F (N R• EQ • 3 ) GO TO 1
IFlNR.EQ.4) GO TO 1
IFlNR.EQ.~) GO TC 1
GO Tl 16
17 IF(EMIN.GT.O.SSS~SS*XI1).AND.EMIN.LT.1.00COCl*XII»




































EIJ IN= EM 11
IFIXN(U.EJ.EMHJ) GU T'J 11
IFIXN(Z).EQ.EMINI GO T0 12
CA LL TR PU3 ( XN( U , XN(Z ) , E;\111, ,2 , Y'" ( 1 J , Y~ 1L1 ,L )
WS Gt'J= Z
GC Ti) 14
CA l L RE TX5 ( N AR. G, NA 1'1 ES, EM1 !~ , E~ IN, X 1\ , Y ~ , f'.l U /VI X, 2 , 1\ l{)
I F ( NR• GT • 2) GD TO 13
NAMES ( 11=~4AMEN (11
NAMES(2)=SGNC




X~ /lMl =)( f'JMl
CALL PETXS( I~AKG,i'JAMI::S,un ;'J,t::/-'AX ,XX,YY ,I\L.IJX, t-'AX"iUM,NfU
IF(NR.GT.21 GO TU 23
FCRMAT(lX,10EI3.5)
LEVEL=l








7 CALL IDFLOC (NERR,~ARG,NAMES,FJ
IHXiHM.hl.O.l GO TtJ 19
15 IFIE1.L T.ESGN) GU TO 16
IfIEl.GT.ESGf'J) ;0 T0 1°
lEVEL =2










o I ~E NSI ON XX( 1 ~J) , yy ( 1) 0) , NA RG ( J ) , N ,I) ML., (5 I, Xl (10 11, Y 1 ( 10 U , X2 110 U 25 H 76 00





































































































































16 lF1t: 2 • LT •E SGN) G,J TJ 17
IFIE2.GT.ESGN) GO T:J IJ
17 CALL IDFNXTINERR,~ARG,NA~~S,F)
IF(NERR.~E.O) QJ TU 17






GO TO 1 ~
2.. f'i L t-' 1: NU M2-1
I)() 1;) I = 1 , NUM 1
DC 20 J=l, NUMI
IFIX1IJ).LT.XXII).A~U.X1{J+1).0T.xX(lll
lF (X 1 1J ) • EQ. XX 1 I} I (JU rI J :) L
20 C(I\TII\;UE





NAMESI 1 ):['lAM!::NI 1)
NAl-iESIZ)=SGNC
CALL RE TXS I N/l RG, NA~ t S , t ''1 li ~ , E f'J, /l X , Xl, Y1 , NUt-' X, /J X1\, l'~K l
lF (,'l R • GT• 2l GO Ton
f\L~2=f\;UMX
~jM~ESI 1 )=NAMEN( U
N/lMESIZ)=SGNC
XI\AM= XNM12
IF(LEVEL.EQ.2l GU TU 2 1,(
CALL RETXS INAkG,NAMES,EMI~,t"'AX,XL,Y2,f\U"'X,MX~,Nk)






I f 1LEVEL • E,) • 2)
13 WRlTE IN,]U1,1011 1\A'1ES(1l,l:t'1I!\
101 F(FiMATllX,' FUR ',IlO,' SG;j, 1:>1li~=
1 • )
GC Tl 19
23 WR!TE I NOUT ,102) !\A'H:S ( 1) ,f:l







































































































IF (Z 1U • GE. EMAX) GO TÜ 2 '.,.









00 U J = J , I~M1L
19 NtMSV(J-Z)=NAMES(J)
GO 1D 21















C RtTRIEVE5 KEDAK DATA FüR SCORE
ME~BER ~AME KNDf
36 ASSIGN 200 TO NST
NR=O
Gon 7
33 ASSIGN 200 Ta NST
NR=O
GOlD 11
























11 IrlJ+1.GE.NW·1XI GOF) S8
J A=J +1
JE=J+2
DU 3) J K=JB J NUt-lX




Y 1= XK *(xxl J J )- x( I I )+Y( I I
IF(Aß$(YI-YYlJJ».LT.EPS*VY(JJ» GOIO U:
GOTO 22













































































SELEC T I SUTPE
USER 10ENTIFICATIC~
25447000
CUIMON ILDFMTI IOUrV\(L;·I,MATI70),lMA(701,CUl«105),Nf-<AT 25441100
CO~MON IBLKlI A8CD(5,'t),1Ci\SE,I~HIFT,E(5),REAc(10),ßG11L(lö),U(l0)25441200
CCtJMON IBLK2I NULL,P(1~OOI,rI,tJU(l004) 25447300
CCI<MON IBLK31 NR,eCDR(~,3ü),TCHAH(30),I~El(30) 25447400
COMMON./BLK41 OUMl(4) ,QX,1D(51, lUM3(4),RT~PE 25441500
CC,.MON IBLK51 L1(4),XY3(6),XY4(41 25447600
COMMON IBLKol NUL1,XYS(YO) ,NULl 25447700
CC",MON IBLK?I NUL3,XY(300),NUL4,NLL5,YX(3CO),~ULb 25441800
CGMMON IßLK81 ~POINT,X(150),Y(150),NK~Dt,Zlll«~1 25441900

















































IFlIMAT.LT.1.0R.1MAT.GT.701 GO 10 1






oI /oiE NS ION I TYP (70 1rl R. (( 0) , xx ( .3» ,hA ME S ( ;) ) , IA 1 ( 7d) , NDA 1 (70) , RE Al 10)













































101 FOK."1>H (lHO, 5X,A-J I
c
C FILL LIST WITH PEALTliJr~ TYPES FLk ::,l::LELHC l~CTJPE
C
CAll FILLTP (NER,t"ATEh,lYPb,iTYP,NlYP)
IF(NER.NE.U GO TL) B
IF(NTYP.EQ.O) GO TC 1
XX(3)=0.
c
C CHOGSE REACTION TYPE
C
CALL CHOSRE (IR,NTYP,TYPES,RTYP,NktC,XX,ICAIJ




Mt'= lTYP E/lO 00 0
IF(M~.EQ.31 GU TJ 11











H(ITYPLE,J."10022.UR. ITYPE.E(,J.JOü.JO} GO lC 13
GO TJ 200
c










lf (I ER. NE. C) GD TU 5:>
I ER= 1




































































































































25"lQ"I3GOF I l l T fit) LE j F :., I '';J l I:: If i-\ LUf: U, Eh t I' GY lJ f:F tr, L E:!'. T 1 YP !: S •
KE/J l * i, 1 YI) S 1J,2 ) I ' .;; GT' , ' s ..~' J ' , '::' i'J X', • ::, G1 ' , 1 S J I L l. ' , ':.:, J I l ' , ' ~J ,2 /, • , 1
1:1', 'SCI i\',' SGIJI"',' jG2,'.t,',' .JS3 J,.'\' ,':"Glpl, I.JLI\I', 'S,.,i\1 ,'-,,,f', ':Je;
2. • ::, c: r • , ' S G:)' , ' ::, G11 j • , • S GHt 3 ' , ' SCALP , , • S G~ f t • , ' j GTt< • , • '''1 li [: L' , ' tI A' ,
-' P 11 /-~. , ' NI) [. I ' I'J Ui P' , ' l. H I F' , ' L H I FJ' , ' :, GN (., I, 1Y P 1 'I J 1 I ~1;\ T I i\A i'·11::.j 1 3 I
IM I:: GER iJ!) 1 70 I , \1 TY P17 J I ,-I Ty ~ SI 3 LI, i,.4 f' G1 3)
D I ,.. E i~~ I CJ\) I TYP (7 'J )
CU1HH'/UJfTT /'10(3)
CC 70 1=1, I
X'i ",. (I 1 = l l I "1 I 1 l
70 DLIII=ZLI'lI11
S l LK J UT r .~E F I l l T P ( r.. K , M;', T , TYP , I rYF , 1\ 1 1





f3UIL 1I 1=\('iATI 11
_H) [I 1 1=X1 AT ( 1 )
1( ASE = rCf, ~ L + 1
(ALL IDAC!J', WUiC, Il,i\:;,i:d, 1,1,1, II:.:J
C!\;U~= 1J:)~1C ( 21
1(I\U'1=17
b GTI L ( 1 71 =L 1\ U~
DG 'i') 1=1, I::
.,0 KG1IL2III=JGTlLIII
lAll (EtHE (:iC,1I l2,lJ ,JGTIL, lS1111-'1)
1 SHr F T= I S Hr FT ... "I *' ( 1C' IU ,,- 1 I ... 1
c







" ceNT I1JU [
NI<f\DF =I\JPCI Ni
2CO cALL F.Kf\DF (NMJ!:::,,\L,"'''1,t:1lfJ,EM!\X,X,Y,NFCli\jT,ltF)
IF(IEf.~E.01 00 Tu ~J
IF (f"1/J .E';;.':) Ge TC c
c
oe 2) I=I,~JPon\T
20 x( I ) = x( I ) * 1 • E- t




100') PE I UP'I
~') lilLl tkk()!,;(IEF,Itt-'.)
GO n 1 CO)







































































PER~1ITS THE SELEClIilN UF THE li:VEl t:NERGY FCK INl:LA:.>Tl'~




I F (I.E Q• K) 1SZ=2
DI\U~=XNAM1(KI
CAll DAC!J!~ (BCO,DNW1,3,l,l,6,l,lER)
IfIIER.NE.O) GO TO 1000
CALL INPICT








1 L= MI NO ( 1 IJ, NZ)
N1\= I U- 1 l + 1
1U
100






IHNR.EQ.O.ANO.NT .EQ.O) GUn r·d
J=O
DU 12 N=l,l\ll




I TYP ( J ) =1TYP ( N)
NP (J ) =N P IN)
GOlD 12































GU TU (120,200,12C,120,l:JO,!5CI ,IKE:Y
200 IF (I VAL. EQ.21 GO f] 110
IF (ISEJ.GT.~NIGC 1J l?O
IF (I.LT.IL.OR.I.GT.IU) ,,0 TO 1e)
ICH=I-IL+1
CAL L CHGC Hk (1, 1 CH, U
105 ULL CHGCf-fR ll,IStQ,ZI



































A3. Input Summary for Karlsruhe Version of SC0RE
Input from the IBM 2250 terminal.
Note: END key means key no. I,
CANCEL key means key no. 2 of the programmed-function keyboard.
Figure I:
(I) Chose between options KEDAK and NEUDADA by the light pen.
(2) Press END key.
Figure 2: User and case identification
(I) Type in user identification, date and running number of problem
(case identification) from keyboard.
(2) Press END key.
Figure 3: List of isotope names
(1) Selection of PAGE with light pen turns page
(2) Select isotope with light pen
(2) Press END key
Figure 4: List of reaction types
(I) Select reaction type with light pen
(2) Type in energy limits from keyboard
(3) Press END key
Figure 5: List of energies for SGNC or SGIZ (only after selection of
option KEDAK in Figure I)
(I) Selection of PAGE by light pen turns page
(~) Select energy with light pen
(3) press END key
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Figure 6: Option lists MAIN 1/3, 2/3, 3/3
Options can be chosen by light pen or from programmed-function keyboard.
Notation used:
k nn programmed-function key no. nn,
N option valid for NEUDADA only~
K option valid for KEDAK only,
N+K option valid for both NEUDADA and KEDAK,

























Display option list MAIN 2/3.
Jump back to start of program,
Figure I.
Print data displayed on screen.
Replace curve points by letters
distinguishing references (or not).
Add error bars (or not).
Expand the graph portion of the display
to full screen size, omitting caption,
references and option lists. Pressing
of the END key res tores the unexpanded
pie ture •
Delete curves of evaluated data •
Tabulate energy and cross section values
(plus references), 20 data points at
one time on the screen. Choosing one




most column under the + (or -) sign by
light pen causes forward (or backward)
shifting of the list by so many energies.
Light pen selection of (+) produces (-).




N+K MAIN 2/3 k 11
N+K RE START k 12
N + K REPL~T k 13
N AUT0 LIM k 14
Display option list MAIN 3/3.
Jump back to start, Figure 1 .
Change co-ordinate system.
Recalculate plot scale with modified
data (after C0RRECT or DELETE).
N S~RT k 15 Delete data points belonging to the
references selected from the following
Figure 7.
N DELETE k 17 Delete points indicated with light pen
on expanded graph (curve points being
represented by letters associated with
references). Deletion of the last point
can be canceled with the CANCEL key.
Pressing of the END key terminates the
DELETE option.
N REST~RE k 18 Restore all points previously deleted.
N C~RRECT k 19 Earmark points indicated by light pen
for correction. Erroneous assignment
can be canceled with the CANCEL key.
After selecting all points to be corrected
one gets them listed upan pressing the
END key in Figure 8.
N+K QUIT
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Display option list MAIN 1/3.
Jump back to start, Figure I.
Display KEDAK curve together with
experimental data (for option NEUDADA
from Figure I).
Jump back to Figure 2: Treat next case
(for option KEDAK from Figure I).
Call module for data fit.
Display ENDF/B curve together with
experimental data.
Call module for resonance fits.
Delete curves or points. Requested
option must be indicated by light pen
and is then displayed 1n large size.
Cancellation possible with CANCEL key.
Option is terminated with END key.
End terminal session.
Figure 7: List of references
This figure appears after the S~RT option has been chosen from option list
MAIN 2/3.
If more than 13 references exist for the selected da ta type and energy range
one can turn the page by pressing the END key. Points from the references indi-
cated by light pen are discarded, the selected references are displayed in large
size. They can be restored by pointing to them once more. One can also type in
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a reduced energy interval and get a corresponding new co-ordinate system by
pointing to 'YES' with the light pen.
Figure 8: List of uncorrected and corrected data
This figure tabulating the first 15 points to be corrected appears after the
C0RRECT option has been chosen from option list MA1N 2/3. One can indicate
after LIGHT PEN DATA whether a value is to be multiplied by a factor or increased
(decreased) by a given amount which then must be typed in. The values (energies
or cross sections) to be corrected in this way, can then be indicated by light
pen. Erroneous selection can be canceled with the CANCEL key. Alternatively
one can set a cursor on themergy value of the incorrect point (right-hand
pair of columns) and then type in the correct values. After completion of all
corrections in the right-hand columns one must press the END key to get a dis-
play of the next 15 points earmarked for correction, etc., until eventually
the corrected plot appears on the screen.
~~!~_~!!~_~~~~!~_f~!_!i!!i~g_~~~:E~!~~!~~~_~!!!
For this module there are two option lists,



















Display option list DATA 2/2 •
Replace curve points by letters
distinguishing references (or not).
Add error bars (or not).
Expand the graph portion of the
display to full screen size, cf. option
list MAIN 1/3.
Show curves fitted with different methods
for comparison.
Recalculate plot scale with modified














Analyse differential angular distributions
in terms of Legendre coefficients. END
key is to be pressed after completion.
Delete curve or points. Requested option
must be indicated by light pen and is
then displayed in large size. Cancellation
possible with CANCEL key. Option is
terminated with END key.











Display option list DATA 1/2.
Nodes can be added, deleted or moved.
On the expanded graph the curve points
are shown with error bars together with
a tracking pattern (3 concentric circles)
which facilitates manipulation of nodes.
Three programmed function keys can be
activated:
Add node with light pen. Each time the
END key is pressed the center of the
tracking pattern becomes anode of the
fit curve, represented by an asterisk.
Up to 30 node points can be generated.
Pressing of the CANCEL key terminates
this option.
Delete nodes with light pen. Pressing





















Move a point: The point is indicated by
light pen whereupon it is replaced by
the tracking pattern which can be
moved around with the light pen. Upon
pressing of the END key the center is
replaced by an asterisk which fixes a
node. Pressing of the CANCEL key termi-
nates this option.
Show curves fitted with different methods
for camparison.
Interpolate linearly between nodes.
Interpolate with cubic spline between
nodes.
Interpolate with cubic spline determined
by least-squares methode
Delete curve or points. Requested option
must be indicated by light pen and is
then displayed in large s~ze. Cancellation
is possible with CANCEL key. Option is
terminated with END key.
Jump back to main program SC~RE.





The fit module for the resonance region 1S called by selection of the option
RES CALC in option list MAIN 3/3. Aseries of special figures is displayed:
Figure I: Selection of resonance formalism
(I) Select one of the three available formalisms by light pen.
Figure 2: User information
(I) Any time a new resonance formalism is selected Doppler kerneI, resolution
function and sample composition must be respecified.
(2) The selected options are displayed in large size.
(3) After each selection the END key must be pressed.
Figure 3: Input of Doppler-broadening parameters
(I) Select Doppler kernel with the light pen.
(2)The chosen kernel is displayed in large size together with a list of
parameters needed.
(3) Type in the appropriate parameters.
(4) Press END key.
Figure 4: Input of resolution-broadening parameters
(I) Select resolution function with the light pen.
(2) The chosen resolution function is displayed in large size together with a
list of parameters needed.
(3) Type 1n the appropriate parameters.
(4) Press END key.
Figure 5: Specification of isotopic mixture
(I) Select isotopes by light pen from a list of available isotopes. The chosen
isotope is displayed in large size.
(2) A list of needed parameters is shown. Type in the appropriate values.
(3) By pointingwith the light pen to DELETE the user can delete the selected
isotope.
(4) Press END key to terminate input for the isotope.
(5) Renewed pressing of the END key calls Figure 6.
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Figure 6:
(1) Selection of YES by light pen calls Figure 7.
(2) Selection of N~ by light pen terminates input of new isotopes.
Figure 7: Isotope identification
(1) Type in identification parameters for the isotope.
(2) Press END key. If resonance parameters for the isotope are already in the
library Figure 5 reappears t otherwise Figure8.
Figure 8: Resonance parameter input
(1) Type in resonance parameters
(2) After completing input for one resonance press END key. Figure 8 reappears
for the next resonance. Up to 10 new resonances can be entered.
(3) Press CANCEL key to terminate resonance parameter input.
Two options exist for modification of resonance parameters during the calcu-
lation without changing them in the disc library:
- ADD RES permits addition of new parameters
- MOD RES permits modification of parameters ~n core storage.
Both options start with Figure 9.
Figure 9: Selection of isotope for resonance modification
(1) A list of isotopes ~n core storage is displayed allowing light-pen selection
of those isotopes for which resonance parameters are to be added or
modified.
(2) Selection of ALL ZA means that changes are to be made for all isotopes.
(3) Press END key after selection is complete.
If ADD RES was chosen, Figure 8 is displayed for each isotope selected for
modification.





Figure 10: Input of modified resonance parameters (RES M~D option)
(I) Select resonance to be modified with the light pen. A picture for the
chosen resonance similar to Figure 8 is displayed. Parameters must be
typed in. After completion press END key and modify next resonance etc.
After last modification press END key twice to terminate RES M~D option.
Figure 11:
This figure appears after selection of option E SHIFT from option list RES 3/3.
letter identifying the reference for which the energy scale is to
and also the coefficients cI and c2 of the modification formula
After pressing of the END key corrected energies E are calculated
c
from the uncorrected energies E according to
CI




The E SHIFT option is terminated with the CANCEL key.
For module RES CALC there are three option lists,












Display Figure 9 for isotope selection, then Figure 8
for addition of resonances.
Display Figure 9 for isotope selection, then Figure 10
for resonance modification.
Load selected parameters into core memory.
Display results of preceding and present calculation for
comparison.
Apply iterative algorithm for resonance parameter
adjustment thrice.
Calculate with selected resonance formalism and display
resulting curve (no fit).










LETTERS (POINTS) Represent experimental points by the letters distinguishing
references (by dots).
Add error bars (or not).
Expand the graph portion of the display to full screen size,
cf. option list HAIN 1/3.
Update direct-access library on disc (after completion
of fit procedure).
Recalculate plot scale with modified data.
Display results of preceding and present calculation
simultaneously for comparison.
Apply iterative algorithm for resonance parameter
adjustment thrice.
Calculate with selected resonance formalism and display
resulting curve (no fit).
Terminate option RES CALC, Jump back to main program SC0RE.
P P0INTS Set "peak points" on expanded graph. Three points per resonance















Delete previously selected points.
Go point further for selection of next point.
Go 2 points further for selection of next point.
Go 5 points further for selection of next point.
Go 10 points further for selection of next point.
Go to first point
Add or modify"peak points" with light pen and tracking
pattern. Select one point at the peak, press END key, select
a point on the left-hand slope, press END key, select a point










Additional "valley points" can be set on the expanded
graph to improve the fit in the valleys between resonances.
Use programmed-function keys in the same way as for P P(IlINTS.
Display Figure 11 to enable energy scale for points from
a given reference to be shifted.
Delete curves
Display results of preceding and present calculation for
comparison.
Apply iterative algorithm for parameter adjustment thrice.
Calculate with selected resonance formalism and display curve.
Terminate RES CALC option, jump back to main program SC(IlRE.
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5. PROGRAMS FOR ESTIMATION OF NUCLEAR-MODEL AND CROSS-SECTION PARAMETERS
A good evaluation of cross section data is not possible without utilization
of nuclear models and nuclear reaction theory. Codes which serve this pur-
pose are briefly described 1n the following sections. Since these codes are
essentially independent of any evaluated-data format and most of them can be
used as stand-alone programs they do not belong, strictly speaking, to the
KEDAK software proper. To a certain degree, however, they reflect the methods
employed in KEDAK evaluation work. Therefore, and because the programs as
such may interest potential users elsewhere, program abstracts were included
in the present compendium.
5.1 Multi-level shape analysis program for transmission da ta (FANAL)
Name of program:
FANAL2




D-7500 Karlsruhe, West Germany
Problem solved:
Resonance parameter extraction from several sets of high-resolution time-of-
flight transmission data simultaneously.
Method of solution:
Multi-level shape analysis with two-channel Reich-Moore formalism. Picket-fence
approximation for distant levels. Resolution broadening. Doppler broadening
of narrow (" p_, d- •• wave") levels, but not of s-wave levels (the code was
written for structural materials). Iterative least-squares fit. Resulting fit
is plot ted after each step.
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Restrictions:
Doppler broadening of s-wave levels is neglected (but not of "p-, d- .•• wave"
levels, cf. above). Up to 5 transmission data sets with a total of not
more than 5120 data points can be fitted simultaneously. The number of cross
section parameters (channel radii, distant-level strangth functions, resonance
energies and partial widths) must not exceed 200 (corresponding to about 45
resonances) of which not more than 50 can be adjusted. The sample material
must not contain more than 5 different nuclides.
Unusual features:
Card input is organized for maximum user convenience (no flags, no bookkeeping
information), modular structure, no tricky programming.
Related and auxiliary programs:
Non-KFK users must replace the Karlsruhe plottersubroutine PL~TA






260 kbytes of core storage, card reader, printer, plotter.
Typical running time:
1-20 minutes on IBM/370-168 under OS, depending on number of data points,
number of parameters adjusted, quality of first guesses etc.
Referenees
F.H. Fröhner, report KFK 2129 (1976)
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5.2 Multi-level shape analysis program for capture data (FANAC)
Name of program:
FANAC




D-7500 Karlsruhe, West Germany
Problem solved:
Resonance parameter extraction from several sets of high-resolution time-of-
flight capture data simultaneously.
Method solved:
Multi-level shape analysis with two-channel Reich-Moore formalism. Picket-fence
approximation for distant levels. Resolution broadening. Doppler broadening of
narrow ("p-,d- ••• wave") levels, but not of s-wave levels(the code was written
for structural materials). Multiple-collision events are treated by Monte-Carlo
simulation. Iterative least-squares fit. Resulting fit is plotted after each
step.
Restrictions:
Doppler broadening of s-wave levels is neglected (but not of "p-, d- ••• wave"
levels. cf. above). Up to 5 capture data sets with a total of not more
than 512 da ta points can be fitted simultanously. The number of cross section
parameters (channel radii. distant-level strangth functions. resonance energies
and partial widths) must not exceed 200 (corresponding to about 45 resonances)
of which not more than 20 can be adjusted. The sampie material must not contain
more than 5 different nuclides.
Unusual features:
Inportance sampling and Russian roulette are used in the Monte Carlo calculations
to increase efficiency and to avoid bias. Card input is organized for maximum
user convenience (no flags, no bookkeeping information). Modular structure.
no tricky programming.
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Related and auxiliary programs:
Non-KFK users must replace the Karlsruhe plotter subroutine PL0TA
following the instructions given in the program. Non-IBM users must replace






458 kbytes of core storage, card reader, printer, plotter.
Typical running time:
2-20 minutes on IBM/370-168 under OS, depending on number of d~ta points, number
of parameters adjusted, quality of first guesses etc.
References:
F.H. Fröhner, Proc. 4th Conf. on Nuclear Cross Sections and Technology,
Washington D.C., 1975, Vol. 2, p. 929
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D-7500 Karlsruhe, West Germany
Problem solved:
Estimation of level-statistical cross section parameters (average level spacing,
average reduced neutron width, strength function, average radiation width) from
individual resonance parameters (level energies, neutron widths, radiation widths),
with due account of missing levels.
Method of solution:
~~ximum-likelihoodestimation of mean spacing and average reduced neutron width
simultaneously, based on the "crystalline" regularity of level spacings (Dyson
and Mehta) and the Porter-Thomas distribution of reduced neutron widths (per
channel). The coupled system of 2 maximum-likelihood equations is solved ~y
iteration. Uncertainties are also estimated. Results are plotted.
Restrictions:
The maximum number of resonances is 1000.
Unusual features:
No estimate of the observability threshold or its energy dependence is required,
in contrast to the widely used Fuketa-Harvey method.
Related and auxiliary programs:
Non-KFK users must replace the Karlsruhe plotter subroutine PL~TA following the







234 kbytes of core storage, card reader, printer, plotter.
Typical running time:
5-10 s per resonance series (on IBM/370-168 under OS)
References:








D-7500 Karlsruhe, West Germany
Problem solved:
Estimation of level-statistical cross section parameters (average spacings,
strength functions, average radiation widths) from average total and capture
cross sections.
Method of solution:
Least-squares fit to average total, or average total and capture cross section
data simultaneously, with due account of inelastic scattering. Data are weighted
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according to uncertainty and/or point density. Average cross sections are
calculated with Hauser-Feshbach theory including width fluctuations. Results
are plotted.
Restrictions:
Energy dependence of strength function is neglected and only s-, p-, d-wave
interactions are considered. Fission cannot be handled by present code version.
This restricts applicability to energies up to 100 - 200 keV and excludes fitting of
partial cross sections of fissile nuclei.Up to 200 total and up to 200 capture
cross section values can be fitted. Only pure nuclides can be handled.
Unusual features:
As the code was written mainly for the interpretation of evaluated average cross
section data weighting of points can be chosen according to point density
(Le. inversely propertional to energy interval "covered" by a given point) as
an alternative to the more common weighting by inverse variance.
Related and auxiliary programs:
Non-KFK users must replace the Karlsruhe plotter subroutine PL~TA following






102 kbytes of core storage, card reader, printer, plotter.
Typical running times:
About s per nuclide on IBM/370-168 under os.
References:
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5.5 INCH3 - a coupled-channels program for inelastic and elastic exchange
reactions with automatic parameter optimization








D-7500 Karlsruhe, West Germany
Problem solved:
Estimation of interaction parameters of coupled-channels problem by fitting
angle-integrated and differential elastic and inelastic cross section and
polarization data at a given incident energy.
Method of solution:
Weighted least-squares fit. Numerical integration of the coupled-channels
equations is performed with the full interaction out to a cut-off radius R1
for nuclear forces. Beyond R1 only long-range Coulomb terms (proportional to
-L-I) d d' R h h .. . fr are use up to a ra 1US 2 w ere t e asymptot1c ser1es expans10ns 0
the Coulomb wave functions are valid and can be matched.
Restrictions:
Antisymmetrization between incoming particle and target nucleons is neglected
and also excitation of the scattered particle. The interaction potential must
be local and velocity-independent. No restrictions (other than practicability)
limit the number of coupled channels, the spin of the scattered particle or
the number of excited target-nuclear states.
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Unusual features:
Standard potentials (Coulomb, Saxon-Woods, derivative Saxon-Woods, centrifugal
potential) are available as options, Modifications are possible in subroutine
NUCLIN following author's instructions 11/.




ATLAS, CDC 6600, IBM/370-168
Machine requirements:
240 kbytes of core storage
Typical running time:
40 sec on IBM/370-168 for a parameter opti~isation problem of 10 search cycles
References:
111 Unpublished description available from author.
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D-7500 Karlsruhe. West Germany
Problem solved:
Calculation of differential cross sections for inelastic scattering and charge
exchange reactions such as those for (n.p) or (3He •t ) reactions.
Method of solution:
Distorted-wave Born approximation. Numerical integration of Schrödinger equation.
A combination of Saxon-Woods form and its derivative for real and imaginary
nuclear potential is used. Calculated and experimental data can be plotted
together (line printer plot).
Restrictions:
Only angular distribution is calculated.
Unusual features:
A formalism for the calculation of knock-on processes is also included.







128 kbytes of core storage
Typical running time:
about I min per problem or angular distribution on IBM/370-168
Reference:
B. Goel, Thesis, University of Freiburg i.Br., 1970
5.7 SECDIST: Program for calculation of energy distributions cf secondary
neutrons produced by inelastic scattering
Name of program:
SECDIST
Names and establishment of authors:
I. Broeders, C. Broeders
INR
Kernforschungszentrum
D-7500 Karlsruhe, West Germany
Problem solved:
Calculation of angle-integrated energy spectra of secondary neutrons produced
by inelastic scattering with account of equilibrium and pre-equilibrium pro-
cesses 11/. 12/. Comparison with experimental data.
Method of solution:
Equilibrium processes are calculated using a special version of the Hauser-
Feshbach expression for continuous channels, which is obtained by angle inte-
gration of the corresponding exp~ession used in the computer code HELENE /3/.
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Preequilibrium reactions are calculated using Blann's theory /4/ and modified
version of Blann's code /5/. Absorption cross sections and transmission co-
efficients needed for the equilibrium and preequilibrium calculations are
obtained by the nonlocal optical model developped by Perey and Buck /6/ and
a modified version of their code /7/.
Experimental data for energy distributions of secondary neutrons are often
given as functions of the scattering angle. In order to obtain quantities
that are comparable with the computer results the angular distributions are
fitted and extrapolated by squares of spherical Bessel functions or by
Legendre polynomials and integrated.
Restrictions:
Only elastic and inelastic neutron scattering channels are considered ~n the
Hauser-Feshbach formula.
Unusual features:
Absorption cross sections and transmission coefficients which are needed for
the Hauser Feshbach and for the preequilibrium calculations are obtained by
the nonlocal-optical-model code /6,7/ and transferred within the system by
densely stored tables. The transfer of two-dimensional tables (cross sections
versus energy or energy distributions of secondary neutrons versus energy) is
performed aecording to PLOTEASY /8/ formats. In this way automatie plotting of
these quantities is made possible. In order to minimize user input the NAMELIST
input option is used by all modules.
Related and auxiliary programs:
SECDIST eonsists of the subprograms 0PTM0D, PREEQ, SIGMIX and FITM0D and utilizes




IMB/360 and 1370 series (e.g. IBM 370 model 168). Plotting devices: IBM-1627,
CALCOMP-Plotter, STATOS-Plotter, SYNETICS-Plotter. CRT-display at Karlsruhe.
The program is executed under 05 370.
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Machine requirements:
One disk is needed for transferring data. Without overlay all modules can be
run with 122 k core storage with one exception: OPTMOD needs 200 k.
Typical running time:
As example the CPD times on a IBM 370/168 are g1ven for the calculations for
5614 MeV neutrons on Fe /1,2/
1. Preparation of the optical model data with the code OPTMOD = 5 min 30 sec
CPD-Time
2. Preequilibrium calculation with PREEQ 2 sec.
3. Equilibrium and composite data with SIGMIX 5 sec.
4. Fitting of experimental data 5 - 13 sec.
References:
/1/ H. Jahn, Contributed paper to the IAEA consultants meeting on the use of
nuclear theory in neutron nuclear data evaluation, Trieste 8-12 December 75.
/2/ H. Borgwaldt, C.H.M. Broeders, I. Broeders, H. Jahn, M. Lalovic, D. Rusch,
Reaktortagung Nürnberg, 1975.
/3/ S.K. Penny, "HELENE", ORNL-TM-2590 (1969)
/4/ M. Blann, Phys, Rev. Lett. 28 (1972), 757 and Nucl. Phys. A213, (1973), 570
/5/ M. Blann, COO 3494-14
/6/ F.G. Perey, B. Buck, Nucl. Phys. 32, (1962), 353
/7/ F.G. Perey, ORNL-3429
/8/ C.H.M. Broeders, PLOTEASY , (1976) unpublished
